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Abstract 
 

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a devastating neurodegenerative disorder caused by 

progressive degeneration of upper and lower motor neurons (MNs), with a very rapid clinical 

course. It leads to muscle weakness and atrophy progressing to paralysis, with respiratory 

failure being the major cause of death within years following clinical diagnosis. ALS also shares 

neuropathological and genetic features with Frontotemporal Dementia (FTD), as the prevalence of 

cognitive and behavioral symptoms in ALS patients is high. Thus, these two disorders constitute 

the ends of a same spectrum of disease. 

 

A major gene mutated in ALS patients is the RNA-binding protein FUS (FUSed in sarcoma; 

also known as TLS, translocated in liposarcoma). FUS is implicated in multiple aspects of RNA 

metabolism including RNA splicing, trafficking and translation. This factor shuttles between 

the nucleus and the cytoplasm where it controls more than 5,500 identified RNA targets. 

Another recently identified gene implicated in ALS is coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix 

domain 10 (CHCHD10), which plays a role in mitochondria stability. 

Both these genes have been investigated through different model systems, from small 

invertebrate models to patient biopsies. However, the major phenotypic features obtained in 

these models are complex and often controversial. The objective of this work is to provide new 

insights on the implication of these genes in ALS through the use of new models. 

To investigate the pathogenic mechanisms induced by FUS and CHCHD10, we generated and 

characterized two novel stable non-sense mutant zebrafish models for the orthologues of these 

genes and highlighted several ALS phenotypic features.  

For fus, we demonstrated that loss of its function reduces the lifespan and leads to locomotor 

disabilities. We associated these phenotypic features with the observation of aberrant axonal 

projections from MNs and disorganized neuromuscular junction (NMJ) morphology. 

Furthermore, we described a significant dysregulation of several Acetylcholine receptor 

subunits associated with a decrease of hdac4, highlighting possible denervation and 

reinnervation processes in our model. We also demonstrated altered muscle morphology as well 

as disrupted mitochondrial network. At the molecular level, we demonstrated transcriptomic 

and protein expression changes for the genes encoding for different isoforms of the protein tau 

in the model, as well as changes in the expression of kinases acting on tau phosphorylation. 

For chchd10, we observed non-persistent locomotion defects associated with fragmented 

mitochondrial network and collapse of the mitochondrial membrane potential, suggesting the 

enhancement of apoptotic conditions. However, these observations were not significant, 

suggesting a lack of loss of function effect from CHCHD10, possibly tempered by 

compensatory pathways. 

These findings indicate that loss of fus expression is responsible for the occurrence of distal 

pathological signs at the NMJ, thus supporting a “dying-back” neuronopathy, in which early 

disease hallmarks start at the level of the NMJ and progress towards MN cell bodies. 
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Résumé  

La sclérose latérale amyotrophique (SLA) est une maladie neurodégénérative dévastatrice 

causée par la dégénérescence progressive des motoneurones (MNs) supérieurs et inférieurs. 

Cela mène à une faiblesse et une atrophie musculaire qui progresse jusqu’à la paralysie. Des 

défaillances respiratoires sont la cause majeure de décès qui survient quelques années après 

diagnostic clinique. Les patients SLA présentant une importante prévalence de symptômes 

cognitifs et comportementaux, il a été montré qu’elle partage aussi des traits génétiques et 

neuropathologiques avec la démence fronto-temporale (DFT). Ainsi, ses maladies sont 

considérées comme faisant partie d’un même spectre pathologique. 

 

Un des gènes majeurs identifiés chez des patients SLA est le gène FUS (FUSed in sarcoma), 

codant pour une protéine de liaison aux ARNs. FUS est impliqué dans de nombreux aspects du 

métabolisme de l’ARN, comme son épissage, son transport et sa traduction. La protéine navigue 

entre le noyau et le cytoplasme où il contrôle plus de 5500 ARNs. Un autre gène, nouvellement 

identifié comme étant impliqué dans la SLA, est le gène coiled-coil-helix-coiled-coil-helix 

domain 10 (CHCHD10), qui joue un role majeur dans le maintien et la stabilité des 

mitochondries. 

Ces deux gènes ont été étudiés à travers différents modèles, de petits modèles invertébrés aux 

biopsies de patients. Cependant, les différents traits phénotypiques observés dans ses modèles 

sont complexes et parfois controversés. L’objectif de cette thèse est de fournir de nouvelles 

informations sur l’implication de ces deux gènes dans la SLA à travers l’utilisation de nouveaux 

modèles. 

Pour étudier les mécanismes pathologiques induits par FUS et CHCHD10, nous avons généré 

et caractérisé deux nouveaux modèles de poisson-zèbres présentant une mutation non-sens des 

orthologues de ces gènes, et nous avons mis en évidence différents traits phénotypiques propres 

à la SLA. 

Pour fus, nous avons démontré que la perte de sa fonction réduit la durée de vie du modèle et 

mène à des déficits locomoteurs. Nous avons associé ses phénotypes à l’observation de 

projections axonales des MNs aberrantes et une désorganisation de la jonction neuromusculaire 

(JNM). De plus, nous avons décrit une dérégulation significative des sous-unités des récepteurs 

à l’acetylcholine associé à une diminution de l’expression de hdac4, soulignant de possibles 

phénomènes de dénervation et de réinnervation dans ce modèle. Nous avons aussi montré une 

structure musculaire altérée ainsi qu’un réseau mitochondrial perturbé. Au niveau moléculaire, 

nous avons montré des changements d’expression au niveau protéique et transcriptomique pour 

des gènes codant pour différents isoformes de la protéine tau, ainsi que des changements 

d’expression de kinases phosphorylant tau. 

Pour chchd10, nous avons observés des déficits locomoteurs non persistants associé à un réseau 

mitochondrial fragmenté et une diminution du potentiel de membrane mitochondrial, suggérant 

une favorisation de conditions apoptotiques. Cependant, ces observations n’étaient pas 

significatives, supposant une absence d’effet pathologique de la perte de fonction de 

CHCHD10, possiblement atténué par des processus compensatoires. 

Ces résultats montrent que la perte de fonction de fus est responsable de l’apparition de signes 

pathologiques distaux au niveau de la JNM, indiquant une neuronopathie en « dying-back », 

dans laquelle les traits pathologiques de la SLA commencent au niveau de la JNM et 

progressent vers les corps cellulaires des MNs. 
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1. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 
 

1.1. Definition and Clinical Features: 

 

Described by Jean Martin Charcot in 1869, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a rare 

heterogeneous neurodegenerative disease that is characterized by a progressive degeneration of 

the upper motor neurons (UMNs) in the motor cortex and the lower motor neurons (LMNs) in 

the brainstem and the spinal cord (Figure 1). This leads to focal weakness, spasticity and 

atrophy of most of the muscles, progressing to paralysis. Death occurs predominantly through 

respiratory failure within 3 to 5 years of diagnosis (Chiò et al., 2009).  

As a heterogeneous disease, the presentation of ALS can vary significantly between patients. 

Indeed, some patients present with spinal-onset disease, involving muscle weakness of the 

limbs, while others can present with bulbar-onset disease, characterized by a difficulty to speak 

(dysarthria) and to swallow (dysphagia) (Hardiman, Al-Chalabi, Chio, Corr, Logroscino, 

Robberecht, Shaw, Simmons, & Van Den Berg, 2017). This creates a difficulty to diagnose 

ALS accurately that can be rather challenging for neurologists (reviewed in the section 1.3 

Diagnostic challenge). 
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Figure 1: Clinical affections caused by ALS. Upper motor neurons from the motor cortex 

and lower motor neurons projecting from the brain stem and the spinal cord to the skeletal 

muscles are affected in ALS. (Derived from Taylor et al., 2016) 

 

ALS also shares neuropathological and genetic features with another disorder, Frontotemporal 

Dementia (FTD) (Morita et al., 2006; Caroline Vance et al., 2006), as the prevalence of 

cognitive and behavioral symptoms in ALS patients is high. This has contributed to redefine 

ALS as a neurodegenerative rather than a neuromuscular disorder (Hardiman, Al-Chalabi, Chio, 

Corr, Logroscino, Robberecht, Shaw, Simmons, & Van Den Berg, 2017). 

 

1.2. Incidence of ALS (clinical epidemiology) 
 

Thanks to high-quality European patient registers that were combined to form the European 

ALS Epidemiology Consortium (EURALS), epidemiological studies of ALS based on 

population were efficiently conducted and provided data to assess the incidence of ALS in 

Europe (Logroscino et al., 2010; Rooney et al., 2017). Meta-analysis of numerous international 
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studies with homogenous rates in populations from Europe, North America and New Zealand 

(Marin et al., 2017) has established the incidence of ALS at around 2 per 100,000 individuals 

each year. 

The heterogeneity of ALS is also highlighted by sex differences in the onset. Indeed, it has been 

reported that in Europe, most men have spinal-onset disease whereas women have mostly 

bulbar-onset disease (Logroscino et al., 2010). This difference of onset can also be observed 

depending on the region. There are more individuals with bulbar-onset disease in Europe than 

in Asia, and a difference between Northern and Southern Europe has been noted, with more 

patients presenting a spinal-onset disease in southern Europe (Logroscino et al., 2010). 

The onset of the disease occurs prevalently during adulthood, with a peak age of 58-63 years 

for sporadic ALS (meaning the causes of the disease remain elusive [covered in section 2.1  

Genetics]) and 47-52 years for familial cases (meaning the disease is due to inherited genetic 

mutations [covered in section 2.1 Genetics]) (Logroscino et al., 2010), but several studies 

reported the existence of a young onset ALS defined by a peak age under 40 years and 

representing 10% of cases (Corcia et al., 2017; Sabatelli et al., 2008). In this particular type of 

ALS, males are predominant and spinal onset occurs in 80% of cases. Also, survival is longer 

than in classical ALS with a median around 70 months (Corcia et al., 2017; Sabatelli et al., 

2008). Some ALS cases involve patients with motor onset before the age of 25 years and are 

referred as juvenile ALS. It is usually characterized by spinal onset, a predominant long 

duration of evolution of upper and lower motor neurons (MN) degeneration leading to facial 

muscle spasticity with spastic dysarthria and gait (Corcia et al., 2017; Hübers et al., 2015; 

Orban, Devon, Hayden, & Leavitt, 2007). 
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1.3. Diagnostic challenge [revised from (Campanari, Bourefis & Kabashi, 2019)] 

 

The difficulty to diagnose ALS resides mainly in the existence of several mimic syndromes, 

unrelated to ALS but which present similar clinical features (Ghasemi, 2016; B. J. Traynor et 

al., 2000). Motor neuron diseases (MNDs) are classified in four main groups in which ALS 

represents the most common form (Table 1). While these diseases affect individuals in different 

ways, they also share several symptoms due to MN loss of function. These disorders present 

progressive weakening of skeletal muscles, which eventually affects the ability to speak, 

swallow and breathe. ALS diagnosis is even more difficult if we add to the list other 

neurological conditions unrelated to MNDs which can mimic its early symptoms. Moreover, 

increasing evidence points to a possible direct implication of muscle in the early stage of the 

disease, adding myopathies to the list of ALS-mimic pathologies (reviewed in Table 1). 

Standard diagnostic criteria for ALS have been established in 1991 [El Escorial criteria [EEC] 

(Brooks, Miller, Swash, & Munsat, 2000)] and were revised in 1997 [AirlieHouse criteria 

[AHC] or El Escorial Revisited (Miller, Munsat, Swash, & Brooks, 1999)]. Even if the essential 

requirements for ALS diagnosis were defined by these criteria, many neurologists and 

neuromuscular clinicians were missing the diagnosis, proving the low clinical accuracy of these 

diagnostic parameters (Bryan J. Traynor et al., 2000). In 2008, electrodiagnostic studies, known 

as the Awaji criteria (Mamede De Carvalho & Swash, 2009), were included in the clinical 

procedure to allow earlier and more accurate assessment of ALS diagnosis. However, the 

application of those sets of defined features are still insufficient to rule out other similar and 

related diseases (Davenport, Swingler, Chancellor, & Warlow, 1996; Haverkamp, Appel, & 

Appel, 1995). 
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Table 1: General overview of neuromuscular diseases and ALS-mimic pathologies. 

(Campanari, Bourefis & Kabashi, 2019) 

 

1.4. Diagnostic Methods 

 

ALS diagnosis goes mainly through clinical evaluation. However, in order to obtain an accurate 

diagnosis, laboratory testing based on advanced techniques of electrodiagnosis, neuroimaging, 

immunobiochemistry, and neurogenetics, is required. Tests to rule out other neuromuscular 

conditions may include: 

Electromyogram (EMG): The needle EMG is the most important study in determining 

diagnostic certainty of ALS (Daube, 1985). During this test, a needle electrode is inserted 

through the skin into various muscles, starting with the most severely involved limb (Figure 

2). The examination then progresses through four anatomical regions: bulbar, cervical, thoracic, 

and lumbar. At least three anatomical regions have to be positive to this test to define ALS. The 

fasciculation potential (FP) has been included in Awaji criteria as a hallmark of ALS muscular 
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denervation. In general, a decreased number of motor unit recruitment, with long duration of 

the motor unit potential, and abnormal spontaneous activity, are measured at the EMG in ALS 

patients [reviewed in (Joyce & Carter, 2013)]. 

Nerve Conduction Study (NCS): This test measures how fast an electrical impulse moves 

through the nerve (Figure 2). During the test, one electrode placed on the skin stimulates the 

nerve of interest with a very mild electrical impulse. Variations in time spent to reach a second 

electrode can help in identifying a nerve damage. While EMG measures the electrical activity 

in the muscles, the nerve conduction study is specific for nerves and helps to localize the 

disorder among nerve, neuromuscular junction, and muscle. NCS is a powerful tool to 

discriminate ALS from axonal demyelination or conduction block impairments (Duleep & 

Shefner, 2013). NCS parameters are generally normal in ALS, albeit the presence of prolonged 

distal motor latency and slowed conduction velocity could be consistent with the diagnosis of 

ALS (Argyriou, Polychronopoulos, Talelli, & Chroni, 2006; M de Carvalho & Swash, 2000). 

These changes suggest loss of large myelinated fibers, but also motor axons regeneration 

phenomena (M de Carvalho & Swash, 2000). 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI): This technique is able to produce detailed images of the 

brain and spinal cord, the latter with the advantage of simultaneously investigating the upper 

and lower MNs. During several years, its application was related to the exclusion of other 

disorders, as tumors or hernias that can display certain of the ALS-mimic symptoms (Filippi et 

al., 2010). The evolution and improvement of this multimodal tool has recently become 

essential for the diagnosis of ALS. MRI scans can show cerebral degeneration and gray/white 

matter atrophy [reviewed in (Martin R Turner & Modo, 2010)], and also detect abnormalities 

in ALS muscle, likely due to denervation atrophy process (Staff, Amrami, & Howe, 2015). 

Blood and Urine Tests: Testing hematological factors is helpful to exclude diseases that are 

capable of mimicking ALS symptoms. Recently, a population- based study, proposed serum 
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albumin, creatinine levels, and lymphocyte count as markers for ALS, indicating muscle waste 

and inflammation respectively (Chiò et al., 2014). Other markers potentially related to a better 

ALS outcome have been proposed: LDL/HDL levels, which are elevated in ALS plasma and 

represent a general unexplained hypermetabolism (Dorst et al., 2011; L. Dupuis et al., 2008); 

serum uric acid levels, which are decreased among ALS patients, further demonstrating the 

possible role of oxidative stress in the induction and propagation of the disease (Keizman et al., 

2009); serum ferritin levels which are elevated in ALS patients and could reflect perturbation 

in iron metabolism (Qureshi, Brown, Rogers, & Cudkowicz, 2008); concentrations of certain 

amino acids, which are decreased in ALS (Ilżecka, Stelmasiak, Solski, Wawrzycki, & Szpetnar, 

2003); levels of serum proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6, which are increased in ALS 

(Ono, Hu, Shimizu, Imai, & Nakagawa, 2001). Finally, high level of circulating 

Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and metalloproteinases (MMP) have been reported in ALS 

plasma (Festoff & Fernandez, 1981; Niebroj-Dobosz, Janik, Sokołowska, & Kwiecinski, 2010) 

and although the exact source of these two classes of enzymes remains uncertain, it could in 

part reflect a disruption of extracellularly bound AChE at the NMJ and early change in the 

nerve-muscle integrity. 

Spinal Tap (Lumbar Puncture): Using this particular test, a small amount of cerebrospinal fluid 

(CSF) is taken from the lower back of the patient for laboratory tests. Thanks to its proximity 

to the central nervous system, the CSF is considered one preferred tissue to search for ALS 

biomarkers [reviewed in (Barschke, Oeckl, Steinacker, Ludolph, & Otto, 2017)]. Several 

markers for ALS have been identified in CSF such as Tau, TDP43, Nefl, and MMP levels 

[reviewed in (Shaw & Williams, 2000)]. In particular, MMPs with their ability to digest 

collagen, proteoglycan, and laminin (Vincenti & Brinckerhoff, 2007), may reflect ongoing 

destruction of the matrix which wraps synapses (Lim et al., 1996) and pathological changes at 

the brain-blood barrier (Niebroj-Dobosz et al., 2010). 
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Muscle Biopsy: With this technique, a small portion of muscle is removed by needle biopsy and 

sent to a laboratory for histopathological analysis. Rarely performed because of its painful and 

invasive nature, this tool is useful when ALS diagnosis is not clear. Generally, ALS muscles 

present signs of active denervation/reinnervation and an increased number of atrophic fibers 

(Jensen, Jørgensen, Bech, Frandsen, & Schrøder, 2016). 

Genetic Testing: People with familial ALS (fALS) background can get an efficient diagnosis 

through genetic testing (Chiò et al., 2014). This technique may help ALS patients to understand 

the basis of their condition, and improve the genotype-specific treatments (Roggenbuck, Quick, 

& Kolb, 2017). Unluckily, there is a lack of consensus among clinicians above the definition of 

fALS, since new genes related to ALS are continuously found (Vajda et al., 2017). Nowadays, 

genetic testing is not wildly used because of its high cost and the belief that ALS genetics is not 

well-enough understood to provide a better treatment plan, as reported in 2017 in a study which 

involved 167 clinicians from 21 different countries around the world (Vajda et al., 2017). 

Accurate diagnosis is crucial to provide adequate counseling and information about the 

prognosis and disease course, and to avoid inappropriate therapy. Moreover, a good diagnosis 

could provide a more equal stratification of cases and be important in the choice of additional 

medical support, as for example nutritional intervention strategies or physical therapy. 

Currently, there is no common consensus in the use of laboratory analysis for ALS diagnosis. 

Basically, clinicians decide for the application of certain techniques based on their experience, 

expertise and hospital practice. Progress in molecular genetics and identification of specific 

biomarkers is ongoing, which will translate to a refined diagnostic certitude. Therefore, there is 

the emerging need to establish a widely accepted protocol for laboratory tests to discriminate 

the majority of cases that present clinical features resembling ALS. 
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the nerve conduction and muscle contraction studies. 

Nerve Conduction Velocity (NCV - left) measures the velocity and the quality of conduction of 

the electrical signal in a nerve. During the test, the nerve is electrically stimulated and two 

recording electrodes, placed on the skin at a specific distance from each other (in the order of 

millimeters), receive the impulse. The time (in milliseconds) spent by the impulse to move from 

a point to another represent the velocity. In ALS, the impulse conduction is slower than control 

cases and is worsened by the increase of axonal degeneration. 

The electromyogram (EMG-right) measures the electrical activity of the muscles at rest and 

during contraction. There are two kinds of EMG: surface EMG and intramuscular EMG. In 

the first, the muscle activity is recorded by one or more electrodes patched on the skin and it 

assess the contractile response of superficial muscles. However, the result can be influenced 

by the depth of the subcutaneous tissue and the discharges of adjacent muscles. With the 

intramuscular EMG, specific deep muscle activity is recorded by using one needle electrode 

inserted into the muscle. EMG and NCV tests are often done together to give more complete 

information. (Campanari, Bourefis & Kabashi, 2019). 

 

 

1.5. Treatment challenges 

 

In 150 years of recorded history on ALS, there has been no treatment that significantly slows 

down or reverses symptoms in the majority of patients despite more than 200 ALS clinical trials 

having been conducted worldwide (Jaiswal, 2019). Riluzole was the first drug approved in the 
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USA by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for clinical use in the 1990s (Lacomblez, 

Bensimon, Meininger, Leigh, & Guillet, 1996). It clinically acts to increase the survival of 

patients of approximately 3 months (18,19 from Jaiswal), and many pharmaceutical 

experiments showed disease progression delays in transgenic ALS animal models, but overall 

it failed to show significant efficacy in clinical trials or are still in Phase I-III trials (Jaiswal, 

2019). Very recently, in 2017, ederavone, a new drug developed by Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma, 

was approved by the FDA after showing efficiency in significantly reducing ALS progression 

during early disease stages (Abe et al., 2017). However it was not approved by the European 

Medicines Agency and the idea of providing ederavone to all patients with ALS regardless of 

clinical presentation is under debate (Hardiman & van den Berg, 2017).  

 

1.6.  Environmental causes of ALS 
 

Environmental factors were the focus on several epidemiological studies. From these analyses, 

various factors have been put to light to extend the current understanding of the implication of 

the environment, such as exercise, smoking, pesticides, exposure to heavy metals, cyanotoxins 

found in food, electric shocks or geographical clustering [reviewed in (Al-Chalabi & Hardiman, 

2013)]. However, for most of the studies, the evidence for the implication of these factors is not 

clear-cut. Actually, many reasons make the identification of environmental risk factors difficult. 

Indeed, contrary to the genetic profile that does not change from birth, the exposition to the 

environment changes over time and can only be measured by prospective observation or recall. 

The only solution would be very detailed longitudinal observations over a lifetime in large 

numbers of people with similar genetic backgrounds (Al-Chalabi & Hardiman, 2013). Another 

point to consider is that environmental exposures most likely act on specific genetic 

background, highlighting a gene-environment interaction. Thus, without knowing the genetic 

background of the participants, interpreting the study results can be challenging. Hence, the 
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majority of studies that constituted most of the knowledge around ALS are focused on genetics, 

and will be covered in the next section. 

 

2. Genetic causes and pathology of ALS 
 

2.1. Genetics 
 

Although the majority of ALS cases occur sporadically (sALS), there is a Mendelian inheritance 

in about 10% of the cases (familial ALS, fALS), mainly in an autosomal, dominant fashion 

(Strong, Hudson, & Alvord, 1991). The two are clinically indistinguishable and a variety of 

genetic defects in more than 20 genetic loci have been linked with the ALS phenotype (R. H. 

Brown & Al-Chalabi, 2017), with new genes constantly being identified in subsets of ALS 

patients (Brenner et al., 2016; Freischmidt et al., 2015; I. R. Mackenzie et al., 2017) (Figure 

3). In all these studies, evidence points out oligogenic (phenotype determined by more than one 

gene) and pleiotropic (multiple phenotypes from a single gene) implications, and among these 

familial cases, four major genes, which mutations are known to cause ALS, are the following: 

chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72), superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), transactive 

response DNA-binding protein (TARDBP) and fused in sarcoma (FUS) (Kwiatkowski et al., 

2009; Renton et al., 2011; Rosen et al., 1993; Sreedharan et al., 2008). Other genes have been 

identified to be associated to ALS, including ATXN2, TBK1 or TUBA4A, and provide 

additional information on the complex genetic spectrum of ALS pathology, but they will not be 

covered in this overview. Further information can be found in recent extensive reviews (R. H. 

Brown & Al-Chalabi, 2017; Ragagnin, Shadfar, Vidal, Jamali, & Atkin, 2019).  
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Figure 3: Frequency of mutated genes in fALS patients and ALS gene discovery since 1990 

(derived from Ragagnin et al., 2019 and Brown et al., 2017) 

 

Superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1): In 1993, the identification of missense mutations in SOD1 

represented the first significant clue that highlighted the underlying genetic cause of ALS 

(Rosen et al., 1993). More than 160 mutations have been identified in ALS patients with a 

frequency of mutations varying from 12 to 23% in familial cases and from 0 to 7% in sporadic 

cases (Kabashi, Valdmanis, Dion, & Rouleau, 2007; Kaur, McKeown, & Rashid, 2016; Saccon, 

Bunton-Stasyshyn, Fisher, & Fratta, 2013). These mutations are responsible of a toxic gain of 

function of SOD1, even though some reported the implication of a SOD1 loss of function in the 

appearance of ALS (Saccon et al., 2013). The gene encodes for a homodimeric Cu/Zn-binding 

enzyme that catalyzes the inactivation of superoxide into oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, 

providing antioxidant defense mechanism to the cells (Gurney, Liu, Althaus, Hall, & Decker, 

1998). In pathological conditions, several mechanism alterations have been linked to SOD1 

mutations, including excitotoxicity, mitochondrial metabolism alteration, axonal transport 

defect or apoptosis (Pasinelli & Brown, 2006).  

The discovery of SOD1 mutations in ALS patients was followed by the development of several 

SOD1 transgenic rodent models. These models recapitulate main feature of ALS, notably motor 

neuron degeneration, reduced lifespan, SOD1/ubiquitin-positive aggregates, or aberrant 
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oxidative metabolism (reviewed in Orietta Pansarasa et al., 2018). They thus allowed to 

elucidate various mechanisms in the pathology of ALS and underpinned most of the current 

knowledge of the disease (reviewed in Orietta Pansarasa et al., 2018; Van Damme, Robberecht, 

& Van Den Bosch, 2017). However, therapeutic strategies based on these models failed to 

provide significant effects in ALS patients. The identification of other major genes implicated 

in ALS in the following years provided more insights toward therapeutic clues. 

 

Chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72): the C9orf72 gene is located on the short arm 

of chromosome 9 and encodes for a protein located in the cytoplasm of neurons and in 

presynaptic terminals. Linkage analysis of North European patients with ALS and FTD 

suggested a susceptibility locus on the short arm of chromosome 9 (Morita et al., 2006; Van Es 

et al., 2009; Caroline Vance et al., 2006). In 2011, hexanucleotide repeat GGGGCC (G4C2) 

expansion (HRE) within the first intron of C9orf72 was identified as a pathogenic mutation in 

ALS and FTD (DeJesus-Hernandez et al., 2011; Renton et al., 2011). In healthy conditions, 

there are less than 20-30 HRE, whereas in mutated patients, hundreds of repeats can occur. It 

has been later proven that HRE of the C9orf72 gene is a major genetic factor in ALS and FTD 

patients, as it is detected in approximately 40% of fALS and FTD, and 9% of sALS cases 

(Majounie et al., 2012), as well as other neurodegenerative disorders like Alzheimer’s disease 

or Parkinson’s disease (Beck et al., 2013; DeJesus-Hernandez et al., 2013; Harms et al., 2013; 

Theuns et al., 2014).  

C9orf72 HRE-linked pathogenicity in ALS/FTD has been suggested to be explained by loss 

and gain of function processes through different hypotheses: the first supposed that inhibition 

of endosomal trafficking and the perturbation of endocytosis, leading to autophagy, caused by 

a reduction in the C9ORF72 protein level (Koppers et al., 2015). The second suggested a 

neurotoxicity of HRE by forming RNA foci causing a sequestration of RNA binding proteins 
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and disabling the RNA processing machinery (Y.-B. Lee et al., 2013). The third hypothesis was 

based on the repeat-associated non-AUG translation of G4C2 RNA to generate five different 

toxic dipeptide repeat proteins (DPR) called “polyGA, “polyGP, “polyGR”, “polyPA” and 

“polyPR” (Y.-B. Lee et al., 2017) that can have an influence on activation of programmed cell 

death and trans-activation response (TAR) DNA- binding protein 43 (TDP-43) cleavage (Y.-B. 

Lee et al., 2017). 

The first vertebrate model of C9orf72 loss of function was developed by Ciura and colleagues 

in 2013 and allowed to assess the effects of a knockdown of the zebrafish homolog to human 

C9orf72. It resulted in reduced motor function that was rescued by co-expression with human 

C9orf72 mRNA (Sorana Ciura et al., 2013). Other models, ranging from Drosophila to mouse 

models (Morrice, Gregory-Evans, & Shaw, 2018; W. Xu & Xu, 2018), were developed and 

presented features similar to ALS, including paralysis, MN loss, impaired neuromuscular 

junction integrity, DPR protein aggregation, TDP-43 cytoplasmic aggregation and reduced 

lifespan (Y. Liu et al., 2016; Morrice et al., 2018). 

 

Transactive response DNA-binding protein (TARDBP): In 2006, studies reported the 

identification of the gene coding for the protein TDP-43, a nuclear RNA/DNA binding protein, 

as a major actor in ALS and FTD pathogenesis, and the main component of ubiquitinated 

inclusions (Arai et al., 2006; M. Neumann et al., 2006). These inclusions have been found in 

approximately 97% of ALS cases (22,23). TDP-43 is involved in many essential roles for cell 

survival, including transcriptional repression, pre-mRNA maturation and alternative splicing, 

mRNA transportation, microRNA biogenesis, interaction with noncoding RNA, autoregulation, 

and translational regulation of key proteins [reviewed in (Guerrero et al., 2016)]. 
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TDP-43 is mostly characterized by cytoplasmic mislocalization and aggregation in ALS, as 

well as FTD, and its aggregated forms are described by abnormal phosphorylation, truncation, 

and cytoplasmic mislocalization (Kabashi et al., 2008; Sreedharan et al., 2008). From this, it 

has been hypothesized that neurodegeneration might occur through gain of toxic TDP-43 or 

through loss of function of TDP-43 and a number of studies explored these hypotheses through 

different animal models. Indeed, overexpression of TDP-43 was shown to recapitulates TDP-

43 proteinopathy and ALS phenotypes, supporting a role for gain of toxic function in disease 

(Ash et al., 2010; Y. Li et al., 2010; Wils et al., 2010). Knock-in mouse models for mutant 

TARDBP were also used and displayed neurodegenerative features, suggesting disease 

progression contribution by gain of toxicity function (Gao, Wang, Huntley, Perry, & Wang, 

2018; Sreedharan et al., 2008). 

To examine loss of function, TDP-43 knockout mice were first used and revealed embryonic 

lethality (Kraemer et al., 2010; Chantelle F. Sephton et al., 2010; L. S. Wu et al., 2010). 

Afterwards, other models demonstrated progressive motor phenotype and typical TDP-43 

proteinopathy (Iguchi et al., 2013; Kabashi et al., 2009a; L. S. Wu, Cheng, & Shen, 2012). From 

these reports, it is estimated that both gain and loss of function of TDP-43 may be involved in 

ALS pathomechanisms [reviewed in (Scotter, Chen, & Shaw, 2015)].  

 

Fused in sarcoma (FUS): Like TDP-43, FUS is an RNA/DNA binding protein, ubiquitously 

expressed in both the nucleus and cytoplasm in many cell types, but almost exclusively in the 

nucleus in neurons and glial cells (Åman et al., 1996b; Andersson et al., 2008a). The gene was 

first identified as a fusion oncogene on chromosome 16 in human liposarcoma (Crozat, Åman, 

Mandahl, & Ron, 1993). It was then associated with ALS pathology in 2009 (Kwiatkowski et 

al., 2009; Vance et al., 2009), with currently more than 50 missense mutations reported mostly 

located in the exon 15 which encodes for the NLS (nuclear localization signal) at the C-terminal 
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region of the protein (Lattante et al., 2013). These mutations are known to cause the 

redistribution of FUS into the cytoplasm and the accumulation of protein inclusions (Lagier-

Tourenne et al., 2012a; Lattante et al., 2013; Rademakers et al., 2010). This suggests a loss of 

FUS normal function or gain of toxic function in the cytoplasm (Liuqing Yang, Gal, Chen, & 

Zhu, 2014).  

As FUS is the main focus of this work, a more in-depth review of genetic features in patients 

carrying FUS mutations and features of FUS animal and cellular models will be presented in 

section 4 (The gene FUS). 

 

 

2.2. Pathophysiology/cellular mechanisms 
 

As stated before, from the identification of the genetic causes of ALS, a variety of animal 

models have been developed to model the mechanisms involved in disease pathobiology 

(Figure 4). They provided substantial clues that enriched our understanding of 

neurodegeneration, with various pathophysiological mechanisms having been identified that 

includes protein homeostasis, RNA metabolism, different transport processes, excitability, 

neuroinflammation and mitochondrial dysfunction. I will review here the major pathogenic 

mechanisms in ALS. 
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Figure 4: Model organisms used in ALS with their advantages and limitations (derived from 

Van Damme et al., 2017) 

 

Altered protein homeostasis: The hallmark of ALS pathology is the formation of misfolded 

and mislocalized proteins, referred as toxic aggregates that are known to disrupt protein 

homeostasis in affected neurons (Bertram & Tanzi, 2005; Soto, 2003). Several ALS-associated 

genes have been linked to the detection of the misfolded and aggregated forms of their 

respective proteins in affected MNs of sALS and fALS patients (Bosco, Morfini, et al., 2010; 
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Forsberg et al., 2010; M. Neumann et al., 2006; Renton, Chiò, & Traynor, 2014; Sharma et al., 

2016a). For instance, cytoplasmic proteinaceous aggregates of TDP-43 have been found in 

different cell types and tissues of ALS patients, including neurons and glial cells, the spinal 

cord, the primary motor cortex or the brain stem (Arai et al., 2006; Hasegawa et al., 2008; M. 

Neumann et al., 2006). 

Apart from protein aggregation, genes involved in proteostasis control have been linked to ALS 

and increasing evidence demonstrated a role of the protein-folding and degradation machinery 

in the MN impairments found in ALS (Rozas, Bargsted, Martínez, Hetz, & Medinas, 2017; 

Ruegsegger & Saxena, 2016). This cell machinery uses two systems for protein degradation: 

the ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) and the autophagy-lysosome pathway. The UPS is a 

cell mechanism consisting of tagging short-lived and soluble proteins with ubiquitin molecules 

in order to be degraded by the proteasome. Autophagy, on the other hand, will degrade long-

lived cytoplasmic proteins, soluble and insoluble misfolded proteins, and even entire organelles 

[reviewed in (Kurtishi, Rosen, Patil, Alves, & Møller, 2019; Medinas, Valenzuela, & Hetz, 

2017; N. Ramesh & Pandey, 2017)]. 

UPS: Genes encoding for proteins involved in the UPS have been associated with fALS. One 

study reported reduced expression of components of the UPS in a neuronal cell mutant of SOD1 

(Urushitani, Kurisu, Tsukita, & Takahashi, 2002). The same was found in mice expressing a 

SOD1 mutation (Kabashi, Agar, Taylor, Minotti, & Durham, 2004). Others showed that the 

alteration of the roles of valosin-containing protein (VCP) and ubiquilin-2 (UBQLN2) in 

substrate delivery to the proteasome were due to the presence of ALS-associated mutations (L. 

Chang & Monteiro, 2015; H. X. Deng et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2010). In addition, it was 

demonstrated that TDP-43 was a substrate of the UPS (Scotter et al., 2014), and TDP-43 

mislocalization associated with MN pathology was caused by knock-down of proteasome 

components (Tashiro et al., 2012). 
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Autophagy: Numerous studies reported the importance of autophagy in the contribution to the 

pathological formation of aggregates in ALS. C9orf72 has a major role in autophagy initiation 

and it was shown that its depletion in mouse cortical neurons caused the aggregation of p62, a 

key receptor protein in autophagy, which is a main pathological feature in ALS/FTD (Sellier et 

al., 2016; Sullivan et al., 2016). Other genes implicated in autophagy have been reported to be 

associated with ALS. Among them, mutations in UBQLN2, optineurin (OPTN) and 

sequestosome 1/p62 (SQSTM1/p62) play a role in ALS disease appearance (Goode et al., 2016; 

Hjerpe et al., 2016; Katsuragi, Ichimura, & Komatsu, 2015; Y. C. Wong & Holzbaur, 2014). A 

regulator of p62 and OPTN, serine/threonine-protein kinase TBK1 is also associated with ALS 

pathology (Matsumoto, Shimogori, Hattori, & Nukina, 2015; Weidberg & Elazar, 2011). VCP 

mutations causing a reduction of VCP activity led to a decrease of autophagosome maturation 

(Ju et al., 2009). Also, SOD1 and TDP-43 were reported to be substrates of autophagy, which 

can explain their aggregation in ALS in the case of a deficiency in autophagy (Bose, Huang, & 

Shen, 2011; Kabuta, Suzuki, & Wada, 2006; N. Ramesh & Pandey, 2017; Q. Xia et al., 2016; 

Yung, Sha, Li, & Chin, 2016). 

 

RNA metabolism: With the identification of mutations in RNA-binding proteins such as 

TARDBP and FUS in ALS, mRNA processing has been the focus of many ALS-related studies 

[reviewed in (Conlon & Manley, 2017; Droppelmann, Campos-Melo, Ishtiaq, Volkening, & 

Strong, 2014)]. 

As stated before, RNA-binding proteins play a major role in the multiple processes of RNA 

metabolism from transcription to mRNA maturation and degradation (Dreyfuss, Kim, & 

Kataoka, 2002) (Figure 5). TDP-43 and FUS are mislocalized in the cytoplasm in pathological 

conditions, suggesting alteration of RNA processing of their targets (Amlie-Wolf et al., 2015; 

Y. Zhou, Liu, Öztürk, & Hicks, 2014). Indeed, loss of TDP-43 function could lead to disease-
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specific splicing hallmarks (J. P. Ling, Pletnikova, Troncoso, & Wong, 2015; Polymenidou et 

al., 2011a; Xiao et al., 2011) and showed altered transport of distally targeted mRNAs (Ishiguro, 

Kimura, Watanabe, Watanabe, & Ishihama, 2016). Reports also highlighted transcriptome 

alteration in models of TARDBP-related ALS (Arnold et al., 2013), and misregulation of gene 

expression has also been observed (Chen-Plotkin, Lee, & Trojanowski, 2010; Ratti & Buratti, 

2016; Walsh et al., 2015). 

Apart from TDP-43, other genes involved in RNA metabolism have been associated to ALS, 

including ANG (Chan, Hieter, & Stirling, 2014; Skourti-Stathaki, Proudfoot, & Gromak, 2011), 

SETX (Pizzo et al., 2013; S. K. Saxena, Rybak, Davey, Youle, & Ackerman, 1992), ELP3, 

TAF15 or EWSR1, other DNA/RNA -binding proteins structurally similar to FUS (Couthouis 

et al., 2012; Kapeli et al., 2016; C. L. Simpson et al., 2008), that play different roles in 

transcription, elongation and alternative splicing (Han et al., 2008; B. Huang, Johansson, & 

Byström, 2005). 
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Figure 5: RNA metabolism pathways involving ALS-associated proteins (derived from 

Droppelman et al. 2014) 

 

Another mechanism involved in the survival of cells that implicates RNA metabolism is the 

adaptation to stressful conditions through the formation of stress granules (SGs). SGs are a form 

of highly dynamic ribonucleoprotein granules that facilitates cell survival by translational arrest 

of non-essential transcripts and by sequestering pro-apoptotic proteins and regulators of cell 

growth [reviewed in (Droppelmann et al., 2014)]. TDP-43, like FUS, in response to stress, 

shuttle to the cytoplasm and colocalize with SGs (Ayala et al., 2008; H Zinszner, Sok, 

Immanuel, Yin, & Ron, 1997a). The link between TDP-43 and SGs is still unclear, with studies 

suggesting an induction of SG formation from TDP-43 overexpression (Freibaum, Chitta, High, 

& Taylor, 2010; Liu-Yesucevitz et al., 2010) but insufficient without additional stress like 

oxidative and osmotic stress (Dewey et al., 2011; Meyerowitz et al., 2011). Others showed a 

decrease in the number of cells containing SGs and the size of SGs after oxidative stress when 
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TDP-43 is knocked down (Aulas, Stabile, & Vande Velde, 2012). Another study from 

McDonald et al. (2011) proved that TDP-43 plays an active role in the cellular stress response 

by showing that TDP-43 and its binding partner, the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein 

hnRNP A2, are components of SGs induced by oxidative stress and contribute to SG formation 

and maintenance (McDonald et al., 2011). 

Other ALS-associated genes have been related to SGs, like TAF15 (Andersson et al., 2008a; 

Blechingberg, Luo, Bolund, Damgaard, & Nielsen, 2012; Marko, Vlassis, Guialis, & Leichter, 

2012), TIA1 (Apicco et al., 2017; Mackenzie et al., 2017),  or the polyglutamine (polyQ) protein 

Ataxin-2 (Ralser et al., 2005). 

 

Aberrant excitability: Nerve excitability is a well-studied parameter that provides, through 

threshold-tracking techniques, in vivo assessment of changes in the properties of the axonal 

membrane, including the function of ion channels, pumps and transporters of myelinated axons 

(Bostock, Cikurel, & Burke, 1998; Kiernan & Kaji, 2013; Krarup & Moldovan, 2009; Matamala 

et al., 2018). 

Excitability has been the focus of many studies on neuromuscular disorders (Krishnan, Lin, 

Park, & Kiernan, 2009). Indeed, impairments in Na+ and K+ conductances have been 

significantly linked to ALS (Bostock, Sharief, Reid, & Murray, 1995; Geevasinga et al., 2015; 

Kanai et al., 2006; Mogyoros, Kiernan, Burke, & Bostock, 1998; Tamura et al., 2006; Vucic & 

Kiernan, 2006b), causing muscle cramps and fasciculation in patients (that is, brief spontaneous 

contraction that affects a small number of muscle fibers, provoking a flicker of movement under 

the skin) (Weiss et al., 2016). Numerous studies referred to specific parameters to assess the 

excitability changes in ALS. Among them, the strength-duration time constant (STD) is a 

membrane time constant, assessing the relationship between stimulus strength and duration (S. 
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B. Park, Kiernan, & Vucic, 2017), and prolongation of this constant has been identified in sALS 

patients and in neurodegeneration (Kanai et al., 2003; Kuo, Siddique, Fu, & Heckman, 2005; 

Mogyoros et al., 1998; Shibuya et al., 2013; Vucic & Kiernan, 2006a, 2006b, 2010), as well as 

fALS forms linked to SOD1 and c9orf72 mutations (Geevasinga et al., 2015; Vucic & Kiernan, 

2010; Vucic, Nicholson, & Kiernan, 2008). The changes in this STD constant, as briefly stated 

before, are underlined by upregulation of Na+ conductances and reduction in K+ channel 

conductances (Kanai et al., 2006; Kuo et al., 2005; Urbani & Belluzzi, 2000), with the one 

causing an increase in the tendency to membrane depolarization and the other causing a 

decrease of the hyperpolarizing drive, leading to membrane hyperexcitability (C Kiernan DSc 

et al., 2011).  

These mechanisms have been studied thoroughly with the help of different ALS models. 

Reduced expression of Na+/K+ ATPase activity was reported in sALS and fALS patients, and 

expression of this ATPase seemed to be neuroprotective in transgenic mouse models (Ellis, 

Rabe, & Sweadner, 2003). Furthermore, a mouse model of SOD1 showed less resistant axons 

to activity-induced changes in intracellular ion concentrations and degeneration (Alvarez, 

Calin, Graffmo, Moldovan, & Krarup, 2013), highlighting the implication of Na+/K+ ATPase 

impairment in ALS. Another report identified a dysfunction of Na+/K+ ATPase activity in the 

spinal cords of SOD1G93A mice and ALS patients that was associated with accelerated neuronal 

degeneration in the mouse model (Ruegsegger et al., 2016). Another information to note is that 

it has been suggested that an influx of Na+ ions causes an inversion of operation of the Na+/Ca2+ 

exchanger that would provoke an intra-axonal accumulation of Ca2+ ions, and this would 

activate Ca2+-dependent enzyme pathways ultimately leading to MN degeneration (Stys, 1998, 

2005, 2007; Waxman, 2006). Such a mechanism has been explored and studies found that a 

reduction of Na+/K+ ATPase activity in transgenic ALS mouse models lead to an increase in 

intracellular Na+ ion concentration, resulting in Ca2+-mediated neurodegeneration (Stys, 2005). 
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Other studies brought to light significant clues associating hyperexcitability and abnormal Na+ 

conductances with ALS through transgenic mouse models (Vucic, Rothstein, & Kiernan, 2014). 

Indeed, SOD1G93A mouse models revealed an upregulation of persistent Na+ currents (Kuo et 

al., 2005; Pieri, Carunchio, Curcio, Mercuri, & Zona, 2009; Quinlan, 2011) that could be 

inhibited by riluzole (Kuo et al., 2005). In addition, another report found that reduction of 

persistent Na+ conductances by specific (mexiletine) or nonspecific (spermidine and riluzole) 

agents inhibited hyperexcitability and prevented MN degeneration (Fritz et al., 2013), 

suggesting blocking Na+ channels as potential therapeutic lead in ALS. 

Using induced pluripotent stem-cell (iPS) techniques, more evidence supporting the role of 

axonal ion-channel dysfunction in ALS has been put to light. More precisely, iPS-derived MNs 

from ALS patients carrying SOD1, C9orf72 and FUS mutations showed a decrease in K+ 

currents (Wainger et al., 2014). In the same study, they used retigabine to activate voltage-gated 

K+ channels and observed a reduction in hyperexcitability and improved survival (Wainger et 

al., 2014). Another study went through similar techniques to show that hyperexcitability is an 

early feature in ALS patients with C9orf72 and TARDBP mutations (Devlin et al., 2015). 

However, another pool of studies suggested that hyperexcitability had a neuroprotective effect 

in ALS and failed to induce neurodegeneration in mouse models (Leroy, Lamotte d’Incamps, 

Imhoff-Manuel, & Zytnicki, 2014; S. Saxena et al., 2013). Thus, the importance of excitability 

in ALS still needs clarification, although several clinical trials used it as a potential biomarker 

for therapy, with some revealing stabilization of axonal ion channel function and reduced rate 

of lower motor neuron dysfunction in patients treated with flecainide (S. B. Park et al., 2015).  

 

Axonal transport: Defects in axonal transport have also been linked to ALS pathogenesis and 

are one of the first hallmarks of the disease. It allows the distribution of cargo like proteins, 

mRNAs, vesicles or organelles between the cell body and different cellular sites, like synapses, 
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to ensure a good neuronal function and survival. For this, motor proteins, such as kinesins and 

dynein, play a key role in moving axonal cargo along microtubules, and numerous studies 

reported the implication of kinesins in ALS through the identification of kinesin-5A (KIF5A) 

mutations causing ALS (Brenner et al., 2018; Nicolas et al., 2018; K. Zhang et al., 2019). 

Another study using a loss-of-KIF5A-function mouse model showed neurodegeneration and 

paralysis (C. H. Xia et al., 2003). Dynein 1, responsible for retrograde axonal transport, is 

regulated by adapter complexes including dynactin, which contains p150Glued, a protein encoded 

by the gene DCTN1, that was reported in sALS and fALS patients (Münch et al., 2007). Also, 

studies linked SOD1 mutation to dynein-mediated transport through findings in SOD1G93A 

transgenic mice displaying defective dynein retrograde transport in their MNs (Bilsland et al., 

2010; Kieran et al., 2005). 

Other genes identified in ALS patients, such as neurofilament heavy chain (NFH) (Mizusawa 

et al., 1989), tubulin β-4A (TUBA4A) or peripherin (PRPH) (Gros-Louis et al., 2004), are 

implicated in axonal transport, and underlie, with all the discussed studies before, the 

importance of the role played by this machinery in ALS pathogenesis. 

 

Intracellular trafficking: An increasing number of studies highlight an association between 

cell trafficking impairments and ALS pathogenesis. C9orf72 has been one of the most 

extensively studied gene in this matter, and reports showed its implication in surface expression, 

trafficking and recycling of cell surface receptors. Indeed, a study showed in induced motor 

neurons from C9orf72 patients elevated cell surface levels of NMDA and AMPA receptors, as 

well as a defective trafficking of Mannose-6-phosphate receptors (M6PRs), a transmembrane 

receptor playing a role in targeting lysosomal enzymes to lysosomes (Shi et al., 2018), 

suggesting defects in the intracellular trafficking pathway. Furthermore, it has been suggested 

that C9orf72 is linked to abnormal endosomal recycling with the finding of a decreased 
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expression of Vps26, a component of the retromer complex (a complex of proteins involved in 

recycling transmembrane receptors from endosomes to the Golgi network (Seaman, 2012)) 

(Aoki et al., 2017; Burd & Cullen, 2014). But most significantly, C9orf72 has been associated 

with Rab-GTPases, which are key controllers of the intracellular trafficking pathways including 

vesicle formation, movement and membrane fusion [reviewed in (Burk & Pasterkamp, 2019; 

Stenmark, 2009; Zhen & Stenmark, 2015)]. 

TDP-43 has also been reported to be implicated in trafficking dysfunction. Loss of TDP-43 has 

been shown to alter dendritic endosomes, impacting neuronal survival or axonal innervation 

(Schwenk et al., 2016). Other genes like ALS2 and UNC13A were associated with ALS and 

showed defects in endosomal and vesicle transport. 

In these different transport pathways, disruption in the transport system between endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) and Golgi has been linked to ALS-associated genes. Among these genes, 

C9orf72, OPTN, SOD1, TARDBP and FUS have been found to be implicated in ER-Golgi 

transport impairments (Atkin et al., 2014; Braakman et al., 2014; S. Liu & Storrie, 2012; Mitne-

Neto et al., 2011; Nagabhushana et al., 2010; Soo et al., 2015).  Studies found that Golgi-

associated vesicular trafficking is inhibited in cells expressing these mutated proteins (Atkin et 

al., 2008; Soo et al., 2015; Sundaramoorthy et al., 2013; van Dis et al., 2014). Also, ER-Golgi 

transport is regulated by a family of proteins, the vesicle-associated membrane protein-

associated protein or VAP, like VAPA and VAPB (Lev, Halevy, Peretti, & Dahan, 2008; 

Peretti, Dahan, Shimoni, Hirschberg, & Lev, 2008; Soussan et al., 1999), and it has been 

reported that mutations on VAPB cause ALS (Y.-B. Lee et al., 2017). Moreover, VAP protein 

levels were reduced in different ALS patients and models (Anagnostou et al., 2010; Mitne-Neto 

et al., 2011; Teuling et al., 2007). 
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Neuroinflammation: Studies demonstrated the association between neuroinflammation, 

characterized by microglial and astrocyte activation, T cells infiltration, as well as 

overproduction of inflammatory cytokines, and ALS in patient autopsies and rodent models 

(Brites & Vaz, 2014b; Corcia et al., 2012; Komine & Yamanaka, 2015). 

Through positron emission tomography (PET), it has been observed that widespread microglial 

activation occurred in the brain of living ALS patients and SOD1G93A mice (Corcia et al., 2012; 

Gargiulo et al., 2016; M R Turner et al., 2004). Furthermore, in mutant SOD1 transgenic mice, 

when the mutant SOD1 expression in microglia was reduced, and when microglia from the 

mutant was replaced by wild-type microglia, MN degeneration was delayed and animal survival 

was improved (Beers et al., 2006; Boillée et al., 2006). Another study demonstrated that loss of 

C9orf72 function in mice caused lysosomal trafficking impairments as well as different defects 

in microglia activity and neuroinflammation (O’Rourke et al., 2016). 

Astrocytes are also major actors in ALS with many ALS-associated genes being expressed in 

this particular cell type (Bruijn et al., 1997; Forsberg, Andersen, Marklund, & Brännström, 

2011; Nagai et al., 2007; H. Zhang et al., 2008). These cells usually clear excess glutamate from 

synaptic clefts through glutamate transporters. However, it has been reported that in ALS 

patients and mutant SOD1 mice, MN degeneration was exacerbated due to the loss of glutamate 

transporter EAAT2/GLT1 which led to impaired uptake of glutamate by astrocytes (Dunlop, 

Beal McIlvain, She, & Howland, 2003; Howland et al., 2002; Papadeas, Kraig, O’Banion, 

Lepore, & Maragakis, 2011; Pardo et al., 2006). Other studies reported toxicity from astrocytes 

expressing mutant SOD1 to MNs as well as MNs derived from embryonic stem cells carrying 

mutant SOD1 gene (Di Giorgio, Boulting, Bobrowicz, & Eggan, 2008; Nagai et al., 2007; 

Yamanaka et al., 2008). Moreover, inflammatory mediators such as prostaglandin E2, 

leukotriene B4, nitric oxide and NOX2 were secreted by astrocytes from ALS patient 
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postmortem tissues and SOD1G93A mice and provoked toxic effects on MNs (Haidet-Phillips et 

al., 2011; Hensley et al., 2006; Marchetto et al., 2008). 

Although less studied than other actors of neuroinflammation, macrophages and monocytes 

have also been linked to ALS and MN degeneration. Invasion of peripheral monocytes into the 

spinal cord of ALS patients and mice has been reported and demonstrated an effect on MN loss 

(Butovsky et al., 2012; Zondler et al., 2016). In addition, activated monocytes from ALS 

patients showed impaired phagocytosis and adhesion behavior, as well as altered 

proinflammatory cytokine secretion (Zondler et al., 2017, 2016). 

 

Mitochondrial dysfunction: Mitochondria are part of the main actors of cell metabolism and 

evidence from different disease models significantly associates many ALS-linked genes to 

mitochondrial dysfunction, that can be manifested by production of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS), altered mitochondrial structure or impaired mitochondrial dynamics.  

Indeed, one of the first clues to ALS pathology reported in ALS patients was the structural 

alteration of mitochondria in MNs, adopting a swollen and vacuolated appearance (Atsumi, 

1981; Sasaki & Iwata, 2007). These reports were in accordance with studies on cell and animal 

models of ALS demonstrating changes in mitochondria morphology and fragmentation, like in 

SOD1G93A transgenic mouse models where mitochondria were found to be less elongated and 

more spherical in MNs (Dal Canto & Gurney, 1994; De vos et al., 2007; C. M. J. Higgins, Jung, 

& Xu, 2003). Further studies demonstrated in these mutant mice a link between mitochondrial 

damage and changes in specific alternatively spliced mRNAs, including mRNAs coding for 

proteins involved in neuron-related pathways (Lenzken et al., 2011), highlighting the 

importance of SOD1 in mitochondrial homeostasis. The same was reported for TDP-43 with 

different models showing TDP-43-related impaired RNA metabolism associated with oxidative 
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stress and mitochondrial damage (Carrì, Valle, Bozzo, & Cozzolino, 2015; Cozzolino, Rossi, 

Mirra, & Carrì, 2015). Similar results were also observed with C9orf72 and another ALS-

related gene, valosin-containing protein (VCP) (Dafinca et al., 2016; Nalbandian et al., 2013; 

Onesto et al., 2016; H. Z. Yin et al., 2012).  

The discovery of mutations in the gene Coiled-Coil-Helix-Coiled-Coil-Helix Domain 

Containing 10 (CHCHD10), encoding for a mitochondrial protein located between the inner 

and outer mitochondrial membranes, was a direct and strong evidence that mitochondrial 

changes in structure may be implicated in ALS pathology (Bannwarth et al., 2014a). It was 

shown in patients that CHCHD10 mutations provoke loss of mitochondrial cristae junctions 

and severe mitochondrial structure defects (Genin, Plutino, Bannwarth, Villa, Cisneros‐

Barroso, et al., 2016). The implication of this gene in ALS pathology will be further reviewed 

in section 5 (Beyond FUS). 

Fragmentation and structure impairment of mitochondria has been reported to occur in early 

disease stages in several ALS models, suggesting that these alterations could be a source of 

degeneration in the future stages of disease (Magrané, Cortez, Gan, & Manfredi, 2014; Vande 

Velde et al., 2011; W. Wang et al., 2013a). 

As stated before, mitochondria dysfunction has been linked to different ALS-associated 

proteins such as TDP-43, FUS, SOD1 and C9orf72. More precisely, it has been shown that 

these proteins could directly interact with mitochondria (Blokhuis et al., 2016; J. Deng et al., 

2015; C. Higgins, Jung, Ding, & Xu, 2002; Lopez-Gonzalez et al., 2016; Mattiazzi et al., 2002; 

W. Wang et al., 2016) and thus taking part of the appearance of mitochondrial impairments 

linked to ALS.  

Reduction of the electron transport chain complexes activity, responsible of ATP production, 

was found and associated with mutant SOD1 where it was located to the intermembrane space 
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of the mitochondria and aggregated (Ferri et al., 2006; Vijayvergiya, Beal, Buck, & Manfredi, 

2005). TDP-43, in its wild type and mutant forms, has been found to accumulate in 

mitochondria and bind to the mRNAs of components of the complex I of the respiratory chain, 

impairing their transcription which causes the complex I to be dismantled (W. Wang et al., 

2016).  

By producing ATP through oxidative phosphorylation, mitochondria are responsible for the 

production of ROS, as mentioned before. When they are produced in excess, ROS can lead to 

cellular damage to DNA, proteins and lipids. This causes an impaired efficiency of cellular 

processes, induction of inflammatory pathways, excitotoxicity, protein aggregation and ER 

stress (Gandhi & Abramov, 2012; Shibata & Kobayashi, 2008). Many reports have highlighted 

the link between increased levels of ROS and ROS-associated damage and ALS (Barber & 

Shaw, 2010b), founding abnormal rates of ROS levels and ROS damage in sALS and fALS 

patients  (Bogdanov et al., 2000; Mitsumoto et al., 2008; Onesto et al., 2016; Said Ahmed, 

Hung, Zu, Hockberger, & Siddique, 2000; E. P. Simpson, Henry, Henkel, Smith, & Appel, 

2004; Smith, Henry, Mattson, & Appel, 1998) (Figure 6). SOD1G93A cell and rodent models 

allowed to substantially demonstrate the presence of oxidative damage to DNA, RNA, proteins 

and lipids [reviewed in (Barber & Shaw, 2010a)] with mRNA oxidation occurring before motor 

neuron degeneration and potentially promoting it (Y. Chang et al., 2008). Reports on mutant 

TDP-43 and FUS also revealed their link to oxidative damage with augmented ROS levels 

(Cohen et al., 2015; Cohen, Hwang, Unger, Trojanowski, & Lee, 2012; J. Deng et al., 2015; K. 

Hong et al., 2012). 

ALS-associated genes have also been reported to be linked to other mitochondrial dysfunction, 

including loss of calcium homeostasis (Carrì et al., 1997; Damiano et al., 2006; De vos et al., 

2012; Mórotz et al., 2012; Siklós et al., 1996; Siklös et al., 1998; Stoica et al., 2014, 2016; Van 

Den Bosch, Vandenberghe, Klaassen, Van Houtte, & Robberecht, 2000) due to defects in ER-
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mitochondria communication, pro-apoptotic signaling (Pasinelli et al., 2004; Pedrini et al., 

2010; W. Tan et al., 2013), and impaired dynamics that comprises altered mitochondrial fusion 

and fission (Ferri et al., 2010; Luo et al., 2013; Y. F. Xu et al., 2011), as well as mitophagy 

failure (Lagier-Tourenne et al., 2012a; Polymenidou et al., 2011a; Song, Song, Kincaid, Bossy, 

& Bossy-Wetzel, 2013). A more detailed description of these mechanisms can be found in 

(Bozzo, Mirra, & Carrì, 2017). 

 

 

Figure 6: Oxidative stress and impaired mitochondrial respiration involving ALS-associated 

genes (from Smith et al., 2017). Mutations in SOD1, TDP-43, CHCHD10 affect the activity 

of the electron transport chain complexes, which causes an over-production of ROS and 

altered TP production. 
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2.3. Zebrafish models to study neurodegeneration 

 

As reported before, several animal models, especially rodents, have been used to try to 

understand the neurobiological basis of ALS and unravel new efficient treatment strategies 

(Figure 4) (Van Damme et al., 2017). Among these models, the zebrafish is at the heart of my 

project of ALS pathogenesis investigation and will be further reviewed here.  

The zebrafish, or Danio rerio, is a vertebrate that is part of the Cyprinidae fish family, originally 

used to understand the genetic basis of vertebrate development (Streisinger, Walker, Dower, 

Knauber, & Singer, 1981). Over the years, the zebrafish has grown in popularity for modeling 

human diseases thanks to the high degree of conservation of molecules and processes between 

humans and zebrafish. One of the parameters that makes the zebrafish interesting is its fast 

development, with 2-days old larvae already presenting organ formation and function, and a 

short generation time of 3-5 months (Detrich, Westerfield, & Zon, 1999; Drapeau et al., 2002; 

Kimmel, Ballard, Kimmel, Ullmann, & Schilling, 1995; Schmid & Haass, 2013). Zebrafish also 

have large clutches of externally fertilized and transparent eggs, facilitating the observation and 

experimental manipulation of the embryos, including in vivo tracking and fluorescence imaging 

(Kabashi, Brustein, Champagne, & Drapeau, 2011; Kabashi, Champagne, Brustein, & Drapeau, 

2010). Also, the zebrafish genome is fully sequenced (Howe et al., 2013) and there is more than 

70% of homology between human and zebrafish proteins (Patten et al., 2014). In addition, the 

embryos are malleable to genetic manipulation by antisense morpholino oligonucleotide 

mediating transitory knockdown, and different genome-editing techniques, including TALEN 

and CRISPR-Cas9 systems (Hisano, Ota, & Kawahara, 2014; Hwang et al., 2013; Schmid & 

Haass, 2013). 

Another important feature of the zebrafish model is that high-throughput screening of 

neuroactive compounds can be easily performed for drug identification thanks to the small size 
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of the embryos allowing them to fit in a single well of up to 384-well plates (Zon & Peterson, 

2005) and their permeability to small molecules at these stages of development (Zon & 

Peterson, 2005). 

 

Modeling ALS in the zebrafish 

Several studies in ALS research have used the zebrafish to assess the effects of ALS-associated 

gene mutations. Through different genetic manipulation techniques, gain- and loss-of-function 

effects of major ALS genes were investigated and showed for example that overexpression of  

mutant SOD1 led to several hallmarks of the disease, including loss of MNs, muscle 

degeneration, loss of neuromuscular connectivity, locomotion defects and increased stress in 

the MNs (McGown et al., 2013; T. Ramesh et al., 2010; Sakowski et al., 2012; Van Hoecke et 

al., 2012). A zebrafish model of C9orf72 also displayed MN axonopathy and locomotion 

alterations through knockdown of the gene, which was rescued by expressing human C9orf72 

(Sorana Ciura et al., 2013). Expression of mutant TARDBP, expressing TDP-43, by AMO 

knockdown showed similar results, including MN axonopathy (Kabashi et al., 2009b). Kabashi 

and colleagues also demonstrated MN toxicity through TDP-43 and FUS knockdown that could 

be rescued by injection of wild type TDP-43 and FUS, but not SOD1-induced toxicity (Kabashi, 

Bercier, et al., 2011). In addition, ephrin receptor EphA4 was identified as an actor in ALS 

pathogenesis in zebrafish as a modulator of SOD1, with lower EphA4 levels providing a 

reduction in the severity of SOD1-induced disease progression (Van Hoecke et al., 2012). 

Studies also performed drug tests on SOD1-ALS zebrafish models and observed reduced 

SOD1-induced neuronal stress response (McGown et al., 2013; McGown, Shaw, & Ramesh, 

2016). 
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3. Neuromuscular junction involvement in ALS and skeletal 

muscle implication 
 

Despite all the gathered evidence on MN dysfunction in ALS as reviewed above, it is still 

unclear where the MN dysfunction begins and the extrinsic factors that accelerate MN 

degeneration. This led to the consideration of ALS as either a dying forward process that 

proposes an anterograde degeneration of MNs by glutamate excitotoxicity or altered neuronal 

excitability (as already developed in section 2.2. Excitotoxicity) from the cortex, that would 

extend to corticospinal projections (Braak et al., 2013), or a dying back phenomenon in which 

MN degeneration starts distally at the nerve terminal or at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) 

and progresses toward the cell body (Fischer et al., 2004b; Moloney, de Winter, & Verhaagen, 

2014b). ALS being a complex disease, it is today considered that both processes occur and 

whether it is one hypothesis or the other, NMJ dismantlement causing muscle denervation is a 

major factor in ALS pathogenesis. 

3.1. The NMJ 

 

The NMJ is a tripartite synapse formed by the presynaptic MN nerve ending, the postsynaptic 

muscle and the synapse-associated glial cells (terminal Schwann cells, TSC). This allows the 

transmission of action potentials from MNs to muscles (Campanari, García-Ayllón, Ciura, 

Sáez-Valero, & Kabashi, 2016) and the release of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACh) that 

bind to ACh receptors (AChRs) clustered on the muscle fibers initiating a muscle contraction 

through the depolarization of the muscle cells (L. Li, Xiong, & Mei, 2018). During 

development, before the elongation of motor axons to the muscle fibers, a process named 

muscle prepatterning occurs and consists in AChRs gathering in clusters at the central region 

to prepare for the future arrival of the motor nerve terminal (N. Kim & Burden, 2008; X. Yang, 

Li, Prescott, Burden, & Wang, 2000). Once elongated, the motor axons innervate the fibers and 
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form NMJs. The pattern of AChRs clustering is then refined with the dispersion of the clusters 

located in non-synaptic areas (L. Li et al., 2018). To do so, Agrin, a glycoprotein, is secreted 

by the nerve terminals to the synaptic cleft and promotes the transcription of AChRs subunit 

genes as well as other proteins involved in NMJ structure and function. It also promotes AChR 

transport to the postsynaptic membrane, their clustering and AChR stability (L. Li et al., 2018) 

(Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Pre- and post-synaptic elements of the neuromuscular junction and the post-

synaptic complex involved in AChR clustering, anchoring and stability (from Campanari et 

al., 2016) 

 

3.2. The zebrafish NMJ 
 

The NMJ of the zebrafish is very similar to the mammal ones, including in its development and 

its function. Like in humans and mice, synaptic vesicles on the presynaptic side release ACh 

from MN endings after membrane excitation (Daikoku, Saito, & Ono, 2015; Kummer, Misgeld, 

& Sanes, 2006). On the post-synaptic side, AChRs, after receiving the released ACh, cause a 

cascade of events through current conduction leading to muscle fiber contraction. Five subunits 

compose an AChR: two α1, one β1, one δ, and one γ or ε depending on the stage of 
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development. Indeed, the γ subunit is expressed early in development and, in mammals and 

fish, is replaced by the ε subunit later in the development (Daikoku et al., 2015; Mishina et al., 

n.d.; Walogorsky et al., 2012) (Figure 8A). Previous studies found that zebrafish slow muscle 

fibers present AChRs with two δ subunits instead of a γ or ε subunit (Mongeon et al., 2011; J. 

Y. Park et al., 2014) (Figure 8A). 

In early development, zebrafish aneural AChR clusters are formed on the medial surface of 

adaxial muscle cells before the MN elongation (Flanagan-Steet, Fox, Meyer, & Sanes, 2005; 

Panzer et al., 2005a; J. Zhang, Lefebvre, Zhao, & Granato, 2004) (Figure 8B). As the motor 

axon grows, adaxial cells migrate to the lateral surface and are replaced by fast muscle fibers, 

which are innervated to form neural AChR clusters at the exact location of the previous aneural 

AChR clusters (Panzer et al., 2005a; H. Wu, Xiong, & Mei, 2010; J. Zhang et al., 2004) (Figure 

8B).  
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Figure 8: AChR pentamers and NMJ formation in zebrafish (derived from Daikoku et al., 

2015; Wu et al., 2010; Armstrong and Drapeau, 2013). (A) The five subunits constituting an 

AChR, depending on the muscle type (Daikoku et al, 2015). (B) NMJ formation in zebrafish 

development through aneural cluster incorporation (Wu et al., 2010). (C) Example of 

fluorescent labelling of pre- (by anti-ZNP1; purple) and post- (by anti-bungarotoxin; cyan) 

synaptic components of the NMJ of zebrafish (Armstrong and Drapeau, 2013). 

 

 

3.3. NMJ degeneration in ALS 
 

Numerous studies focused on describing anterograde MN degeneration during ALS 

pathogenesis and to provide evidence on NMJ disassembly. However, few studies focused their 

work on the defects occurring at the motor axon terminals at the NMJ. Thus, our understanding 

of the events leading to NMJ degeneration is still incomplete. 
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Among the studies that explored the dying-back hypothesis, it was reported that SOD1G93A 

mouse models presented defects at the NMJ and the motor nerve endings before the appearance 

of a clinical phenotype (Clark, Southam, Blizzard, King, & Dickson, 2016). Furthermore, a 

study suggested that, through the ROS sensitivity of nerve terminals, oxidative stress and 

impaired mitochondria accelerate the presynaptic decline in NMJ and affects the release of 

neurotransmitters (Pollari, Goldsteins, Bart, Koistinaho, & Giniatullin, 2014). Others noted the 

reduction of pre-synaptic vesicle density in mutant SOD1 mice (Cappello et al., 2012), as well 

as a reduction of the size of the synaptic vesicles pool as a consequence of altered vesicle 

transport in the motor axons (Pun, Santos, Saxena, Xu, & Caroni, 2006). 

Despite the predominant use of rodent models for studying pathomechanisms and potential 

therapeutic targets in ALS, the use of smaller animal models, like Drosophila melanogaster 

and zebrafish (Danio rerio) allowed to unravel a significant number of clues about the toxic 

effects of ALS-associated protein mutations on the development and maintenance of the NMJ 

thanks to its similar structure and formation, as well as better accessibility for analyses on these 

organisms (Menon, Carrillo, & Zinn, 2013; H. Wu et al., 2010). Their advantages lie in their 

fast development allowing quick generation of lines, their availability and the ease in 

manipulating gene expression and in drug screening. In drosophila, studies showed locomotor 

defects, reduced life span, and anatomical defects at the NMJ, causing impairments in synaptic 

transmission, in loss and gain of function models of TARDBP (Diaper et al., 2013; Feiguin et 

al., 2009). Zebrafish studies have highlighted gain and loss of function mechanisms for 

TARDBP and FUS, demonstrating shorter axonal projections from MNs, premature and 

excessive branching, impaired synaptic transmission at the NMJ leading to swimming defects 

(Kabashi, Bercier, et al., 2011; Kabashi et al., 2009a). 
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3.4. The role of skeletal muscle in ALS-related NMJ degradation 

 

The muscle contribution in ALS development is still a matter of debate with limited information 

gathered on this theme of research. However, increasing evidence points to the critical role of 

muscle integrity in the early stage of the disease in ALS patients and a variety of animal models 

have permitted important advances into exploring this hypothesis. 

Like for MNs, mitochondria evaluation is one of the strongest indexes of the defects potentially 

found in the muscle fiber. Thus, sALS patients and transgenic mouse models displayed 

structural and functional defects in muscle and in mitochondrial dynamics that were observed 

at presymptomatic stages or appearing as the disease progresses (Luc Dupuis & Loeffler, 2009; 

Echaniz-Laguna et al., 2006; O Pansarasa, Rossi, Berardinelli, & Cereda, 2014), suggesting an 

affection independent of MN degeneration. Also, by overexpressing PGC-1α, a transcription 

coactivator that boosts mitochondrial biogenesis, in mutant SOD1 mouse models, 

mitochondrial and muscle functions were found to be restored (S. Da Cruz et al., 2012). 

Other studies demonstrated that mutant SOD1 expression would cause progressive muscle 

atrophy as well as muscle strength reduction and defects in contraction machinery 

(Dobrowolny, Aucello, Molinaro, & Musarò, 2008; M. Wong & Martin, 2010). In addition, in 

SOD1G93A mice, defects in muscle metabolism and muscle mass reduction were reported before 

any evidence of central neuron degeneration (Marcuzzo et al., 2011).  

These reports highlighted the importance of muscle implication in ALS progression. Other 

investigations provided critical clues more directly linked with NMJ denervation. Indeed, 

studies reported that overexpression of mutant SOD1 in muscles caused different ALS 

phenotypes, among which NMJ alteration and MN degeneration are the most noticeable (M. 

Wong & Martin, 2010). Also, a correlation was made between decreased levels and secretion 
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of muscle FGFBP1, a growth factor binding protein involved in cell proliferation, found in ALS 

and altered NMJ stability (Taetzsch, Tenga, & Valdez, 2017). 

Cholinergic activity is also a good indicator of NMJ assembly and stability in ALS 

pathogenesis. Neuromuscular transmission of mutant SOD1 mice were found to be impaired in 

a subset of NMJs in the late stages of the disease (Rocha, Pousinha, Correia, Sebastião, & 

Ribeiro, 2013). Other studies focused their investigation at pre- and post-synaptic levels by 

analyzing the spatiotemporal expression of the choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) and vesicular 

ACh transporter (VAChT), involved in the packaging of ACh inside the synaptic vesicles in the 

MNs. They found that patient tissues and mice models presented a significant downregulation 

of these two molecules, suggesting that ACh management might play a role in MN distal 

degeneration (Campanari et al., 2016). 

Initial studies also revealed a reduction in AChE levels in ALS patient muscle biopsies (Rasool, 

Chad, Bradley, Connolly, & Baruah, 1983), and other reports showed a link between this 

reduction and a significant increase in the plasma level of the circulating enzyme (Fernandez & 

Inestrosa, 1976; Wilson, Linkhart, Walker, & Nieberg, 1973), highlighting a possible link 

between protease activity in the synaptic cleft and ALS pathogenesis. Indeed, further data 

showed matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) activity to be increased in central nervous system 

and in muscles (Schoser & Blottner, 1999) and plasma of ALS patients (Demestre, Parkin-

Smith, Petzold, & Pullen, 2005). MMPs are endopeptidases that are able to digest components 

of the extracellular matrix at the synaptic cleft, like collagen, proteoglycan and laminin 

(Vincenti & Brinckerhoff, 2007) in reaction to changes in neuronal activity (Reinhard, Razak, 

& Ethell, 2015). A study on SOD1G93A mice strengthened the implication of MMPs in ALS by 

demonstrating an improvement of lifespan through early treatment of an MMP inhibitor 

(Lorenzl et al., 2006). However, it is worth noting that muscles are not the only sources of 

AChE. MNs produce and release AChE too, and Schwann cells also express 
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butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) that interferes with plasma AChE level assessment (García-

Ayllón, Millán, Serra-Basante, Bataller, & Sáez-Valero, 2012; García-Ayllón et al., 2010), 

making it difficult to identify clearly the actor of the tripartite synapse responsible for the 

reported defects (Campanari et al., 2016). 

In all these processes characterizing cholinergic activity, AChRs have also been reported to be 

implicated in NMJ alteration related to ALS pathology. Indeed, studies demonstrated that 

AChRs from ALS patients presented similar pharmacological and electrophysiological profiles 

with AChRs from denervated muscles of non-ALS individuals, except for a significant decrease 

in ACh affinity and a notable augmentation of the expression of the α1 subunit of the receptor 

compared to denervated non-ALS, in addition to the typical increase of the γ subunit in 

denervated muscle. It suggested that changes at the NMJ induced by ALS-associated 

denervation of muscles are different from the ones found in denervated muscles due to trauma 

or other pathologies (Palma et al., 2011, 2016b). 

Denervation is widely studied to characterize the pathways leading to degeneration, but 

reinnervation as a compensatory process is also a phenomenon worth focusing on and found in 

some types of patients, that is, the ones with a slow disease progression and prolonged survival. 

A report demonstrated the implication of muscle histone deacetylase (HDAC4) and its regulator 

microRNA-206 in compensatory reinnervation and disease progression in a mutant SOD1 

mouse model (Cohen et al., 2009). Later, another study focused on ALS patients with survival 

differences and they found that the proportion of reinnervated neuromuscular junctions was 

significantly higher in long-term survivors than in patients with rapidly progressive disease 

(Bruneteau et al., 2013). By assessing the expression of muscle candidate genes involved in 

reinnervation, they demonstrated that HDAC4 upregulation was significantly greater in patients 

with rapidly progressive disease and was negatively correlated with the extent of muscle 

reinnervation and functional outcome (Bruneteau et al., 2013), suggesting that muscle 
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expression of HDAC4 might play a significant role in muscle reinnervation and disease 

progression in ALS patients. 

All this evidence supports the idea that impairments in muscle can have an impact on MN 

terminals, contributing to NMJ denervation. This highlights the fact that muscle fibers play an 

important role in ALS pathogenesis and progression, and potential therapies could be developed 

by targeting muscles. 
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4. The gene FUS and its implication in ALS 

 

As introduced before, the gene FUS is a major gene associated with ALS pathogenesis and the 

characterization of its molecular mechanisms is crucial to the understanding of the disease and 

neurodegeneration in general. In this section, I will review the genetic features of FUS 

mutations in patients and animal models as well as the known cellular and molecular 

mechanisms of wild type and mutant FUS proteins. 

 

4.1. FUS structure and properties 

 

FUS was initially identified in 1993 as an oncogene that undergoes chromosomal translocation 

in myxoid liposarcoma (Crozat et al., 1993; Rabbitts, Forster, Larson, & Nathan, 1993). In these 

original studies, it was shown that the N-terminal transcriptional activation domain of FUS is 

fused to a transcription factor, CAAT enhancer-binding homologous protein (CHOP), that is 

part of the C/EBP family and is a growth arrest and DNA-damage inducer (Crozat et al., 1993; 

Rabbitts et al., 1993). Other studies also demonstrated that FUS was an activator of ETS-related 

gene (ERG) in acute myeloid leukemia (Ichikawa, Shimizu, Hayashi, & Ohki, 1994; 

Panagopoulos et al., 1994) and in Ewing’s sarcoma tumors (Shing et al., 2003). 

The FUS gene is located on chromosome 16 (Åman et al., 1996a) and encodes a 526 amino 

acid protein that is part of a family of FET RNA binding proteins, including FUS, Ewing’s 

sarcoma RNA binding protein 1 (EWSR1) and Tata-binding protein-associated factor 2N 

(TAF-15). These proteins are structurally characterized by the presence of an N-terminal 

transcription activation domain SYGQ-rich region, a C2/C2 zinc finger (ZnF) motif and one or 

more arginine-glycine-glycine (RGG)-repeat sequences, or Gly-rich regions (Guerrero et al., 

2016; Morohoshi et al., 1998). 
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The human FUS protein can be divided into the QGSY-rich region and a Gly-rich region 

(RGG1) at the N-terminus, also known as low complexity domain, as well as an RNA 

recognition motif (RRM), a nuclear export signal (NES) and two other RGG-repeat sequences 

(RGG2 and 3) separated by a ZnF region followed by a non-conventional nuclear localization 

signal (NLS) at the C-terminus (Figure 9) (C. Chen, Ding, Akram, Xue, & Luo, 2019). 

Furthermore, bioinformatics analysis identified two prion-like domains in FUS structure, one 

at the N-terminus on the low complexity domain (QGSY-rich region and RGG1) and the other 

on the RGG2 region (Z. Sun et al., 2011).  

 

Figure 9: FUS protein domains (derived from Chen et al., 2019) 

 

These domains are responsible for the different roles that FUS play at transcriptional and post-

transcriptional level through protein-RNA and protein-protein interaction (Ratti & Buratti, 

2016). Some of these activities are reviewed here and resumed in Figure 10. 

RNA-binding property: After its identification, FUS has been further studied to decipher its 

biochemical properties and reports found an RNA-binding property allowing splicing 

regulation (Shang & Huang, 2016). Indeed, previous studies showed through UV cross-linking 

that FUS can bind to RNA with its ZnF motif (Iko et al., 2004; H Zinszner, Sok, Immanuel, 

Yin, & Ron, 1997b). Another important feature identified for FUS was its ability to form stable 

complex with different members of the heterogeneous ribonuclear protein (hnRNP) family in 

the nucleus (Calvio, Neubauer, Mann, & Lamond, 1995; H Zinszner et al., 1997a; Helene 
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Zinszner, Albalat, & Ron, 1994). These proteins are the most abundant nuclear proteins and 

they participate in pre-mRNA processing like splicing and are key actors in mRNA export, 

localization, translation and stability (Chaudhury, Chander, & Howe, 2010; Dreyfuss et al., 

2002). 

Several reports have demonstrated a direct binding of FUS to specific RNA by identifying a 

common GGUG motif in RNA oligoribonucleotides that bind to recombinant FUS protein 

(Lerga et al., 2001). Through FUS antibody immunoprecipitation and cross-linking 

immunoprecipitation (CLIP)-RNA sequencing (CLIP-Seq), studies could show that mouse and 

human FUS proteins bind to RNA possessing enriched GUGGU motifs but different from the 

GU-rich binding sequence reported for TDP-43 (Lagier-Tourenne et al., 2012b; Polymenidou 

et al., 2011b; Shang & Huang, 2016; Tollervey et al., 2011a). Other studies suggested that FUS 

binding sites in RNA tend to form stable secondary structures, like the stem-and-loop structure 

(Colombrita et al., 2012; Hoell et al., 2011; Ishigaki et al., 2012; Rogelj et al., 2012), or showed 

that FUS interacted with short RNA repeats (UUAGGG) in the G-quadruplex telomeric repeat-

containing RNA (TERRA) by forming unique secondary and tertiary structures (Takahama et 

al., 2013). Another study found that FUS was able to bind to the previously reported motifs but 

also other RNA without these repeats and with the same affinity (Xueyin Wang, Schwartz, & 

Cech, 2015). This shows that the binding property of FUS has a large action on different nucleic 

acids and is dependent on the secondary or tertiary structure of RNA (Shang & Huang, 2016). 

However, consensus on RNA binding sequences for FUS was not met among researchers using 

CLIP-seq technology. 

RNA splicing and transcription: With its RNA binding ability, reports quickly linked this 

property with another key feature of FUS, RNA splicing. Studies demonstrated a binding 

between FUS and components necessary to constitute the spliceosome both in the cytoplasm 

and the nucleus, namely SMN protein, U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP) and Sm-
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snRNP complex (Gerbino, Carrì, Cozzolino, & Achsel, 2013; Ratti & Buratti, 2016; Yamazaki 

et al., 2012). Also, FUS was identified as an interacting partner with SC35 and serine/arginine-

rich splicing factor 10 (SRSF10), which are splicing factors (Behzadnia et al., 2007; Wahl, Will, 

& Lührmann, 2009; L Yang, Embree, Tsai, & Hickstein, 1998). 

Due to its splicing and RNA binding activity, FUS is a major actor in transcription. Indeed, a 

report showed that FUS directly regulates the activity of RNA-pol II by influencing its 

phosphorylation during transcription (Schwartz et al., 2012). FUS also binds to nascent pre-

mRNAs and play the role of molecular mediator between RNA-pol II and U1-snRNP for 

splicing (Yu & Reed, 2015). In addition, it was demonstrated that FUS regulates the alternative 

polyadenylation signals of different transcripts in neuronal cells (Masuda et al., 2015) 

depending on the position of FUS binding to nascent pre-mRNAs (Masuda et al., 2015). Also, 

the formation and maintenance of nuclear gems, which are nuclear bodies involved in snRNP 

modification and assembly, are dependent on the action of FUS (Yu & Reed, 2015). In mutated 

conditions, the mislocalization of FUS to the cytoplasm provoke altered interactions with SMN 

and different snRNPs, causing a loss of nuclear gems that impacts splicing processes and could 

contribute to neurodegeneration (Groen et al., 2013; Yu & Reed, 2015). 

Another clue that confirms the role of FUS as a transcriptional regulator is its association with 

the transcription factor IID (TFIID) complex (Bertolotti, Lutz, Heard, Chambon, & Tora, 

1996a). FUS is also able to directly bind to single stranded DNA (ssDNA) elements in gene 

promotors and regulates their expression (A. Y. Tan, Riley, Coady, Bussemaker, & Manley, 

2012). It was found that FUS chromatin binding, responsible for transcriptional regulation, 

depended on the low-complexity domain of FUS at the N-terminus (Liuqing Yang et al., 2014), 

and FUS point mutations were shown to alter these processes of transcription (Kwiatkowski et 

al., 2009; C. Vance et al., 2009). 
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The study of disease models involving FUS allowed to identify different splicing targets of FUS 

(Colombrita et al., 2015; Hoell et al., 2011; Honda et al., 2014a; Ishigaki et al., 2012; Lagier-

Tourenne et al., 2012b; Rogelj et al., 2012). Studies also showed that most RNAs that bind to 

FUS contain intronic sequences, and this binding is realized in a saw-tooth manner in neuronal 

cells (Lagier-Tourenne et al., 2012b; Rogelj et al., 2012). One of the neuronal splice targets of 

FUS is the microtubule-associated binding protein Tau (MAPT) pre-mRNA, which presents 

multiple exonic and intronic sites that can bind to FUS (Orozco et al., 2012a). Through loss of 

FUS function, reports showed that there is a skipping of exon 3 and 10 as well as increased 

expression of 4-repeat Tau that can be linked to FTD and other neurodegenerative pathologies 

(Hutton et al., 1998). FUS was also shown to autoregulate its own levels by binding to its own 

pre-mRNA, inhibiting exon 7 splicing, thus repressing the degradation of the exon 7-skipped 

splice variant by non-mediated decay (Lagier-Tourenne et al., 2012b; Y. Zhou, Liu, Liu, 

Öztürk, & Hicks, 2013a). Another reported clue concerning FUS splicing activity is the 

properties of mutant FUS proteins to change their binding affinity consistently due to their 

abnormal localization in the cytoplasm (Hoell et al., 2011). All these findings highlight the 

complexity to define FUS transcriptional regulation processes and their association with ALS 

and neurodegeneration. 

miRNA processing and lncRNAs expression: FUS, along with TDP-43, was found to be 

associated with the Microprocessor complex component Drosha, a complex involved in the 

early steps of microRNA (miRNA) processing (Gregory et al., 2004). These types of non-

coding RNA function in RNA silencing and post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression 

(Ambros, 2004; DP, 2004). Specifically, FUS recruits Drosha to sites of active transcription, 

therefore facilitating miRNA biogenesis (Morlando et al., 2012). Also, reports showed that a 

consistent number of analyzed miRNAs are down-regulated when FUS is depleted, including 

miR-9, miR-125b and miR-132 that play key roles in neuronal function and synaptogenesis 
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(Morlando et al., 2012). Another study demonstrated that FUS also mediates the processing of 

miR-141 and miR-200a that bind to the 3’UTR of FUS mRNA, causing a downregulation of 

FUS protein synthesis, which sets an autoregulatory feed-forward loop that regulates FUS 

levels (Dini Modigliani, Morlando, Errichelli, Sabatelli, & Bozzoni, 2014). 

Another type of non-coding RNA that were found to interact with FUS are the long non-coding 

RNAs (lncRNAs), which can regulate gene expression by recruiting chromatin modifiers or 

other proteins to sites of transcription or specific chromosomal territories (Batista & Chang, 

2013; Ederle & Dormann, 2017). It was demonstrated that FUS interacts with a fraction of 

lncRNAs, including MALAT1 and NEAT1, both implicated in nuclear splicing speckles and 

paraspeckle formation (Lagier-Tourenne et al., 2012b; Lourenco, Janitz, Huang, & Halliday, 

2015; Tollervey et al., 2011b). From this, studies confirmed the importance of FUS, with TDP-

43, in the assembly of nuclear paraspeckles (Nishimoto et al., 2013; Shelkovnikova et al., 2013), 

as well as their dysfunction due to FUS ability to sequester them in the cytoplasm which might 

contribute to ALS/FTLD pathogenesis (Shelkovnikova et al., 2013). 

mRNA stability: Reports demonstrated that FUS played a role in other processes that affect 

mRNA, including their stability or decay, translation and transport (Colombrita et al., 2012; 

Hoell et al., 2011; Rogelj et al., 2012). Udagawa and colleagues reported that when FUS is 

depleted in primary neurons, there is a down-regulation of the AMPA (a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-

methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid) receptor subunit GluA1, and that FUS binds to GluA1 

mRNA near the 3’ terminus and controls poly (A) tail maintenance, suggesting a regulation of 

GluA1 mRNA stability (Udagawa et al., 2015). More precisely, they found that FUS formed a 

complex with different proteins, PAN2, PABPC1 and CPSF6, involved in the control of mRNA 

3’-end processing and polyadenylation. When FUS was depleted, they saw a disruption of the 

complex associated with a decrease in the poly (A) tail length and in the stability of GluA1 

mRNA, causing a down-regulation of GluA1 proteins (Udagawa et al., 2015). Another recent 
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study showed that FUS has an impact on the mRNA stability of a significant number of neuronal 

transcripts (Kapeli et al., 2016). However, the specific process of FUS mRNA stabilization is 

not well-understood still needs to be investigated. 

mRNA trafficking:  In neurons, proteins that play a role in axons or dendrites need to be 

transported there or locally synthesized from mRNAs that are transported to these parts of the 

cells (Ederle & Dormann, 2017). For this, they travel in messenger ribonucleoprotein (mRNP) 

granules, also named neuronal transport granules, and FUS was found to be localized in these 

particles in dendrites and axon terminals of hippocampal neurons (Belly, Moreau-Gachelin, 

Sadoul, & Goldberg, 2005; Ederle & Dormann, 2017; Schoen et al., 2015), suggesting an active 

role of FUS in mRNA trafficking along axons and dendrites. 

Studies demonstrated the role of FUS in the transport of Nd1-L mRNA, encoding for an actin-

stabilizing protein, into dendrites and dendritic spines (Ederle & Dormann, 2017; Fujii et al., 

2005; Fujii & Takumi, 2005). More specifically, when neurons are stimulated, mRNP granules 

gathering FUS, Nd1-L and β-actin mRNA were found to be moving into dendritic spines and 

FUS being enriched at postsynaptic densities (PSDs) (G. Zhang, Neubert, & Jordan, 2012). 

Other reports went further and identified an association of FUS with microtubules and also actin 

filaments and the molecular motor myosin-V (that sorts RNA granules into dendrites) in order 

to ensure FUS transport into dendrites (Fujii & Takumi, 2005; Yoshimura et al., 2006). 

mRNA translation: The evidence for FUS to be involved in translational control is not clear-

cut, but reports confirmed its implication in translation by finding FUS to co-localize with the 

APC protein in mRNP granules in cell protrusions and to promote translation of several 

protrusion-localized mRNAs such as Kank2, Ddr2 and Pkp4 (Yasuda et al., 2013). They also 

showed that FUS mutants impaired translation processes in APC-positive granules (Yasuda et 

al., 2013). However, FUS role in mRNA translation remains elusive and needs to be further 

evaluated. 
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Response to DNA damage: Evidence for the implication of FUS in DNA repair was 

demonstrated early, in 1999 from Baechtold and colleagues, with the observation of D-loop 

formation and homologous recombination during DNA double-strand break repair promoted 

by FUS (Baechtold et al., 1999). Later, other studies reported increased chromosome breakage 

and genomic instability in FUS knock-out mice (G G Hicks et al., 2000), and also a 

phosphorylation of serine residues at the N-terminus of FUS by two protein kinases ATM and 

DNA-PK when DNA damage was induced (Gardiner, Toth, Vandermoere, Morrice, & Rouse, 

2008). It was also demonstrated that FUS was involved in DNA repair through direct 

interactions with Poly-ADB-ribose (PAR) polymerase and Histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1) 

protein at the site of DNA damage. When FUS is mutated, these interactions are impaired and 

this resulted in a reduced ability to repair DNA (Mastrocola, Kim, Trinh, Rodenkirch, & 

Tibbetts, 2013; S.L. et al., 2014; W. Y. Wang et al., 2013). In addition, when DNA damage 

occurs, it was found that FUS bind to different ncRNAs specifically transcribed from the Cyclin 

D1 gene and this would result in a FUS protein conformational change that facilitates its binding 

with the CREB-binding protein/p300 histone acetyltransferase, resulting in repression of Cyclin 

D1 transcriptional activities (Xiangting Wang et al., 2008). 
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Figure 10: FUS known cellular functions (derived from Ratti et al., 2016) 

 

4.2. ALS-FUS pathology 
 

As mentioned earlier, FUS is part of the major genes which mutations are implicated in ALS 

pathogenesis. Indeed, like for TARDBP, FUS mutations account for around 5% of fALS cases 

(Cirulli et al., 2015). However, a peculiarity reported in fALS caused by FUS is the significantly 

younger age of disease onset than the ones due to other genes, with FUS mutations accounting 

for 35% of fALS cases that are under 40 years old (Millecamps et al., 2012). Meta-analyses 

further confirmed this feature with the assessment of different samples of ALS cases with FUS 

mutations that show a disease onset around 44 years (Figure 11A) (H. Deng, Gao, & Jankovic, 

2014; Lattante et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2010). In addition, other studies reported that 60% of 

ALS patients presenting FUS mutations are diagnosed before 45 years old, with a significant 

fraction considered as juvenile ALS cases, meaning presenting a disease onset at adolescence 

and early 20’s (Figure 11B) (Bäumer et al., 2010; E. J. Huang et al., 2010). 
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Figure 11: Age of disease onset in fALS-FUS patients (from Shang et al., 2016). (A) Meta-

analyses on fALS patients showing proportions of different ages of disease onset. (B) Difference 

in age of disease onset between sALS patients and ALS-FUS patients. 

 

More than 50 mutations were identified in fALS cases, a majority being missense mutations 

and some being in-frame deletions (H. Deng et al., 2014; Nolan, Talbot, & Ansorge, 2016). 

Most of them are clustered in the C-terminal region of the FUS protein, including the NLS and 

the RGG domains, but a significant number of mutations is also found at the N-terminus in the 

low complexity domain (Figure 12) (Shang & Huang, 2016). Also, reports found that some 

mutations, including the common P525L mutation or the recently identified Y526C mutation, 

are associated with juvenile onset and severe disease progression (Bäumer et al., 2010; Corcia 

et al., 2017; E. J. Huang et al., 2010; Mochizuki et al., 2012). 

Researchers mostly focused their work on possible FUS nuclear import defects as the majority 

of the mutations found are at the C-terminus, near the NLS domain. A study investigated several 

mutations occurring at the C-terminal region, including R521G/H/C, R522G, R524S and 

P525L. They expressed these mutations in HeLa cells and they observed through 

immunostaining that the P525L mutation causes severe nuclear import defect, but the others 
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would only show moderate phenotype and mild cytoplasmic localization (Dormann et al., 

2010). They also found that FUS P525L significantly accumulates in the cytoplasm of neurons 

from rat hippocampus and frontal cortex, and in zebrafish eggs (Dormann et al., 2010), that was 

later confirmed by other reports (Niu et al., 2012; Y. Zhou, Liu, Liu, Öztürk, & Hicks, 2013b). 

 

Figure 12: FUS mutations identified in ALS and their localization on the functional 

domains of FUS protein (derived from Shang et al., 2016) 

 

FUS has also been associated with FTD, but always in  cases of co-occurrence with ALS (H. 

Deng et al., 2014; I. R. A. Mackenzie, Rademakers, & Neumann, 2010; Manuela Neumann et 

al., 2009; Snowden et al., 2011) and no case of pure clinical FTD related to FUS has been 

reported (Nolan et al., 2016), which is strengthened by genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS) on FTD patients that did not find significant links FUS (Ferrari et al., 2014). However, 

FUS inclusions were still detected in some frontotemporal lobar degeneration cases (FTLD), 

and they are now categorized as atypical FTLD-U, neuronal intermediate filament inclusion 

disease (NIFID) or basophilic inclusion body disease (BIBD) (I. R. A. Mackenzie et al., 2010; 

Yokota et al., 2008) (reviewed in Nolan et al., 2016). 
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At the pathobiological level, like TDP-43, the common feature of FUS in ALS disease is 

characterized by its protein aggregation in the cytoplasm of neurons (S. C. Ling, Polymenidou, 

& Cleveland, 2013; Ratti & Buratti, 2016). Depending on the severity of the disease or the 

mutation, FUS pathology differs, with early-onset ALS cases being characterized by basophilic 

inclusions and round neuronal cytoplasmic FUS inclusions, whereas tangle-like FUS-

containing inclusions define the pathology of late-onset ALS cases in neurons and glial cells 

(S. C. Ling et al., 2013; I. R. A. Mackenzie et al., 2011). 

FUS aggregation has been suggested to be caused by defects in nuclear import/export processes 

through an imbalanced accumulation of FUS in the cytoplasm (Dormann & Haass, 2011). To 

shuttle between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, FUS relies on Transportin 1 (or Importin β2) 

(Dormann et al., 2010), but also by protein arginine methyltransferase 1, which mediates the 

arginine methylation of the RGG domain of FUS causing a reduction in Transportin 1 binding 

(Dormann et al., 2012; Tradewell et al., 2012; Yamaguchi & Kitajo, 2012a). 

Several factors have been described to explain FUS aggregation, including mutations, lower 

efficiency of the autophagic/proteasome pathways or small increases in endogenous expression 

(Shelkovnikova et al., 2013), but one of the factors that has been studied thoroughly and that 

provided significant understanding in aggregation process is SG formation. Indeed, FUS was 

identified as a SG component in its mutated form (Bosco, Lemay, et al., 2010), and other studies 

later confirmed this observation with FUS overexpression that resulted in a colocalization with 

SGs in the cytoplasm in response to oxidative and osmotic stress (Blechingberg et al., 2012; 

Sama et al., 2013; Yamaguchi & Kitajo, 2012b), as well as induction of SG formation (Gal et 

al., 2011). Another study found that a particular mutation of FUS (R495X) altered the dynamic 

properties of SGs, delaying their assembly, making them more dynamic, larger and more 

abundant when formed (Baron et al., 2013). Knowing the important role SGs play in cell 

survival through translational interruption of house-keeping proteins, the induction of aberrant 
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SG formation and persistence through FUS mutations that are unable to be removed by the 

protein quality system is a major factor in disease pathogenesis. 

 

4.3. Models of FUS in ALS pathology 
 

With FUS being linked to ALS and its multiple phenotypes, researchers made significant 

progress in trying to model FUSopathies associated with FUS mutations and which develop 

ALS-like phenotypes. The first FUS models were knock out (KO) mouse models created to 

investigate its original role as a fusion oncoprotein in the development of round cell 

liposarcomas and human myeloid leukemias as well as the effects of haploinsufficiency 

(Geoffrey G. Hicks et al., 2000; Kuroda et al., 2000). These models have different genetic 

backgrounds and present different features, with inbred KO mice presenting perinatal death 

with defects in the immune system, as well as chromosomal aberrations (Geoffrey G. Hicks et 

al., 2000), and outbred KO mice showing developmental impairments, however with the ability 

to reach adulthood (Kuroda et al., 2000). This suggests that the inbred background lacks the 

necessary genes to compensate for the effects of FUS KO (Ishigaki & Sobue, 2018). 

At the neuropathological level, the first evidence came from a report from Tolino and 

colleagues who investigated neuron morphology from embryos of inbred FUS KO mice. They 

demonstrated in primary hippocampal neurons strong irregularities in dendrite branching, as 

well as processes related to immature axons (Tolino, Köhrmann, & Kiebler, 2012). After that, 

different research teams developed transgenic FUS models expressing human FUS mutations 

(R495X, R521C/H/G, R518K and others) in different organisms like Drosophila, zebrafish or 

mice (Lanson et al., 2011). In Drosophila, they found that different FUS mutations caused 

severe neurodegeneration characterized by disorganized ommatidia and loss of mechano-

sensory bristles in the eyes. In zebrafish, not every mutant showed FUS cytoplasmic 
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accumulation in cells, but all of them presented SG formation when under heat shock stress 

(Lanson et al., 2011; Lanson & Pandey, 2012). Other models targeting the NLS domain of FUS 

presented ALS-like features such as loss of spinal MNs and peripheral nerve fibers or lower 

MN populations in the brainstem (Shelkovnikova et al., 2013). Another model was developed 

with the RRM domain lacking and carrying the human R522G mutation, which presented 

neuronal proteinopathy and shorter lifespan (Robinson et al., 2015). 

Overall, many models, with different systems, were created to investigate the multiple features 

associated with FUSopathies in the spectrum of ALS (Table 2), but most of them could not 

provide a strong consensus on FUS pathomechanism in ALS. Indeed, most reports suggest that 

FUS mutations work in a gain-of-function manner, with loss-of-function being insufficient to 

contribute to MN degeneration in ALS (Lebedeva, de Jesus Domingues, Butter, & Ketting, 

2017; Scekic-Zahirovic et al., 2016; Sharma et al., 2016b), but many studies provided solid 

evidence of the implication of FUS deficiency in ALS and FTLD pathogenesis, such as 

neuronal cell death, shorter lifespan, reduced motor activity and MN degeneration in models of 

Drosophila and zebrafish (G. A. B. Armstrong & Drapeau, 2013; Frickenhaus, Wagner, Mallik, 

Catinozzi, & Storkebaum, 2015; Kabashi, Bercier, et al., 2011; Sasayama et al., 2012), as well 

as behavioral impairments in mice (Kino et al., 2015; Udagawa et al., 2015) reminiscent of 

FTLD phenotypes. It led the scientific community to suggest that one of the possibilities of 

ALS pathogenesis is a combination of both gain- and loss-of-function effects, possibly acting 

at different timeframes (Halliday et al., 2012; E. B. Lee, Lee, & Trojanowski, 2012; Ratti & 

Buratti, 2016), but these discrepancies reveal the limitations of the animal models and the need 

for additional models to better understand the role of FUS in ALS pathogenesis. 
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Table 2: Summary of ALS-associated FUS mutant models (optimized from Shang et al., 2016). LOF: 

loss-of-function; GOF: gain-of-function; KO: knockout; AMO: antisense morpholino; PrP: prion 
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4.4. FUS pathogenicity 

 

Dendritic and synaptic defects: 

The characterization of FUS mutations consequences in the nervous system went through the 

creation of different models that presented consistent neurodegenerative phenotypes. Studies 

reported that rodent models expressing the R521C mutation showed several ALS-like 

symptoms including hindlimb paralysis, muscle wasting and impaired innervation at the NMJ 

(C. Huang et al., 2011; Qiu et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2016b). These were associated with 

reductions in dendritic arborization and synaptic density in the spinal MNs and cortical neurons 

in the sensorimotor cortex of transgenic mice (Qiu et al., 2014) and of Cre-inducible transgenic 

mice (C. F. Sephton et al., 2014), as well as in the entorhinal cortex of Camk2a-tTA transgenic 

rats (C. Huang et al., 2012). This phenotype was also observed in cultured cortical neurons and 

the use of the growth factor BDNF could partially rescue it (Qiu et al., 2014).  

Other model organisms revealed a pool of evidence regarding FUS implication during 

development and its disruption contributing to neurodegeneration. A research team studied the 

homolog of FUS in Drosophila, the cabeza (caz) gene, expressed in neurons, glia and muscle 

cells, and they showed through its loss-of-function that only a small fraction of these mutant 

reached adulthood, albeit with a severely reduced survival, and associated with a strong motor 

phenotype (J. W. Wang, Brent, Tomlinson, Shneider, & McCabe, 2011). These pathological 

features could be rescued partially by transgenic expression of caz and human wild-type FUS, 

but not with human FUS mutants (R522H and P525L) (J. W. Wang et al., 2011). Furthermore, 

other studies used also the Drosophila to express different mutant human FUS proteins in the 

eye, MNs or the nervous system and they demonstrated eye degeneration, defects in motor 

activity and decreased survival rate (Lanson et al., 2011). In a more in-depth analysis of the 

locomotion defects, Shahidullah and colleagues demonstrated that mutant FUS proteins caused 
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synaptic impairments before MN degeneration, characterized by the disorganization of the 

protein brunchpilot, which is a presynaptic active zone protein, as well as reduced quantal 

contents and miniature presynaptic currents, and reduced postsynaptic currents in the muscle 

cells (Shahidullah et al., 2013). Other reports were in line with these results and showed that 

gene deficiency and overexpression of FUS caused decreased synaptic transmission, reduced 

number of presynaptic active zones, altered postsynaptic glutamate receptor subunit 

composition at the NMJ, MN degeneration and impaired motor behavior (Machamer, Collins, 

& Lloyd, 2014; Sasayama et al., 2012) 

In the zebrafish, FUS synaptic functions were investigated with the use of antisense morpholino 

(AMO) to cause a knockdown of the gene. This resulted in motor behavioral defects and 

significant impairments in the branching and motor axon length (Kabashi, Bercier, et al., 2011). 

In addition, another study observed that AMO knockdown of FUS and the expression of human 

mutant FUS proteins in zebrafish caused defects in synaptic transmission at the NMJ by 

reducing presynaptic quantal contents (G. A. B. Armstrong & Drapeau, 2013). 

 

Impairments in DNA damage response and repair 

In the section 4.1 (FUS structure and properties), I briefly reviewed some studies that 

underscored the role of FUS in DNA damage response and repair. In the case of ALS, it is 

interesting to note that fALS-FUS mutations do not affect the recruitment of mutant FUS 

proteins to DNA damage foci (Shang & Huang, 2016), but rather FUS mechanism to regulate 

the repair process is dependent on FUS ability to interact with HDAC1, which is fundamental 

for DNA repair and genomic stability (Shang & Huang, 2016). Previous studies reported that 

the loss of HDAC1 caused hypersensitivity to DNA damage in neurons and an induction of 

aberrant cell cycle re-entry, whereas the overexpression of HDAC1 has a protective effect in 
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neurons from genotoxic agents (Dobbin et al., 2013; D. Kim et al., 2008). This was confirmed 

with HDAC1 mutant neurons and neurons with a FUS deficiency that presented increased DNA 

damage after being treated with etoposide, an anti-cancer drug causing errors in DNA synthesis, 

underlying the interactive feature between FUS and HDAC1 and its role in maintaining genome 

stability (Dobbin et al., 2013; W.-Y. Wang et al., 2013). Structure-function analyses on FUS 

identified two regions in its structure, the first Gly-rich domain (156-262) and the C-terminal 

region (450-526), that are necessary for FUS-HDAC1 interaction (Figure 12) (W.-Y. Wang et 

al., 2013), and which contain most of the fALS mutations. Additionally, they showed in cells 

that FUS mutations in these domains, including R244C, R514S and R521C caused an altered 

interaction with HDAC1 associated with DNA damage response and repair defects (W.-Y. 

Wang et al., 2013). 

Another study, in line with these results, showed a lack of complex formation between HDAC1 

and FUS mutant R521C (Qiu et al., 2014), with a total interference of the interaction between 

wild type FUS and HDAC1, highlighting a dominant-negative effect (Qiu et al., 2014). They 

also observed the presence of DNA damage on NR2A and GluR2, both implicated in synaptic 

transmission, and BDNF, a dendritic growth factor, that could lead to neurodegeneration. 

All this evidence supports the idea that FUS mutations play a major role in defective DNA 

damage response and repair and is a pathological feature associated with ALS pathogenesis and 

neurodegeneration in general. 

 

RNA splicing defects 

With FUS having an impact on multiple aspects of RNA metabolism, neurodegeneration 

mediated by FUS mutations could be explained by transcriptome deterioration. Therefore, 

genome-wide surveys through RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) were performed to identify 
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possible effects of FUS mutations on the transcriptomic profile of genes (Qiu et al., 2014; 

Robles & Baier, 2012; Sanes & Yamagata, 2009). Qiu and colleagues used RNA-seq on the 

spinal cord of FUS-R521C transgenic mice and showed an altered transcription and RNA 

splicing of specific genes involved in dendritic growth and synaptic functions (Qiu et al., 2014). 

Other studies realized the same RNA-seq analysis and demonstrated alterations in the 

expression or splicing of genes involved in the organization of extracellular matrix, like 

members of the collagen and cadherin gene families that regulate the specificity of axonal 

projection and target innervation (Robles & Baier, 2012; Sanes & Yamagata, 2009). Similar 

results were showed with a Xenopus model with FUS knocked down by AMO (Dichmann & 

Harland, 2012). In addition, RNA-seq analyses showed that among the target genes, some of 

them are transcriptional targets of DNA damage response gene, namely Cockyane syndrome 

(CSB) and HDAC1 (Newman, Bailey, & Weiner, 2006), further supporting the evidence that 

FUS is critical for DNA damage repair. 

In the previous part, I already reported that FUS interacts with SMN and U1 snRNP, 

components of the spliceosome, and that FUS KO or expression of fALS-FUS mutations altered 

the organization of Gem bodies, thus impacting the splicing process (S. Sun et al., 2015; 

Yamazaki et al., 2012; Yu & Reed, 2015). Another evidence of FUS mediating the spliceosome 

organization is its implication in the integrity of subnuclear structures that regulate gene 

expression by holding RNA in the nucleus, known as paraspeckles (Bond & Fox, 2009). Among 

the paraspeckle proteins, splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich (SFPQ) has been shown 

to interact with FUS in the nuclei of neurons to regulate RNA metabolism, and specifically 

alternative splicing of the MAPT gene (Ishigaki et al., 2017) (further reviewed in section 5 

Beyond FUS). In another report, cytoplasmic aggregates of another paraspeckle protein, 

P45NRB/NONO, were found in spinal MNs of transgenic mice expressing a truncated version 

of FUS (Shelkovnikova et al., 2013). Finally, RNA-seq analyses on spinal cord from RUS-
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R521C transgenic mice showed altered transcriptomic profile of NEAT1, which is required to 

maintain the integrity of paraspeckles (Qiu et al., 2014). More recently, FUS mutant cell lines 

generated by CRISPR/Cas9 were shown to present accumulation of NEAT1 isoforms 

associated with compromised structure and functionality of paraspeckles, suggesting that FUS 

confers both loss (through dysfunctional paraspeckles) and gain of function (through excessive 

NEAT1) in the nucleus (H. An et al., 2019). 

 

Mitochondrial defects and oxidative stress: 

Susceptibility of FUS to oxidative stress has been demonstrated in a previous study (Caroline 

Vance et al., 2013) and could be associated with its co-localization with SGs in patients and 

cellular models (Y. R. Li, King, Shorter, & Gitler, 2013), that are formed when cells go under 

different cellular stress, including oxidative stress. With reports observing prolonged oxidative 

stress in ALS MNs, partially due to mitochondrial dysfunction, the link can be made between 

oxidative stress and impaired RNA metabolism through SG formation contributing to FUS 

aggregation (Bozzo et al., 2017). This is further supported by a study on neuron-like cells where 

they increased the level of the Oxidative Stress Resistance Protein 1 (Oxr1), a protein essential 

to protect cells from oxidative stress and shown to bind FUS as well as being up-regulated in 

spinal cords of ALS patients. They demonstrated that this protein level increase caused a 

decrease in FUS cytoplasmic localization and aggregation. On the contrary, silencing Oxr1 

induces an increase in FUS inclusions under conditions of oxidative stress (Finelli, Liu, Wu, 

Oliver, & Davies, 2015). Other reports also observed that when FUS inclusions are formed, 

there is an increase in mitochondrial damage, highlighting the existence of a feed-forward loop 

(J. Deng et al., 2015). It was also demonstrated that FUS, with TDP-43, colocalized with 

mitochondrial markers in different ALS models, suggesting their involvement in altering 
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mitochondrial function (J. Deng et al., 2015; Magrané, Cortez, Gan, & Manfredi, 2013; W. 

Wang et al., 2013a). 

Another line of research followed to explain mitochondrial damage through FUS is its possible 

impaired interaction with other non-mitochondrial proteins that can have an impact on 

mitochondrial homeostasis. For example, it was demonstrated that FUS interacts with PGC-1α, 

a transcriptional co-activator that mediates the expression of genes involved in energy 

metabolism, including genes coding for MnSOD and catalase, which have a protective role 

against oxidative stress (Herrmann & Riemer, 2014). It was also reported that levels of PGC-

1α were decreased in the brain stem and the spinal cord of mutant FUS mice (Bayer et al., 

2017), and the induction of PGC-1α through the use of an agonist could rescue dendrite loss 

and spatial memory in rats expressing mutant FUS (C. Huang et al., 2012). However, their 

involvement in ALS pathogenesis still needs further investigation. 

With the help of specific chaperones and proteases, mitochondria are able to control protein 

folding or degradation of misfolded proteins. Among these chaperones, Hsp60 has been 

reported to interact directly with FUS in the cytosol and in mitochondria (J. Deng et al., 2015). 

From these results, it has been hypothesized that in pathological conditions, FUS aggregates 

sequester the chaperones, causing alterations in protein folding control (Bozzo et al., 2017). 

Chaperones also bind newly synthesized mitochondrial proteins to keep them unfolded in order 

to facilitate their import in mitochondria (Beddoe & Lithgow, 2002). Therefore, since Hsp60 

also acts in mitochondria, it was suggested that its trapping by FUS could have a direct 

pathological impact on mitochondrial functions (Bozzo et al., 2017). 

Overall, since the discovery of FUS in 2009, a decade of research allowed to gather major 

information on the molecular basis of ALS in relation to this gene, and all these results promote 

the fact that FUS is a major element of study to better understand the consequent complexity of 

the disease. One challenge is to unravel common pathways in ALS and other neurodegenerative 
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diseases, as they share common alterations involving common genes, thus highlighting the need 

for additional models and new leads for therapeutic strategies. 

 

5. Beyond FUS: RNA targets and their implication in ALS/FTD 

 

As discussed before, FUS plays a role in different steps of RNA metabolism, and transcriptome 

alteration through FUS mutations is considered one of the major causes for neuronal toxicity. 

Following this hypothesis, numerous studies assessed the FUS-related transcriptome profiles to 

identify genes of interest that could contribute to neurodegeneration (Honda et al., 2014a; 

Ishigaki et al., 2012; Lagier-Tourenne et al., 2012b; Rogelj et al., 2012). From this, it was 

speculated that impairments to FUS functionality could result in a partial effect by altering 

expression levels of these genes, and that neurodegeneration might result only after 

transcriptional disruption caused by loss of FUS functionality reaches a critical point (Ishigaki 

& Sobue, 2018). 

To better understand this mechanism, we focused our work on specific genes possibly related 

to FUS and that are the most likely to be disease-associated: the MAPT gene and the CHCHD10 

gene, which will be further reviewed here. 

 

Microtubule-Associated Protein Tau (MAPT): The protein tau was originally studied in the 

1970’s when it was described as an essential actor for microtubule assembly (Weingarten, 

Lockwood, Hwo, & Kirschner, 1975). The MAPT gene encoding for tau was then identified 

years later (Drubin, Caput, & Kirschner, 1984; M Goedert, Wischik, Crowther, Walker, & 

Klug, 1988), and it was reported that tau localizes to axonal microtubules in the healthy brain, 

whereas it is unusually concentrated in a hyperphosphorylated form in the soma and dendrites 
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of neurons under pathological conditions (Kosik, Joachim, & Selkoe, 1986; Wood, Mirra, 

Pollock, & Binder, 1986). It was also demonstrated that these hyperphosphorylated forms of 

tau would be the major components of the neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) found in Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD) brains, as well as Pick bodies found in Pick’s disease (Grundke-iqbal et al., 1986). 

Further studies were then able to link MAPT mutations with familial forms of FTLD (Hutton 

et al., 1998; Poorkaj et al., 1998; M. G. Spillantini, Crowther, Kamphorst, Heutink, & Van 

Swieten, 1998), highlighting the importance of alternative splicing in neurodegeneration. 

Indeed, it was observed in FTLD-tau patients that MAPT mutations around exon 10 alter its 

splicing, leading to tau aggregation and impairing the axonal function of tau (M. Hong et al., 

1998). Today, FTD is accepted as a highly heterogeneous disorder affecting behavior, language, 

memory and motor functions (Bodea, Eckert, Ittner, Piguet, & Götz, 2016), thus constituting 

with ALS a same spectrum of disease (Renton et al., 2014).  

The first reports associating FUS and MAPT were derived from CLIP analyses that identified 

an increase in MAPT exon 10 inclusion under the condition of a loss of FUS (Ishigaki et al., 

2012; Lagier-Tourenne et al., 2012b; Orozco et al., 2012b; Rogelj et al., 2012). Other studies 

also reported increased inclusion of exon 2 and 3 upon FUS knockdown (Lagier-Tourenne et 

al., 2012b; Orozco et al., 2012b), which suggests possible alterations in the regulation of tau 

alternative splicing. Indeed, tau presents a complex alternative splicing regulation acting on N-

terminal (exon 2 and 3) and C-terminal different domains (exon 10), which leads to six different 

isoforms (Figure 13) (Bodea et al., 2016; Michel Goedert & Spillantini, 2011), distinguished 

in two types, the ones containing 4 tubulin-binding repetitions (4R), allowing microtubule 

binding, or the ones containing 3 tubulin-binding reptitions (3R). During splicing events, the 

inclusion of exon 10 allows the insertion of a fourth tubulin-binding repetition, which increases 

the affinity of 4R-tau to microtubules compared to 3R isoforms (Buée, Bussière, Buée-Scherrer, 

Delacourte, & Hof, 2000). In healthy conditions, there is a balance of expression between 4R-
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tau and 3R-tau isoforms, but the ratio has been reported to be disrupted in different tauopathies, 

including FTLD, progressive supranuclear palsy and corticobasal degeneration (M. Hong et al., 

1998; Umeda et al., 2013; Yoshida, 2006). 

 

Figure 13: Structure of human MAPT gene and protein (derived from Bodea et al., 2016). 

Different splicing events will induce the expression of 6 differents isoforms differing by the 

number of acidic regions (N1/2) at the N-terminus and tubulin-binding repetitions (R1/2/3/4). 

 

Recently, a study from Ishigaki and colleagues demonstrated that the interaction between FUS 

and SFPQ regulates alternative splicing of MAPT exon 10, and that when FUS or SFPQ is 

silenced in mice there is an increase in 4R-tau expression leading to FTLD-like behaviors, 

reduced adult neurogenesis, phosphorylated tau accumulation and neuronal loss (Ishigaki et al., 

2017). This report, along with another identifying a familial FTLD case presenting a FUS 

mutation associated with altered tau isoform ratios (Isidre Ferrer et al., 2015), suggest the 

importance of impaired tau isoform ratio as a pathogenic factor of ALS/FTD and other 

tauopathies. 
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Coiled-Coil-Helix-Coiled-Coil-Helix Domain 10 (CHCHD10): The CHCHD-containing 

proteins are nucleus-encoded small mitochondrial proteins (Z. D. Zhou, Saw, & Tan, 2017), 

with nine members of this member being already identified, and only CHCHD10 has been so 

far linked with ALS and FTD (Bannwarth et al., 2014b; Funayama et al., 2015; Z. D. Zhou et 

al., 2017). 

Structurally, CHCHD10 has one CHCH domain (Figure 14), constituted by a twin CX(9)C 

motif (two cysteine separated by 9 amino acids), which is the signature of proteins involved in 

assembly of cytochrome c oxidase and maintenance of mitochondrial structures and function 

(Cavallaro, 2010; Z. D. Zhou et al., 2017). CHCHD10 also contains other functional domains 

like the mitochondrial targeting sequence (MTS) and a central α-helix domain (Figure 14) (Z. 

D. Zhou et al., 2017). Previous reports demonstrated that CHCHD10 is a soluble mitochondrial 

protein located in the intermembrane space (IMS; the space between the outer and the inner 

membranes) of mitochondria (J. An et al., 2012; Bannwarth et al., 2014b; Chacinska et al., 

2008; Darshi et al., 2011; Hofmann et al., 2005), and is considered to be part of the 

mitochondrial contact site (MICOS) complex, which mediates mitochondrial crista 

ultrastructure stabilization (Friedman, Mourier, Yamada, Michael McCaffery, & Nunnari, 

2015; Zerbes et al., 2012). Cristae integrity in mitochondria is paramount to stability and 

assembly of respiratory chain supercomplexes that are responsible for the efficiency of 

mitochondrial respiration as well as cell viability (Cogliati et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 14: Structure of CHCHD10 protein presenting mutations of different 

neurodegenerative diseases (derived from Imai 2019). In green, coding variants in FTD 

patients; in red, patients with ALS; in black, patients with ALS-FTD and MN disease; in blue, 

patients with mitochondrial myopathies; in grey, potential risk variants found in ALS, FTD, 

Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease and ALS-FTD patients (reviewed in Imai 2019). 
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CHCHD10 was first linked to ALS in a French family, through the identification of the S59L 

mutation, with a complex phenotype of ALS, FTD, cerebellar ataxia and mitochondrial 

myopathy, due to mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) alterations (Bannwarth et al., 2014b). In this 

study, fibroblasts from patients showed abnormal crista structure associated with deficiencies 

in respiratory chain components and reduced respiration activity (Bannwarth et al., 2014b). In 

addition, it was demonstrated in this study that overexpression of mutant CHCHD10 in HeLa 

cells led to fragmentation of the mitochondrial network and ultrastructural abnormalities, 

including loss, disorganization and dilatation of cristae (Bannwarth et al., 2014b). 

From these reports, two recent studies developed mutant CHCHD10 mouse models to 

investigate the pathogenic mechanisms of CHCHD10. Both are knock-in (KI) mice, carrying 

the S59L mutation (Genin et al., 2019) or an equivalent, S55L mutation (Anderson et al., 

2019a). Genin and colleagues demonstrated with their S59L KI model multiple pathological 

features, including fatal mitochondrial cardiomyopathy before 14 months old associated with 

increased mitophagy, as well as NMJ and MN degeneration with hyper-fragmentation of the 

motor end plate and MN loss in lumbar spinal cord at the end stage of the disease (Genin et al., 

2019). They also showed oxidative phosphorylation deficiency in muscle at 3 months of age in 

the absence of neuron loss in spinal cord, promoting the idea that the pathological effects of the 

S59L mutation target muscle before NMJ and MN (Genin et al., 2019). 

Anderson and colleagues show similar results with their S55L mutation model, with progressive 

motor deficits, myopathy and cardiomyopathy as well as survival deficits (Anderson et al., 

2019a). They also showed CHCHD10 aggregation with its paralog CHCHD2, leading to 

aberrant organelle morphology and function, and inducing mitochondrial integrated stress 

response (mtISR) through mTORC1 activation, with elevation of stress-induced transcription 

factors, secretion of myokines, upregulated serine and one-carbon metabolism, and 
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downregulation of respiratory chain enzymes (Anderson et al., 2019a). They also studied the 

effects of CHCHD10 ablation and they observed no particular disease pathology or active 

mtISR, suggesting an absence of loss-of-function effect in disease pathogenesis. 

Based on the available knowledge concerning CHCHD10, there is no published evidence of a 

link between FUS and this gene. However, reports indicated in different model organisms a 

direct interaction of CHCHD10 with TDP-43 after translocation from the mitochondria in 

conditions of mitochondrial stress, exerting a protective role in mitochondrial and synaptic 

integrity as well as in the retention of nuclear TDP-43 (Woo et al., 2017). With TDP-43 sharing 

multiple roles with FUS in RNA metabolism and having common RNA targets (Guerrero et al., 

2016; S. C. Ling et al., 2013), as well as both colocalizing with mitochondrial markers in 

different ALS models ((H. Deng et al., 2014; Magrané et al., 2013; W. Wang et al., 2013a), 

there is a significant possibility that FUS and CHCHD10 are linked, constituting a strong lead 

in the investigation of ALS pathogenesis. 

Overall these new models will provide key elements for the understanding of ALS/FTD and 

mitochondrial pathologies in general, but they also highlight the importance of developing 

additional models to decipher the mechanisms involving CHCHD10 in disease pathogenesis 

and its possible interaction with other key actors of ALS like FUS. 
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6. Working hypothesis and objectives 
 

While significant progress has been made on the understanding of FUS mechanisms in ALS 

pathogenesis, there is still an increasing need to unravel the still unknown and elusive cellular 

and molecular features of FUS mutations, as well as solve the discrepancies surrounding its 

pathomechanisms, notably in terms of loss- and gain-of-function. ALS being a complex and 

heterogeneous disease, the development of novel models is crucial to improve our knowledge 

and possibly develop efficient therapeutic strategies. Therefore, the main objective of our work 

presented here was to provide new key elements in the understanding of ALS and FTD by 

characterizing at all scales (morphological, behavioral, cellular, molecular) two novel genetic 

mutant models presenting a link with these diseases. One of the main objectives was to 

characterize a new genetic knock-out mutant of FUS in zebrafish, simulating a loss-of-function, 

by identifying possible phenotypic traits associated with ALS, through assessment of survival, 

locomotion, NMJ, MN and muscle development and stability, as well as its effects on 

transcription. Its link with MAPT gene is also investigated in order to find common links 

between these two genes and their common implication in ALS and FTD pathogenesis. We also 

aimed to decipher possible features involving mitochondrial pathology in ALS through 

investigation of possible mitochondria impairments in my FUS mutant model, as well as 

characterization of another genetic knock-out mutant zebrafish model of CHCHD10 and 

identification of a possible link between FUS and CHCHD10 that could explain these 

mitochondrial phenotypic features. 
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1. Functional characterization of the novel FUS mutant 

zebrafish model 
 

1.1.  Generation and characterization of the model 
 

As stated before, numerous animal models featuring depleted or reduced FUS have been 

generated and analyzed including vertebrate and invertebrate models. However, the major 

phenotypic features obtained in these models are complex and often controversial. 

In order to study the consequences of fus loss of function in zebrafish, we obtained a mutant 

genetic line for fus from the Zebrafish Mutation Project (reference: sa15506, mutation 

c.155T>A; p.Y52X, Sanger Institute) (Kettleborough et al., 2013). In this study, they generated 

the mutant line through N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) mutagenesis, which is considered the 

most appropriate technique to generate point mutations by chemical mutagen (Kettleborough, 

Bruijn, Eeden, Cuppen, & Stemple, 2011; Mullins, Hammerschmidt, Haffter, & Nüsslein-

Volhard, 1994; Solnica-Krezel, Schier, & Driever, 1994). The mutants were then identified 

with a reverse genetic approach known as TILLING, which allows the identification of point 

mutations in a specific gene, and proved to be efficient in ENU-mutagenized zebrafish 

(Wienholds, Schulte-Merker, Walderich, & Plasterk, 2002; Wienholds et al., 2003). The 

mutation carriers were crossed and the homozygous generation was sent for Sanger high-

precision sequencing, which confirmed the presence of the point mutation (Figure 1A). The 

mutation leads to a translation termination (stop) codon at the beginning of exon 3. Since exon 

3 is responsible for the prion-like domain generation at the N-terminus of fus protein (Figure 

1B), this model should lead to an inactive fus gene. To ascertain that this mutation leads to fus 

KO animals, we used Western blot analyses to determine the levels of fus in this model. At 48 

hours post-fertilization (hpf), fus homozygous embryos showed a drastic reduction of fus 

protein level compared to WT (Figure 1C). Coherently, the decrease in the protein corresponds 
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to an increase of fus transcript, measured by RT-PCR (Figure 1D). Indeed, a feed-back FUS 

autoregulation was proposed in human cells (Lagier-Tourenne et al., 2012b; Y. Zhou et al., 

2013a) and mouse models (Mitchell et al., 2013). Briefly, FUS is a repressor of its own exon 7, 

leading to alternative splicing and NMD (nonsense-mediated decay). Since this mechanism was 

unexplored in zebrafish, we checked for levels of fus transcript with primers for the exon 1 and 

observed a significant increase (Figure 1D). Taken together, these results indicate that the fus-

/- mutant line generates an inactive fus transcript. 

The morphological aspects and main phenotypic features of WT and fus-/- embryos were 

assessed at 2 days post-fertilization (dpf). Compared to WT embryos, fus+/- and fus-/- embryos 

showed no major morphological deficits with absence of body and head malformations (Figure 

1E). To exclude developmental delays of the locomotor system, we assessed the spontaneous 

twitching of the body axis, which comprises the first movements that zebrafish embryos begin 

to display around 18 hpf (Saint-Amant & Drapeau, 1998). Both homozygous and heterozygous 

larvae did not show signs of impaired motility at this stage compared to the wild-type condition 

(Supplementary Material, Figure S1). Despite the normal development, the viability of fus-/- 

embryos is severely reduced (Figure 1F). In fact, starting from day 6, more than 80% of 

homozygous embryos died. Importantly, no major difference was observed between the WT 

and fus+/-. 
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Figure 1: Characterization of the zebrafish Fus knock-out model. A, Sanger sequencing 

results with arrows showing the mutation target site. Compared to WT larvae, homozygotes do 

not exhibit the peak corresponding to T bp. B, schematic representation of zebrafish Fus protein 

showing the site of mutation at the N-terminus and the antigen recognized by Santacruz antibody 

at the C-terminus. C, Left, immunoblot analysis of fus protein in total extract from WT, hetero 

and homozygous embryos at 48hpf using a C-terminal antibody. The band detected is around 77 

KDa. Right, densitometry quantification of fus protein level normalized to αtubulin. (One-way 

ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. **p<0, 01). D, RT–PCR analysis of fus messenger 

(One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. *p<0, 05). E, Morphological phenotype of 

the different tested conditions at 2 dpf. F, Kaplan-Meier survival curves for WT, fus+/- and fus-/-

. Time is shown in days post fertilization (dpf). An n of 21 embryos was used for WT, while 48 

have been used for both hetero and homozygous mutants (Log-rank test, *p<0, 0001). 

 

 

1.2. fus inactivation causes locomotion defects in zebrafish 
 

The zebrafish is an excellent model to study neuronal organization characterizing motor 

function. In fact, by 48 hpf, it exhibits stereotyped swimming behavior that can be efficiently 

quantified under controlled conditions. To analyze swimming features, we utilized the touch-

evoked escape response (TEER) assay. Similar to previous studies (Kabashi, Bercier, et al., 

2011; J. W. Wang et al., 2011), we induced embryos locomotor activity at 2 dpf by gently 
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touching the tail with a glass pipette (Figure 2A, left). For the WT condition (light brown), it 

resulted in a powerful rectilinear swim away from the stimulus (Figure 2A, right). Also, in 

heterozygous fish (orange), the locomotion is not affected, being similar to WT. However, 

homozygous embryos (dark brown) presented an aberrant locomotion characterized by early 

fatigue and, in some cases, paralysis. Using a tracking system to monitor swimming behavior, 

we measured the distance, the time and the velocity for each animal (Figure 2B). We found 

that in fus-/-, the locomotor abilities are significantly reduced, confirming an important role for 

fus in the proper development of the motor circuitry (Gerlai, Lahav, Guo, & Rosenthal, 2000; 

Sasayama et al., 2012). Despite the low degree of similarity at the gene sequence alignment 

[human FUS (NM_004960), zebrafish fus (NM_201083), 14.94%], the human and zebrafish 

Fus proteins share a high degree of similarity (79,58%), which suggests functional analogy. 

Thus, we tested the ability of human FUS to rescue the motor defects in fus-/-, injecting a 

plasmid containing the human FUS gene at one cell stage. Indeed, the expression of human 

FUS was able to restore embryos motility, increasing swimming distance and speed (Figure 

2C). These results are in concordance with functional rescue previously observed in KD fus 

model in zebrafish (Kabashi, Bercier, et al., 2011) and Drosophila (J. W. Wang et al., 2011). 
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Figure 2: Zebrafish fus-/- shows locomotion defects at TEER. A, traces representing the swim 

response of heterozygous and homozygous embryos compared to WT controls during the touch-

evoked escape response assays (TEER). Briefly, 2 dpf zebrafish embryos are gently touched on the 

tail with a glass pipette and their escape behavior is assessed and recorded. B, Quantitative analyses 

of TEER. fus-/- (dark brown) showed a significant decrease in the distance travelled, time spent and 

velocity of swimming (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. *p<0, 05; **p<0, 01; *** 

p<0, 001). C, Rescue of the major swim deficits in fus-/- co-injected with human FUS gene (Fus-/- n= 

30, Fus-/- + hFUS n=25; unpaired t-test. *p<0, 05; **p<0, 01; ***p<0,001). 
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1.3. fus depletion causes behavioral impairment. 

 

Zebrafish are diurnal animals, meaning that they are particularly active during light exposition, 

where predator, food finding and sexual behaviors are evident (Neuhauss, 2003). It also means 

that their visual system is refined (Champagne, Hoefnagels, De Kloet, & Richardson, 2010) 

and essential for their proper development and survival. For these reasons light stimuli tests are 

widely used in zebrafish research to assess their motor performances independently from vision 

defects (Champagne et al., 2010; Panzer et al., 2005b). Since vision develops rapidly in 

zebrafish over the course of 2 days (Supplementary Material, Figure S2A), we determined 

whether the motor impairment in homozygous zebrafish exists and persists at 3, 4 and 5 dpf 

after light stimulation. Using the ZebraLab platform, we designed a behavior tracking protocol 

in which single zebrafish larvae, placed in each well of a 96-well plate for a period of 7 minutes, 

are simultaneously stimulated by light after 5 minutes of adaptation in darkness (Figure 3A). 

With this test, we have been able to track the larval displacement, which is severely 

compromised in fus-/-, (Figure 3B) and the global activity over time (Figure 3C, D). At day 3, 

homozygous embryos showed a significant decrease in both spontaneous and induced (startle) 

motor activity with respect to the WT and heterozygous fish (Figure 3C). Interestingly, at day 

4, the fus+/- presented a reduced startle response similarly to homozygous larvae 

(Supplementary Material, Figure S2B, C). At this stage, the behavioral impairment was also 

present during the freezing response, where a sudden delayed motor activity is present for both 

fus+/- and fus-/-. At day 5, augmented movement in the well by approximately 15-fold represents 

the complex spontaneous motor behavior of larvae that is being refined (Figure 3D). Similarly, 

at 5dpf, fus+/- displayed spontaneous locomotion impairment that is comparable to fus-/- 

zebrafish larvae. Taken together, these locomotion impairments suggest that fus is necessary 

for motor development in zebrafish. Also, the progressive motor impairment developed by 

heterozygous zebrafish indicates a cumulative effect of fus partial depletion. 
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Figure 3: Behavioral activity in dark/light stimulation. A, automatized protocol used at the 

Viewpoint Zebrabox system. Light stimulation is preceded by a period of five minutes of 

darkness, called adaptation period. This period represents the favorite environment for 

zebrafish, probably mimicking a protective area from predators, in which we can measure an 
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increased locomotion activity that we call Spontaneous movements. An abrupt stimulation by 

light, the startle response, is then applied and the fish responds with a brief period of elevated 

activity, where anxiety increases. The total experiment duration is of 7 minutes and it is 

repeated over time until day 5.  B, Representative examples of the swimming tracks in WT, 

fus+/- and fus-/- embryos at 3dpf. C, D and E, Left panels are representative graphs from global 

locomotor activity data for each condition at 3, 4 and 5 dpf respectively (light brown: WT, 

orange: fus+/-, dark brown: fus-/-). Black bars indicate the 4 periods considered for global 

activity quantification. Red dashed line represents the light application. Right panels are 

quantification for activity during darkness (spontaneous movement) and light (startle response) 

(One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. *p<0, 05). 

 

 

1.4. fus loss-of-function causes defects at the zebrafish NMJs 

 

To better refine the phenotypic features in the homozygous line, we performed an 

immunolabeling analysis for NMJ components both at the pre-synaptic and post-synaptic 

terminals. We used an anti-SV2 antibody to mark the presynaptic vesicles and the α-

bungarotoxin to mark the acetylcholine receptor (AChR) clusters at the post-synaptic level. By 

48 hpf, in WT embryos, the caudal primary motor neuron had extended branches and formed 

synapses along the length of individual muscle fibers (Supplementary Material, Figure S3A). 

To evaluate the correct conformation of the NMJ, we used the Imaris software “spot” detection 

in conjunction with the colocalization function in 3D reconstructions of confocal imaging 

(Supplementary Material, Figure S3B). At 48 hpf, presynaptic terminals are almost always 

precisely opposed to AChR clusters (Figure 4Ai). A similar immunostaining pattern was 

observed in fus+/- embryos as compared to WT controls (Figure 4 ii). In contrast, in fus-/- pre- 

and post-synaptic clustering were impaired (Figure 4iii). We measured an increasing number 

of both αBTX and SV2 orphants (Figure 4B, C), suggesting the presence of disconnected motor 

neurons terminals. Moreover, the αBTX staining showed the appearance of smaller and diffused 

AChR clusters (Figure 4a, b, c), reminiscent of those seen during the early stage of 
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development, prior to any motor innervation (Panzer et al., 2005b). We also observed shorter 

axons (Figure 4D) in fus-/- embryos compared with WT. 

Next, we analyzed whether the aberrant phenotype at the motor and NMJ levels was caused by 

denervation or collateral reinnervation of previously denervated muscle fibers. Functional 

AChR in adult muscle is an heterooligomeric membrane protein composed of α, β, ε and δ 

subunits in which the α subunits bear the acetylcholine binding sites (Merlie, Sebbane, Gardner, 

Olson, & Lindstrom, 1983) (Figure 4E). In mammals and fish, the γ subunit is part of the 

pentamers during development, before being replaced by ε (Gu & Hall, 1988; Walogorsky et 

al., 2012). In ALS patients, where muscle denervation and abnormal reinnervation are 

pathological hallmarks of the disease, both subtypes exist (Palma et al., 2011, 2016a). For these 

reasons, abnormal levels of subunit α (chrn α 1), γ (chrn γ) and ε (chrn ε) are normally 

considered as markers of denervation/reinnervation together with muscle histone deacetylase 4 

(HDAC4) level which is dramatically induced upon denervation in ALS mice (Cohen et al., 

2007) as well as in rapidly progressive patients with ALS (Bruneteau et al., 2013). In fus-/- at 2 

dpf, we observed an important transcript induction of AChR γ and AChR ε, with a slight but 

not significant increase of AChR α as compared to age-matched fus+/- and WT controls (Figure 

4E, bottom). Reversely, hdac4 level is decreased compared to controls. These results suggest 

the coexistence of denervation and reinnervation processes in this zebrafish model and are 

consistent with a recent study that highlighted an altered expression of AChR subunits 

associated with denervated neuromuscular endplates in iPSC-derived myotubes from patients 

with FUS-ALS (Picchiarelli et al., 2019). 
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Figure 4: fus loss-of-function causes defects at the NMJs. A, Primary motor axon (Cap) of WT 

and mutant fus embryos stained immunofluorescently with the antibody against SV2 (red) and 

AChR (green). At 48 hpf, WT and heterozygous motor axons have grown along the lateral 

myosepta and axon branches are present in all muscle fiber layers. Functional synapses, made 

of innervated NMJs are well colocalized (i and ii, yellow). In fus-/- embryos, motor neurons 

displayed a more elaborated branching, parallel to an increasing staining of uncolocalized red 

and green puncta (iii). AChR morphology changes and several smaller green spots appear to be 

diffused on muscle membrane (arrows in a, b, c). B, spots quantification with Imaris software 

of uninervated AChR (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test, *p<0, 05). C, quantification of 

orphaned SV2 pre-synaptic marker (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test, *p<0, 05). D, in 

the upper figure is shown a representative motor neuron used for axonal length measurement. 

Total length was taken between the represented empty arrows and length was normalized to the 

spinal cord (s.c.) thickness (dashed line). In the upper part the total length quantification showed 

a decrease in fus-/- motor neurons size (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni test, *p<0, 05). E, 
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schematic representation of zebrafish myotome segment. Fast muscles fibers, which project with 

a 30 degree angle with respect to the axial structure, present round, punctated AChRs distributed 

along the length of each fiber, forming a vertical line in the center of the somite (Behra et al., 

2002; Codina, Li, Gutiérrez, Kao, & Du, 2010; Panzer et al., 2005b). AChRs in the fast muscle 

undergo molecular changes during development, where the γ subunits are substituted by ε, as 

described in the text. Bottom, Total RNAs were extracted from WT, fus+/- and fus-/- and RT-PCR 

was performed to determine the transcript level of subunit α, γ, ε and HDAC4 (One-way 

ANOVA with Bonferroni test, *p<0, 05, **p<0, 01). 

 

 

1.5. TDP-43 overexpression does not restore fus-/- phenotype 

 

Previous studies using animal models and primary cortical neurons have described that the gene 

TARDBP, that encodes for the protein TDP-43, and FUS are part of a common pathogenic 

mechanism (Kabashi, Brustein, et al., 2011; J. W. Wang et al., 2011). Furthermore, these 

important factors for ALS pathogenesis, share common transcriptome profiles (Colombrita et 

al., 2012), suggesting a collaboration of these two genes in mRNA maturation and 

transportation (Honda et al., 2014b). In the same way, FUS share structural and functional 

features with a set of RNA-binding proteins, such as TATA box-binding protein (TBP)-

associated factor 15 (TAF15) and with Ewing sarcoma breakpoint region 1 (EWSR1) (I. R. A. 

Mackenzie & Neumann, 2012). 

Considering the proved link between these genes and their close resemblance, we measured 

tardbp and taf15 expression, in order to rule out a possible phenomenon of compensation or 

addition in the homozygous mutants. Transcript levels of tardbp and taf15 did not show any 

significant difference between WT and mutant conditions (Figure 5A). Moreover, tdp-43 

protein levels were not altered in both fus-/- and fus+/- conditions compared to WT controls 

(Figure 5B). Finally, overexpression of human TARDBP was not able to rescue the phenotypic 

features of the fus-/- genetic line (Figure 5C). These results are consistent with previous studies 

presenting TDP-43 upstream of FUS in a common pathway and suggest no compensatory or 
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additional effect due to TAF15 or TDP-43 expression in the fus-related phenotypes observed 

in this novel zebrafish model of disease. 

 

 

Figure 5: Fus-/- phenotype is not due to compensatory pathways. A, qPCR analysis of Tardbp 

and Taf15 expression in WT, hetero and homozygous embryos at 48 hpf. No significant changes 

were measured. B, Protein levels of endogenous TDP-43, assessed by Western Blot, do not 

change among conditions. C, Overexpression of human TARDBP did not rescue the motor 

phenotype observed in the Fus homozygous mutants. 

 

 

1.6. Tau isoforms imbalance in fus-/- zebrafish 

 

To better explore the cause of the motor deficit seen in fus-/- embryos, we checked the transcript 

expression of genes that play a central role in neuronal development and synaptic plasticity. 

The Muscle blind like splicing regulator 1 (MBNL1) gene, which promotes muscle 

differentiation by regulating alternative splicing and sub-cellular localization of specific 

transcripts (Pascual, Vicente, Monferrer, & Artero, 2006). Consistent with the regulatory role 

of that protein, Drosophila and mouse mbnl1 loss-of-function mutants show a clear musculature 
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phenotype (Artero et al., 1998; Kanadia et al., 2003). The fragile X mental retardation 

1 (FMR1) gene, which is involved in the normal development of dendritic structures by 

regulating the metabolism of several mRNAs (Antar, Li, Zhang, Carroll, & Bassell, 2006; 

Braun, 2000; A. Lee et al., 2003; Nimchinsky, Oberlander, & Svoboda, 2001). The 

Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase IIa (CaM-KIIa), which is a multifunctional kinase 

that transduces neuronal Ca2+ signals in the brain, highly enriched in postsynaptic densities and 

key regulator of activity-induced structural plasticity (Jourdain, Fukunaga, & Muller, 2003). 

The microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT) gene, which is implicated in the outgrowth of 

neural processes and in the development of neuronal polarity (R Brandt, 1996). In zebrafish, 

two paralogues of MAPT have been annotated mapta and maptb (M. Chen, Martins, & Lardelli, 

2009).  

At 48 hpf, only maptb transcript is significantly increased in fus-/- embryos (Figure 6A) among 

the genes measured. Interestingly, MAPT has been identified as a physiological splicing target 

of FUS (Orozco et al., 2012b), with FUS loss-of-function disrupting tau isoform equilibrium  

and inducing FTLD-like behavioral impairments and tauopathy in rodents (Ishigaki et al., 

2017). Therefore, we analyzed the complex pattern of alternative splicing of the mapta and 

maptb transcripts using the primers previously described in Moussavi Nik et al., 2014, designed 

to amplify all zebrafish tau isoforms (Figure 6B). Normally, at 48 hpf, the expression level of 

small and longer Tau isoforms are similar (M. Chen et al., 2009). However, we found an 

increase in the 4R and 3R isoforms of mapta and maptb respectively (Figure 6C, D) in fus-/- 

embryos. Although the mapta 6R and maptb 4R expression do not change, the increase of the 

smallest transcripts, causes an overall decrease of 6R/4R and 4R/3R ratios of Tau transcripts 

(Figure S4). 

This is consistent with the increase of the transcript levels of tra2b (Figure 6E), a splicing 

regulator which putative binding sites have been detected in exon 8 of mapta and exon 9 of 
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maptb (Moussavi Nik et al., 2014). Thus, tra2b may contribute to 3R and 4R isoforms levels 

by increasing the exon 8 and 9 exclusion, as previously described for the corresponding human 

TRA2B and the tau exon 10 (Y. Wang et al., 2005). The data from the Light Stimulation assay 

showed a temporal decline of motor responses in fus+/- larvae comparable to fus-/- zebrafish. For 

that reason, we checked for mapta and b isoforms at 4 dpf. At this stage, the expression level 

of mapta isoforms appeared to be similar among conditions (Figure 6F). Contrarily, the 3R 

form of maptb show a certain level of decrease in both fus+/- and fus-/- larvae compared to control 

(Figure 6G). Interestingly, tra2b transcript also decreases, confirming the role of this factor on 

mapt splicing (Figure 6H).  

Finally, we performed western blot analysis to check if mapt increase at 48 hpf was 

corresponding to an increase of the tau protein level. As expected, the total amount of tau is 

higher in fus-/- zebrafish compared to WT control (Figure 6I).  
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Figure 6: Fus deletion causes changes in mapta and maptb balance. A, qPCR analysis of 

zebrafish mbnl1, fmr1, cam-kIIa, mapta and maptb, all fundamental genes during development 

of muscle and neurons. Among the genes measured in this study, maptb transcript is increased 

in Fus-/- embryos at 48 hpf. B, splicing isoforms of mapta and maptb mRNA transcripts. Exon 

8 and 9 for mapta, and only exon 9 for maptb, are susceptible to splicing events, causing a switch 

between short and long tau isoforms. mapta lead to 4R or 6R-tau translation while splicing of 

exon 9 in maptb lead to either 3R or 4R-tau translation. Grey boxes represent constitutive exons, 

the red ones being subject to alternative splicing. The tubulin binding motifs are indicated by 

yellow bars. Arrows indicate the primers binding sites. C, D and E, mapt isoforms transcript 

measurement by qPCR at 2 dpf. The results show a general abundance of smaller mapt isoforms 

(mapta 4R and maptb 3R). F, G and H, mapt isoforms transcript measurement at 4 dpf. At this 

stage the maptb 3R isoform decreases in both fus+/- and fus-/- larvae. I, western blot analysis 

shows an increase of tau protein in homozygous embryos at 2 dpf. 

 

1.7. Kinase expression changes in fus-/- zebrafish 

 

In motor neurons, microtubules are crucial structures for maintaining cellular organization and 

motility. In this context, tau plays a central role and its binding to microtubule largely depends 

on phosphorylation (Roland Brandt, Lee, Teplow, Shalloway, & Abdel-Ghany, 1994; Tucker, 

1990). The phosphorylation of tau negatively regulates tau-microtubule interactions (Bramblett 

et al., 1993; J. H. Cho & Johnson, 2003), inducing microtubules destabilization (J.-H. Cho & 

Johnson, 2004) and in certain cases aggregation and diseases (Ballatore, Lee, & Trojanowski, 

2007; T. Guo, Noble, & Hanger, 2017).  tau is phosphorylated at many sites via several protein 

kinases, and the most characteristic phosphorylation is at the Ser/Thr residues in the Proline 

rich sequences, which are targeted by proline-directed protein kinases such as GSK3β 

(Hernández, Lucas, Cuadros, & Avila, 2003), Cdk5 (Kimura, Ishiguro, & Hisanaga, 2014), and 

the extracellular regulated kinases 1 and 2 (ERK1/2) (I Ferrer et al., 2001). Although its precise 

role is still not well understood, a number of reports have described the possible implication of 

Leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2) in Tau phosphorylation (Araki, Ito, & Tomita, 2018). 

We decided to check the expression of these enzymes due to the significant role they have in 

tau phosphorylation and the existence of their gene in unduplicated forms in zebrafish. 
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At 2 dpf, fus-/- embryos have an augmented transcript rate of cdk5 and lrrk2 (Figure 7A). An 

opposite tendency is measured for erk2 which decreases, whereas no significant change is 

visible for gsk3β. Interestingly, kinase levels are not maintained over time, and a change in their 

transcript level is measured at 4 dpf. In fact, cdk5 and erk2 return to a normal level comparable 

to WT fish (Figure 7B) while gsk3β transcript decreases drastically and lrrk2 continues to be 

increased in fus-/- larvae. As lrrk2 showed consistency in its transcriptomic profile change 

between 2 and 4 dpf, we went further and assessed its protein level by Western blot in the fus 

mutant model. In line with the increase or lrrk2 mRNA transcripts, there is an increase of lrrk2 

protein levels in fus+/- and fus-/- embryos (Figure 7C). 

These results suggest a possible alteration in kinase activity in the absence of fus. This change 

could lead to alterations in tau phosphorylation and probably disturb or compensate microtubule 

dynamics during zebrafish development. Importantly, this disequilibrium amongst tau kinase 

activities is believed to play a central role in the development of tauopathies (I Ferrer et al., 

2005). 
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Figure 7:  Disequilibrium among tau kinases in Fus-/-. QPCR analysis of zebrafish Gsk3b, 

Cdk5, Erk 1 and 2, and Lrrk2. A, expression profile at 2 dpf. B, expression profile at 4 dpf. C, 

Western blot analysis showing an increase of Lrrk2 protein levels in the fus mutants (One-way 

ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. *p<0,05; **p<0, 01). 

 

 

1.8. Discussion 

 

We demonstrated here, through the generation and the phenotypic characterization of a stable 

mutant zebrafish line for the unique FUS orthologue, that loss of fus drastically reduces the 

lifespan in zebrafish and leads to locomotor disabilities that persist over time, whether the 

movement is spontaneous or in condition when locomotion is induced by touch or light 

stimulation. The motor impairments were significantly restored upon expression of the human 
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FUS, but not TARDBP, and we did not observe any dysregulation of tardbp and taf15 

transcripts, indicating the specificity of the motor phenotype due to fus knockout as well as the 

functional conservation between human FUS and zebrafish fus. To extend this characterization, 

we associated these phenotypic features with the observation of aberrant axonal projections 

from motor neurons and disorganized NMJ morphology. Furthermore, we described here a 

significant dysregulation of several AChR subunits associated with a decrease of hdac4, 

highlighting possible denervation and reinnervation processes in our model. At the molecular 

level, we demonstrated transcriptomic and protein expression changes for the genes encoding 

for different isoforms of the protein tau in the model, as well as changes in the expression of 

kinases acting on tau phosphorylation, suggesting a link between fus and altered tau function 

and phosphorylation that could play a role in the development of tauopathies. 

These results indicate that the orthologue of FUS in zebrafish is necessary for the proper 

development of motor circuits. These results are in clear contrast with the fus-CRISPR/Cas9 

zebrafish model where no motor deficits were described (Lebedeva et al., 2017). It is quite 

possible that the genetic background could have an important influence on gene expression and 

the resulting phenotypic display. Indeed, in the fus mutant generated by CRISPR/Cas9, the 

authors used an outbred zebrafish (AB x TU) line to generate the fus knockout mutants 

(Lebedeva et al., 2017). Here, we obtained a pure, inbred AB zebrafish line in which the fus 

point mutation was generated and subsequently maintained. Indeed, genetic compensations 

have been described in CRISPR-generated mutants in zebrafish as compared to conditions when 

genes are knocked down by morpholinos (Rossi et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, we speculated the existence of functional compensatory pathways that could mask 

the phenotypic features due to reduced levels of fus, as previously seen in a Fus knockout mouse 

model where increased levels of TAF15 and EWS were observed (Kino et al., 2015). FUS, 

together with TAF15 and EWS, belongs to the FET family of RNA-binding proteins, with 
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ubiquitous nuclear expression and implicated in regulation of gene expression, maintenance of 

genomic integrity and mRNA/microRNA processing, (Andersson et al., 2008b; Bertolotti, Lutz, 

Heard, Chambon, & Tora, 1996b; A. Y. Tan & Manley, 2009) and their expression may be 

finely regulated to guarantee their mutual compensation. Interestingly, some FUS-positive 

pathology can be also labeled for TAF15 and EWS, with cells showing a reduction in the normal 

nuclear staining of all FET proteins (I. R. A. Mackenzie & Neumann, 2012; Manuela Neumann 

et al., 2009), thus confirming the close relationship among these factors. Since zebrafish has 

one homolog for taf15, and two for ews1, we checked whether taf15 expression could be 

implicated in our fus-/- phenotype, but no particular change was measurable, underlining the 

specificity of the homozygous phenotype. However, it is still plausible that upregulation of 

other transcripts and proteins could be necessary to compensate for the loss of fus and 

transcriptomic as well as proteomic studies could unravel important alterations in this novel fus 

zebrafish model. 

We showed that the locomotor impairment can be rescued by human FUS, revealing a 

remarkable conservation of protein function during evolution. In contrast, excess production of 

human TARDBP does not have the ability to rescue the homozygous phenotypes, as well as fus 

depletion does not induce an increase of tdp-43 expression. These data are consistent with a 

genetic relationship in which fus is downstream of tardbp as previously established in zebrafish 

(Kabashi, Bercier, et al., 2011) and drosophila (J. W. Wang et al., 2011). FUS protein is highly 

and predominantly expressed in the CNS of zebrafish from developmental stages to adulthood 

(Kabashi, Bercier, et al., 2011) and its depletion induces locomotion deficits as well as reduction 

of lifespan, both features of ALS pathology. Thus, these results demonstrate that fus activity is 

necessary to regulate locomotive behaviors and viability in vivo and indicates that the 

neurological problems observed in ALS patients may not be restricted to the late formation of 

insoluble FUS aggregated within the cytosol but also could be partially due to the early loss of 
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FUS function in the nucleus. These data are in line with the increasing evidence of an early 

involvement of FUS in ALS development, where the progressive and additive defects at the 

mRNA and DNA processing could play an important role in the onset and severity of the disease 

(Kuroda et al., 2000; Mallik et al., 2018; Scekic-Zahirovic et al., 2016). This hypothesis is 

supported by the decreasing locomotor behavior that we could see in the fus+/-. Thus, it would 

be interesting to examine motor and cognitive features of fus+/- animals, as well as the fus+/-

survival, at later stages during juvenile and adult age. In particular, this model may provide an 

interesting tool to test genetic and chemical modifiers that could restore FUS activity. 

Zebrafish is particularly well suited for a detailed analysis of the NMJ due to its 

transparency, its well-defined spinal network architecture and similarity to higher vertebrates. 

As previously described (G. A. B. Armstrong & Drapeau, 2013), by double-labeling of a pre-

synaptic marker and post-synaptic acetylcholine receptors, we could count an increased number 

of uncolocalized NMJ structures suggesting the presence of denervated endplates. However, 

based on the transcriptional results, we have reasons to think that both denervation and 

reinnervation phenomena coexist in the homozygous model at 48 hpf. In fact, both chrn γ and 

chrn ε are elevated whereas the expression of the hdac4 transcript was decreased. Very recently, 

a study highlighted a direct link between NMJ disruption and FUS in mouse models and patient 

samples. In this report, they found reduced endplate surface area and progressive endplate 

denervation preceding MN loss that was associated with altered expression of several Chrn 

genes, suggesting a transcription regulation of these genes by FUS (Picchiarelli et al., 2019). 

This is line with the NMJ dysfunctions and altered transcript levels we show in our fus mutant 

model. Furthermore, Hdac4, which is normally upregulated in aged SOD1G93A and SMARD1 

mice, both examples of neurogenic muscle disease as well as in WT denervated mice, shows 

no significant elevation in myogenic muscular dystrophies (Cohen et al., 2007). These results 

suggest that Hdac4 is specifically induced in response to neural inactivity as opposed to muscle 
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dysfunction (Cohen et al., 2007). Hdac4 is responsible for the coordinated induction of synaptic 

genes upon denervation, and its upregulation is associated with lower muscle reinnervation 

ability, particularly visible in patients with rapidly progressive ALS (Bruneteau et al., 2013; 

Pradat et al., 2012). In the fus-/- zebrafish embryos, the expression of the hdac4 transcript is 

significantly reduced as compared to controls suggesting a reinnervation effect on muscles, as 

previously seen in knockout mice for Hdac4, where mutant muscles were reinnervated more 

rapidly than those from the controls after nerve injury (Pigna et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2009). 

Therefore, fus-/- zebrafish may recapitulate certain hallmarks of ALS degeneration observed in 

human muscle biopsies (Bruneteau et al., 2013; Pradat et al., 2012) and thus, it could represent 

a good model where early NMJ dysfunctions can be studied.  

The identification of expression changes of mapt genes and kinases responsible for tau 

phosphorylation in this model is interesting as it follows multiple evidence linking ALS and 

FTD. Indeed, it is estimated that up to 50% of ALS patients present signs of altered behavior 

and cognitive impairment with approximately 15% of them reaching the diagnostic criteria of 

FTD (Ringholz et al., 2005; Robberecht & Philips, 2013). The same has been reported for FTD 

patients with up to 15% of them having ALS motor dysfunctions (Burrell, Kiernan, Vucic, & 

Hodges, 2011; Van Langenhove et al., 2017). Another important information is the report of 

the association between neurodegeneration and an imbalance in the ratio of expression of tau 

isoforms (Hutton et al., 1998; M. G. Spillantini et al., 1998). In fact, human MAPT transcripts 

undergo alternative splicing to produce 3R- and 4R-tau isoforms in a one-to-one ratio to 

maintain microtubule dynamics and this ratio has been found to be altered in different 

neurodegenerative disorders in a disease-specific manner (reviewed in Goedert & Spillantini, 

2011; Maria Grazia Spillantini & Goedert, 2013). Additionally, it was demonstrated that FUS 

was involved in tau splicing by skipping exons 3 and 10 (Orozco et al., 2012b), and that loss of 

FUS and its partner SFPQ in mice could cause an increase in 4R-tau expression and tau 
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hyperphosphorylation leading to neurodegeneration and FTD-like behaviors (Ishigaki et al., 

2017). We show in this fus KO zebrafish model similar data through the regulation of 

expression of mapta and maptb, which are two paralogues of human MAPT that derived from 

a duplication of an ancestral MAPT orthologue (M. Chen et al., 2009). Like in humans, these 

genes show complex alternative splicing regulations, with maptb encoding 3R- and 4R-tau 

isoforms and mapta encoding 4R- and 6R-isoforms, and mRNA from maptb has been shown 

to be detected before mRNA from mapta, which is consistent with the predominance of 3R 

isoforms in human and mouse fetal stages (McMillan et al., 2008). However, at 48 hpf, maptb 

and mapta expression levels appear to be similar (M. Chen et al., 2009), and their expression 

pattern is similar to the one found in mice, indicating conserved function during evolution (M. 

Chen et al., 2009). Thus, zebrafish can be considered a useful model to study MAPT and its 

implication in neurodegeneration. 

To be functional, tau proteins go through different post-translational modifications, with 

phosphorylation being the most abundant one (Buée et al., 2000), and hyperphosphorylation of 

tau, leading to its aggregation,  has been identified as a major factor in the development of 

tauopathies (reviewed in Götz, Halliday, & Nisbet, 2019). Furthermore, extensive evidence 

demonstrates the implication of tau-specific kinases in the rise of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) 

and other tauopathies. GSK3β has been shown to induce tau hyperphosphorylation and 

consequently neurodegeneration when overexpressed (Lucas et al., 2001), as well as other 

features related to tauopathies (Martin et al., 2013). Cdk5 induces tau hyperphosphorylation 

and accumulation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs; aggregates of hyperphosphorylated tau) 

when overexpressed (J. C. Cruz, Tseng, Goldman, Shih, & Tsai, 2003; Noble et al., 2003) and 

its silencing was shown to reduce NFT formation (Piedrahita et al., 2010). As for Erk1 and 2, 

they phosphorylate tau at different sites that were also found to be phosphorylated in AD brains 
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(Ekinci & Shea, 1999; Guise, Braguer, Carles, Delacourte, & Briand, 2001), and abnormal tau 

phosphorylation was associated with an increased Erk1/2 activity (Pei et al., 2002). 

LRRK2 has been mostly involved in the pathogenesis of Parkinson’s disease (PD) with one of 

its mutation being the most frequent PD-causing mutation (Araki et al., 2018). It was reported 

that in pathological conditions, there is an increase in LRRK2 kinase activity, which is believed 

to contribute to PD pathology (Araki et al., 2018), and some reports showed that tau can be 

involved in PD pathogenesis besides LRRK2 (Nalls et al., 2014; Simón-Sánchez et al., 2009). 

Actually, a number of studies described that LRRK2 promotes tau phosphorylation in different 

mouse models of PD, whether directly (Bailey et al., 2013) or in the presence of tubulin or 

microtubules (Hamm et al., 2015; Kawakami et al., 2012). Another interesting information is 

that LRRK2 has been proposed to directly interacts with GSK3β, enhancing its kinase activity, 

which was correlated with higher levels of tau phosphorylation (Kawakami et al., 2014; Ohta 

et al., 2015). It was also found that LRRK2 binds to tau and is co-immunoprecipitated with tau 

and Cdk5, suggesting a role of scaffold protein from LRRK2 to facilitate Cdk5 phosphorylation 

of tau (Shanley et al., 2015). All this evidence encouraged us to explore the possibility that tau 

in the fus zebrafish model might be hyperphosphorylated. The first step that was envisaged was 

to assess directly the phosphorylation levels of tau through Western Blot analyses. However, 

although there was an increase in tau phosphorylation, it was not significant and could be 

correlated to the observed increase of total tau protein levels. The transcriptomic profile 

alterations of the tau-specific kinases in the fus model is interesting and suggests disrupted 

kinase activities that may impact tau function. However, depending on the developmental stage, 

the transcript profiles change, with significant modifications at 2 dpf that are back to normal 

levels at 4 dpf for cdk5 and erk1/2. This could be explained by the particular developmental 

processes the embryos go through, facilitating plasticity of the cytoskeleton to ensure their 

development. However, despite this supposed delay, the NMJs are formed and found 
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denervated and reinnervated in the embryos. Reinnervation process generates the sprouting of 

new branches from motor axons (Cappello & Francolini, 2017), which puts them in a situation 

of extensive axonal plasticity. Thus, in this context, we can speculate that microtubules might 

be in an enhanced dynamic that is associated with enhanced tau function, which may explain 

the changes in expression of tau and related kinases. Furthermore, this process occurring only 

in motor axons, the changes in tau and kinases expression might be specific to MNs and not 

present in other parts of the organism. Thus, checking the mRNA and protein levels of tau and 

its related kinases in MNs specifically might give us additional insights on their expression 

profile in fus mutants. 

Yet, it is important to note that lrrk2 levels were consistent in their increase in fus-/- embryos 

and supported by the increase in lrrk2 protein levels. This suggests that lrrk2 is involved in tau 

accumulation and this phenotypic feature can be linked to fus depletion. Thus, it would be the 

first molecular link identified between FUS, LRRK2 and tau that could be related to ALS-FTD, 

as well as tauopathies and neurodegeneration in general. 

The characterization of this novel fus model has provided interesting information on ALS 

hallmarks and possible links with tau and lrrk2 suggesting FTD features. However, a solid 

connection between the phenotypic features and the expression changes of tau and lrrk2 could 

definitely link these genes to ALS pathogenesis. Therefore, we performed different drug tests 

that would modulate tau-isoforms or lrrk2 expression and assessed a possible phenotypic 

rescue. We first used 2 different drugs to modulate the expression of tau isoforms: 

Epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) is a dyrk1a inhibitor that promotes 4R tau expression in 

human and mouse. EGCG has been found to rescue dysregulated 4R/3R tau ratio and improved 

the impaired general behaviors in Ts65Dn mice (X. Yin et al., 2017). Tubastatin A is a HDAC6 

inhibitor that restores microtubule stability and reverses tau phosphorylation (Ma, Huo, Jarpe, 

Kavelaars, & Heijnen, 2018). It was also found to reverse axonal transport defects in motor 
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neurons derived from FUS-ALS patients (W. Guo et al., 2017). Unfortunately, both these drugs 

did not rescue the motor phenotype found in our model (data not shown). 

We also used CZC-25146, a LRRK2 inhibitor, with 2 different concentrations to counteract the 

expression increase observed in the fus mutant and we found that locomotion in fus-/- had a 

tendency to improve (Supplementary Material, Figure S5). However, we were not able to 

reproduce these results. Thus, further investigation needs to be pursued in this direction and 

should provide new insights for therapeutic strategies. 

 

Overall, these data demonstrate that normal expression of fus is essential for maintenance of 

NMJ structure in zebrafish and its depletion is sufficient to develop pathogenic changes, even 

in the absence of cytosolic aggregates. This zebrafish model recapitulates multiple features of 

ALS FUS-related pathology, including locomotor deficits, motor neurons and NMJ 

involvement and decreased viability. It also displays molecular links with major factors of 

tauopathies, which should make it valuable for studying the function and mechanism of this 

protein in human neurodegenerative disorders and help in the discovery of future treatments for 

these prevalent diseases. 

 

1.9. Material and methods 

 

 

Animal Care: Adult and larval zebrafish (Danio rerio) were maintained at the ICM (Institut du 

Cerveau et de la Moelle épinière, Paris) zebrafish facility and bred according to the National 

and European Guidelines for AnimalWelfare. All procedures were approved by the Institutional 

Ethics Committees at the Research Centers of ICM and Imagine. 
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Screening of mutant lines: The fus mutant zebrafish line was obtained from the European 

Zebrafish Resource Center (EZRC) (reference: sa15506) and originates from the mutagenesis 

screen performed at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (Stemple Laboratory). The mutation 

(c.155T>A; p.Y52X) in the fus genetic line is a nonsense point mutation at the exon 3 of fus. 

Heterozygous parents and homozygous offspring were screened through high-precision 

sequencing (GATC Biotech, Eurofins Genomics). DNA was extracted from by cutting a part 

of the fin from adult zebrafish. Prior to fin-clipping, the adult zebrafish were anesthetized in 

tricaine (160 µg/mL). A part of their caudal fin was cut and put in 75 µL of extraction solution 

(25mM NaOH, 0,2 mM EDTA). The samples were then incubated at 98°C for 1 hour and 75 

µL of a Tris-HCl (40 mM, pH 5.5) solution was added to the tubes before centrifugation at 4000 

rpm for 3 minutes. The samples were amplified by PCR using Taq polymerase Master Mix 

(Thermo Scientific K1071) and the following primers: CTGCCCAGAACTACAGTCAG 

(forward primer) and GCCACCAGAGCTATACGACT (reverse primer). The PCR products 

were then sent to GATC Biotech for sequencing. 

Survival assay: Embryos were maintained according to the procedures of the ICM fish facility. 

Larvae were checked daily and maintained in petri dish in a 28.5°C incubator for the first 5 

days post-fertilization (dpf). After 5 dpf, the fish were transferred in tanks with continuous 

water flux. They were then fed regularly and the number of dead larvae was scored each day 

for 20 days by a blinded observer. 

Western Blot: 30 ug of proteins from zebrafish lysates (equal amount of protein in each lane) 

were separated by sodium dodecylepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Samples were 

denatured at 98°C for 7 minutes. The separated proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose 

membranes (0.45µm, Life Sciences) and probed with the following primary antibodies:  c-

terminal FUS antibody (sc-47711, Santacruz), C-terminal TDP-43 antibody (12892-1-AP, 

Proteintech), recombinant anti-LRRK2 antibody (ab133475, abcam). A α-tubulin antibody 
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(T5168, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a loading control. To assess tau protein levels, we used a 

homemade antibody targeting the C-terminus kindly sent by Valérie Buée-Scherrer and her 

team. The blots were incubated with the corresponding fluorescent secondary antibody and the 

signal was detected using the ODYSSEY® CLx. The intensity of bands in each of the lanes 

from the Western blots were measured by ImageJ. 

RNA isolation and analysis of transcripts by q-PCR: Total RNA was isolated from fish using 

TRIzol Reagent (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. First-strand cDNAs were 

obtained by reverse transcription of 1 μg of total RNA using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse 

Transcription Kit (Roche), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative PCR 

amplification was performed with SyBer2X Gene Expression Assays using the primers listed 

in Table S1. Data were analyzed transforming raw Cq values into relative quantification data 

using the delta Cq method. 

Locomotion assessment: Touch-evoked escape response (TEER): 2 days post-fertilization 

(dpf) zebrafish embryos were tested for behavior under a stereomicroscope (Zeiss, Germany) 

by inducing a light touch-stimulus at the level of the tail with a tip and were scored for the 

distance travelled, the time spent swimming and speed in a 15-cm diameter petri dish. Their 

responses were recorded with a Grasshopper digital camera (Point Grey) at a rate of 30 frame/s 

and quantified using ImageJ. Spontaneous locomotion: 3 dpf-zebrafish larvae were maintained 

in a 96-well plate and assayed for total locomotor activity in ZebraBox (Viewpoint Life 

Sciences, Lyon, France). The embryos were tested for 10 min in a 5 min dark, 2 min light 

(100%), 3 min dark paradigm, repeated 3 times. The experiment was done on the same fish at 

4 and 5 dpf. Total swim activity was analyzed using ZebraLab V3 software (Viewpoint Life 

Sciences, Lyon, France). 
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Immunohistochemistry: Animals were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 hours at RT. After 

fixation the larvae were rinsed several times with PBS and then incubated in PBS containing 1 

mg/ml collagenase (20 min) to remove skin. The collagenase was washed off with PBS Triton 

X-100 (PBST; 1 h) and heads were cut away. After an incubation of 30 min in blocking solution 

(1% BSA, 1% triton, PBS, 2% Goat serum), the embryos were incubated overnight at 4°C in 

synaptic vesicle 2 (SV2, 1:200; DSHB) antibody diluted in blocking solution. The embryos 

were then washed and incubated for 30 min in PBST containing α-bungarotoxin conjugated to 

Alexa 488 (αBTX, 1:1000; Abcam). The larvae were then rinsed several times with PBST and 

then incubated in freshly prepared block solution containing a secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor 

568, 1:1000; Life Technologies) for 3h at RT before mounting on glass slide in 50% glycerol. 

The NMJs were visualized using a Spinning disk system (Intelligent Imaging Innovations, 

USA), an Examiner.Z1 upright stand (Carl Zeiss, Germany), a CSU-W1 head (Yokogawa, 

Japan), and an ORCA-Flash 4.0 camera (Hamamatsu, Japan). All images were captured at 40x 

and stained embryos were processed using Imaris Image Analysis software and ImageJ. 

TDP-43 and FUS overexpression studies: Human WT TARDBP (WT TDP-43) and FUS 

mRNAs were transcribed from NotI-linearized pCS2þ using SP6 polymerase with the 

mMESSAGE Machine Kit (Ambion). Injections were then performed in 1–4 cell stage 

blastulae. Embryos were maintained at 28°C and manually dechorionated using fine forceps at 

24 hpf. After behavioral test, 15 to 20 fish were deyolked and resuspended ice-cold extraction 

buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4/ 500 mM NaCl/ 5 mM EDTA/ 1% (w/v) Nonidet P-40/ 0.5% 

(w/v) Triton X-100 supplemented with a cocktail of protease inhibitors. Fish were then 

sonicated and centrifuged at 14000×g at 4 ºC for 20 minutes. Supernatants were collected and 

frozen at -80ºC until biochemical analysis. 

Drug screening: zebrafish embryos were incubated at 24 hpf in different concentrations (1 and 

10 µM) of the following drugs: Tubastatin A hydrochloride (SML004, Sigma-Aldrich), 
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Epigallocatechin gallate (E4143, Sigma-Aldrich), CZC-25146 LRRK2 inhibitor (438194, 

Sigma-Aldrich). The embryos were tested the following days for locomotion through TEER 

and Viewpoint tests. 

Statistical analysis: All data values for the zebrafish experiments are represented as average 

standard error of mean (SEM) with significance determined using one-way ANOVAs. 

Differences between groups were identified via post hoc comparisons, specified in the legend 

of each figure. All analyses were performed using Prism 5.0 (Graph Pad, CA). Significance 

level was set at p<0.05. 

 

 

1.10. Supplementary Material 

 

 

 

Figure S1: Coiling activity at 24 hours post-fertilization (hpf). Spontaneous premotor 

movement of the embryos inside the chorion was monitored and quantified. These correspond 

to stereotyped movement consisting of repetitive coils (complete rotations of the body in the 

chorion). No significant difference was observed between WT, +/- and -/- conditions (one-

way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test), suggesting a normal development at early 

stages. 
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Figure S2. A, schematic diagram of retina formation in zebrafish over time. B, in the automatized protocol 

used at the Viewpoint Zebrabox system, after the abrupt stimulation by light  (startle), the increased anxiety 

brings to a final reduction of locomotion, known as freezing response, which is characterized by a rapid fall 

of activity (freezing bouts) which is maintained over time (freezing duration). Normally, it is followed by a 

habituation response, where anxiety decreases and movements are reestablished. C, Left panels are 
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representative graphs from global locomotor activity data for each condition at 3, 4 and 5 dpf respectively. 

Black bars indicate the 4 periods considered for global activity quantification. Red dashed lines represent the 

light application. Right panels are quantification for activity after light stimulation, that we call Freezing bouts 

and Freezing duration (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. *p<0, 05). 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure S3: A, schematic representation of one spinal segment. At 48 hpf, the somitic muscle is 

innervated by two primary cholinergic motor neurons: the Caudal Primary (CaP) and the middle 

primary motoneuron (MiP). Later in development, another primary motor neuron appears, the rostral 

primary motoneuron. It innervates the middle part of the somite (not shown). At this moment, the 

density of innervating fibers is so high that it could be impossible to follow a single motor neuron. 

Green spots represent the classical distribution of AChR clusters along the axon. B, Spot detection and 

colocalization analysis using Imaris. 23 confocal z-stacks of 0,59 µm were used to build the motor 

neuron 3D structure with Imaris. A specific region (rectangle selection) corresponding to the ventral 

CaP axon extension, was used for analysis. Red and green circles are SV2 and αBTX respective staining 

built with spot detection algorithm. This procedure facilitates the analysis of synapses, the NMJ in this 

particular case. In fact, we can easily count the presence of colocalized (white D) and not-colocalized 

(white E) pre and postsynaptic puncta, called Orphaned αBTX and Orphaned SV2 respectively. 
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Figure S4: Quantification of tau isoforms ratio at 2 and 4 dpf 

 

 

 

 

Figure S5: LRRK2 inhibitor treatment on fus-/- mutants. Quantification of TEER analysis showing 

the distance, the velocity and the time spent for fus-/- embryos that were untreated (dark brown) or 

treated with 1µM of drug (light green) or 10µM (dark green) (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni 

post-hoc test. *p<0, 05). 
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Table S1: List of primers used for qPCR analyses 
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2. FUS and CHCHD10 implication in muscle and mitochondria 

pathology  
 

2.1. Objectives 

Following the characterization of the fus mutant zebrafish model that displayed NMJ 

disorganization, a particular interest was directed towards the investigation of post-synaptic 

phenotypic features, including features in muscle and in mitochondria. Indeed, several studies 

revealed the implication of muscle and mitochondria pathology in ALS. Particularly, different 

SOD1 mutant models displayed reduced muscle volume and strength as well as mitochondrial 

dysfunctions alongside other hallmarks of ALS, like abnormal NMJs and MN degeneration, 

when mutant SOD1 was overexpressed (Wong & Martin, 2010) or when the expression of 

PGC-1α, a transcription coactivator that boosts mitochondrial biogenesis, was altered in a 

SOD1 mutant (Da Cruz et al., 2012) (reviewed in Loeffler, Picchiarelli, Dupuis, & Gonzalez 

De Aguilar, 2016). Recently, a study revealed  toxic effects from mutant FUS on muscles 

(Picchiarelli et al., 2019). Specifically, they showed that FUS is intrinsically toxic in myotubes 

derived from patients and also myogenic pathological activity in muscle biopsy samples 

(Picchiarelli et al., 2019). 

Therefore, the second part of the thesis is focused on the identification of muscle and 

mitochondrial pathological traits in the fus model. 

Also, to reinforce our investigation on mitochondria pathology, we put our interest in the 

characterization of a new zebrafish model of a CHCHD10 non sense mutant, implicated in 

mitochondria stability. Indeed, studies reported mutations of this gene to be associated with 

ALS patients (Bannwarth et al., 2014a). Recently, new models emerged to try to unravel the 

pathological mechanisms of CHCHD10 (Anderson et al., 2019a; Brockmann et al., 2018; 

Burstein et al., 2017; Genin et al., 2019). In all these models, different mutations of CHCHD10 

displayed several ALS hallmarks, including mitochondrial abnormalities (Anderson et al., 
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2019a), NMJ and MN degeneration (Genin et al., 2019), as well as abnormal myofibrillar 

structure and motility deficits in a zebrafish model (Brockmann et al., 2018). 

Therefore, by investigating the mechanisms underlying mutated CHCHD10 through the 

characterization of a new model, we aim to provide new insights to better understand the 

implication of this gene in ALS pathogenesis. 

 

2.2. fus KO causes slow muscle disorganization 

 

Skeletal muscle is a major component that makes about 50% of the body mass of a human and 

around 80% of that of a fish (Jackson & Ingham, 2013), and, apart from locomotion, has a role 

in metabolic homeostasis (Jackson & Ingham, 2013). It is constituted by different types of fiber 

distinguished by their physiological and metabolic properties (Schiaffino & Reggiani, 2011). 

Type I or slow muscle fibers are characterized by their lower contraction velocity and high 

mitochondria concentration, thus being more efficient in oxygen consumption and ATP 

production, allowing robust endurance levels (Talbot & Maves, 2016). Type II or fast muscle 

fibers are more adapted to short bursts of strength or speed but are more prone to fatigue due to 

their high contraction velocity (Talbot & Maves, 2016). 

In zebrafish, fast muscle fibers constitute the majority of the muscle fibers but they are covered 

on their outer surface by a subcutaneous layer of slow muscle fibers (Figure 8). These type I 

fibers are the first to contract spontaneously in the embryo starting at 17 hpf and are responsible 

for their coiling behavior (Saint-Amant & Drapeau, 1998). The type II fibers are functional 

hours later and mediate the characteristic fast movements of the embryo (Naganawa & Hirata, 

2011). 
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Figure 8: Transversal section of a 48 hpf zebrafish embryo at the trunk level showing fast 

muscle fibers (green) and slow muscle fibers (red) (derived from Jackson et al., 2013) 

 

 

 

To assess the phenotypic features of muscle structure we first used a fluorescently labeled 

phalloidin, able to mark actin filaments, in 48-hpf fus mutant embryos. This labeling permitted 

us to reveal all types of muscles fibers that we could observe through confocal microscopy.  

In WT and fus+/- conditions, muscle fibers are well organized, displaying the typical parallel 

lines pattern in every somite (Figure 9Ai, ii). However, when we looked at fus-/- embryos, we 

noted a disorganized muscle pattern, with non-parallel and curvy fibers (Figure 9Aiii). This 

suggests the existence of a disorganized muscle structure in the homozygous mutants.  

To strengthen this observation, we then decided to assess the different muscle types specifically. 

We performed an immunolabeling analysis using specific antibodies for fast (F310; Figure 9B) 

and slow muscles (F59; Figure 9C). In all the conditions, the fast muscle fibers seemed 

unaltered and well organized in straight parallel lines (Figure 9Bi, ii, iii). In the case of slow 

muscles, fus+/- presented the similar pattern of WTs embryos (Figure 9Ci, ii). Contrarily, fus-/- 

fish displayed disorganized muscle pattern with aberrantly curvy slow muscle fibers (Figure 

9Ciii). This observation suggests the implication of fus gene in muscle organization and 
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development in zebrafish. This is in line with a recent study that revealed several alterations in 

human FUS-ALS skeletal muscles as well as in mice carrying FUS mutated protein (Picchiarelli 

et al., 2019). 

 

Figure 9: Muscle morphology in fus zebrafish KO mutants at 2 dpf. A, Phalloidin staining of WT 

(i) and fus mutant embryos (ii, iii). WT and fus+/- conditions displayed well organized muscle 

structures with typical parallel line pattern. On the contrary, fus-/- conditions showed a disorganized 

structure with curvy and non-parallel fibers. B, immunolabelling of fast muscle fibers with F310 

antibody in WT (i) and fus mutant embryos (ii, iii). No significant difference was observed between 

WT and fus mutants. C, immunolabelling of slow muscle fibers with F59 antibody in WT (i) and fus 

mutant embryos (ii, iii). fus+/- presents the similar pattern of WTs embryos, but fus-/- displayed 

disorganized muscle pattern with aberrantly curvy slow muscle fibers. 
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2.3. fus KO impacts the mitochondrial network in the zebrafish embryos muscles   

 

The skeletal muscle being a key factor in energy metabolism, its investigation is regularly 

associated with mitochondrial feature assessment (Gouspillou & Hepple, 2016). 

Indeed, previous studies showed oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunctions in muscles of 

ALS patients and animal models (Loeffler et al., 2016). For example, mutant SOD1 muscles 

displayed increased levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) before motor impairment (Halter 

et al., 2010), suggesting an aberrant oxidative metabolism (Capitanio et al., 2012). Also, altered 

expression of PGC-1α  has been shown to contribute to excessive ROS production and aberrant 

oxidative metabolism, and the increase of PGC-1α in mutant SOD1 muscle was shown to 

maintain mitochondrial biogenesis and improved muscle function (Da Cruz et al., 2012), thus 

highlighting the involvement of mitochondrial dysfunction in ALS-linked muscle pathology 

(reviewed in Loeffler et al., 2016). 

Since mitochondrial network form is a good indicator of mitochondrial function and stability, 

we decided to assess its morphology in fus mutant embryos.  

 To do so, we used two different staining techniques: an immunolabelling using an antibody 

targeting specifically the outer mitochondrial membrane (TOMM20), and a fluorescent 

MitoTracker probe that accumulates in active mitochondria (Figure 10). It last has been 

injected in the blood circulation at 2-dpf embryos, providing mitochondrial network 

visualization in vivo (Supplementary Material, Figure S6). The mitochondrial network was 

then reconstructed through Imaris “Surface” option. 
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Importantly, in both cases, mitochondrial network seems to be less elongated and more 

fragmented in fus-/- embryos (Figure 10Aiii and Biii) compared to WT and heterozygous fish 

(Figure 10Ai, ii and Bi, ii). 

This shape was particularly evident after 3D MitoTacker reconstruction (Figure 10B, in 

yellow). Altogether, these results suggest a major impact of fus loss-of-function on 

mitochondrial function in zebrafish muscles. 

To strengthen these observations, we also assessed the production of ROS level in order to 

evaluate the presence of oxidative stress in 2 dpf embryos. For this, we used dihydrofluorescein 

diacetate (DHF), a molecule that becomes fluorescent when in contact with ROS. The 

qualitative observation of fus-/- embryos showed higher levels of fluorescence in muscles 

(Figure 10C) compared to WT and fus+/-, indicating aberrant levels of oxygen radicals. 

However, despite a trend of increase of the ROS levels, the quantification showed no significant 

difference between WT and fus mutants due to high variability (Figure 10D). Therefore, there 

is still a strong need to further this investigation on mitochondria through other techniques, 

including metabolic approaches to asses oxygen consumption and ATP production. 
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Figure 10: Mitochondrial network in fus KO 2 dpf embryos. Immunostaining (TOMM20) (A) and 

MitoTracker labelling (B) of WT (i), fus+/- (ii) and fus-/- (iii) conditions. In both cases, fus-/- embryos 

displayed a less elongated and more fragmented mitochondrial network compared to WT and fus+/- 

conditions. The nuclei were also marked with DAPI to better visualize the network in the muscle 

fibers. Confocal z-stacks of 0,15 µm were used to build the mitochondrial network 3D structure with 

Imaris. The “surface” option was used to create a 3D structure from the confocal microscopy data. 

This allowed us to identify relevant entities within the z-stacks to build the mitochondrial network in 

3D. C, D, oxidative stress assessment with DHF showing ROS levels.  
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2.4. Expression of mitochondrial genes in fus mutants 

 

We decided then to check for transcript expression of genes that play essential roles in 

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) maintenance and replication, as well as in the respiratory chain 

complexes biogenesis.  

mtDNA is highly conserved in all vertebrates (Boore, 1999; Brown, Waring, Scazzocchio, & 

Davies, 1985), and its molecular machineries,  are almost completely conserved during 

evolution (Artuso et al., 2012).  

Thus, we decided to evaluate the expression of some genes previously described by Artuso and 

collegues, particularly involved in mitochondrial functions.  

The DNA polymerase γ (polg1) plays key roles in replication, recombination and repair of 

mtDNA (Copeland & Longley, 2003). Several studies showed aberrant decrease in mtDNA 

levels leading to lethality and severe respiratory chain deficiencies in different mutant models 

(Genga, Bianchi, & Foury, 1986; Iyengar, Roote, & Campos, 1999). 

TWINKLE mediates mtDNA conformation and acts as mtDNA stabilizer during replication 

(Garrido et al., 2003). 

 Thymidine kinase (tk2) is an intramitochondrial pyrimidine nucleoside kinase that participate 

in the salvage pathway of deoxynucleotide synthesis in the mitochondria, considered essential 

for the replication of mtDNA (Johansson & Karlsson, 1997). 

We also checked two genes implicated in the biogenesis of mitochondrial complexes: the 

cytochrome c oxidase subunit Va (cox5ab) (Rizzuto, Nakase, Zeviani, DiMauro, & Schon, 

1988) and the ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 complex alpha subunit (atp5α1) (Akiyama, 

Endo, Inohara, Ohta, & Kagawa, 1994). 
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At 2 dpf, twinkle, tk2 and polg1 transcripts showed no significant change of expression in fus-/- 

embryos (Figure 11A). The same thing has been observed for the genes involved in 

mitochondrial complexes biogenesis (Figure 11B). However, an interesting tendency to 

decrease (Figure 11A) and increase (Figure 11B) in fus KO fish can be noted. Therefore, 

further measurements need to be performed. 

 

 

Figure 11: Mitochondrial gene expression in fus mutants. A, qPCR analysis of twinkle, tk2 

and polg1, genes involved in mtDNA maintenance and replication. B, qPCR analysis of 

atp5α1 and cox5ab, genes involved in the biogenesis of mitochondrial complexes. 
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3. Functional characterization of the novel CHCHD10 mutant zebrafish 

model 
 

To pursue our investigation of mitochondria pathology in ALS, we decided to characterize a 

novel zebrafish model presenting a non-sense mutation on the chchd10 gene. This gene encodes 

for the mitochondrial protein chchd10 located in the intermembrane space and involved in 

mitochondrial cristae stabilization (Friedman, Mourier, Yamada, Michael McCaffery, & 

Nunnari, 2015; Hofmann et al., 2005) and linked to the disease (Bannwarth et al., 2014b). 

 

3.1. Generation and characterization of the model 

 

The CHCHD10 gene has been associated with ALS-FTD only recently (Bannwarth et al., 

2014b) and highlighted the significant implication of mitochondrial alterations in the etiology 

of the disease. Few studies on model organisms followed this discovery and gathered additional 

information on CHCHD10 involvement in ALS pathogenesis (Anderson et al., 2019a; Genin et 

al., 2019; Woo et al., 2017). However, the phenotypic features observed in these studies are too 

complex and new models are still needed to enrich our understanding of the pathomechanisms 

that characterize this gene in ALS. 

Similar to the fus KO zebrafish model, we obtained a mutant genetic line for chchd10 from the 

Zebrafish Mutation Project (reference: sa18461, mutation c.266T>A; p.Y89X, Sanger Institute) 

(Kettleborough et al., 2013). The mutants were generated through ENU mutagenesis and 

identified by TILLING approach (reviewed above). After high-precision sequencing to confirm 

the presence of the point mutation (Figure 12A), we identified the mutation to be located before 

the CHCH domain of the protein (Figure 12B) and leading to a translation termination (stop) 

codon, thus simulating a loss of function through truncation of the functional domain of 

chchd10.  
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We determined the protein levels of chchd10 by Western blot analyses at 48 hpf. The decreased 

amount measured in chchd10-/- conditions compared to WT and chchd10+/- (Figure 12C) 

confirmed the efficacy of the nonsense mutation. We also observed a decrease tendency in the 

mRNA expression of chchd10 in the mutants compared to WT conditions, though without 

reaching significance (Figure 12D). In addition, no major morphological and developmental 

deficits were noticed in this model and the viability of the chchd10 mutants is comparable to 

WT controls (Figure 12E). 

 

Figure 12: Characterization of the zebrafish Chchd10 mutant model. A, Sanger sequencing results with 

arrows showing the mutation target site. B, schematic representation of zebrafish Chchd10 protein showing 

the site of mutation before the CHCH domain that gives its function. The antigen sequence recognized by 

the antibody is also displayed. C, Left, immunoblot analysis of Chchd10 protein in total extract from WT, 

hetero and homozygous embryos at 48hpf. The band detected is around 15 KDa. Right, densitometry 

quantification of Fus protein level normalized to αtubulin. (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc 

test. *p<0, 05). D, RT–PCR analysis of chchd10 messenger RNA. E, Kaplan-Meier survival curves for 

WT, chchd10+/- and chchd10-/-. Time is shown in days post fertilization (dpf). An n of 20 embryos was 

used for WT, while 43 have been used for heterozygous mutants and 47 for homozygous mutants. 
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3.2. Locomotion assessment in chchd10 zebrafish models 

 

To further the characterization of the model, we assessed its swimming behavior at 2 dpf 

through TEER assay. Similar to the fus mutant model, by measuring the distance, time and 

velocity of each animal, we observed that only chchd10-/- embryos (dark blue) presented an 

altered locomotion and paralysis in some cases (Figure 13B), whereas the chchd10+/- and the 

WT had a comparable swimming behavior. This suggests that chchd10 may impact motor 

function in the zebrafish.  

 

Figure 13: chchd10-/- 2 dpf embryos show locomotion defects at TEER. A, traces representing 

the swim response of heterozygous and homozygous embryos compared to WT controls during 

the touch-evoked escape response assays (TEER). Briefly, 2 dpf zebrafish embryos are gently 

touched on the tail with a glass pipette and their escape behavior is assessed and recorded. B, 

Quantitative analyses of TEER. Chchd10-/- (dark blue) showed a significant decrease in the 

distance travelled, time spent and velocity of swimming (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni 

post-hoc test. *p<0, 05; **p<0, 01; *** p<0, 001). 
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We also tried to rescue the phenotype through the use of decylubiquinone (DU), a synthesized 

analogue of Coenzyme Q-10 (CoQ10, ubiquinone) that acts as an electron acceptor for 

complexes I and III of the transport chain in the mitochondria and as an antioxidant (Ernster & 

Dallner, 1995). It has been shown that DU prevented ROS production and the activation of the 

mitochondrial permeability transition, which is a key event in apoptotic and necrotic cell death 

(Armstrong, Whiteman, Rose, & Jones, 2003). After incubating the embryos at 24 hpf in 1.5 

µM of DU, a TEER test was realized the next day at 48 hpf. However, no significant 

improvement in the motor phenotype has been observed (Supplementary Material, Figure 

S7). 

We also wanted to determine if the motor impairments observed at 2 dpf would persist at further 

stages (3, 4 and 5 dpf). For this, we used the previously described light stimulation protocol 

with the ZebraLab platform and recorded the behavior of the embryos (Supplementary 

Material, Figure S8). However, at every stage, there was no significant change in the global 

activity of the embryos between chchd10-/-, chchd10+/- and the WT controls (Supplementary 

Material, Figure S8B, C, D). Although not significant, there is a noticeable tendency in global 

activity decrease of chchd10-/- embryos compared to the other conditions at 4 dpf 

(Supplementary Material, Figure S8C). 

Overall, we saw an impaired locomotion at 2 dpf in the chchd10-/- embryos that did not persist 

over time. This could be explained by a developmental delay caused by the mutation at early 

stage that is possibly compensated afterwards by other pathways. 

3.3. Chchd10 mutation does not impact NMJ formation in zebrafish 

 

Similar to the fus mutant model, we performed an immunolabeling analysis for NMJ 

components both at the pre-synaptic (SV2) and post-synaptic terminals (αBTX) using the same 

procedure (Supplementary Material, Figure S3). 
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Here, at 2 dpf, no difference was observed between the chchd10 mutants and the WT condition, 

with no aberrantly non-colocalized pre- and post-synaptic elements (Figure 14B, C), even 

though the motor axons seem less branched in the mutant conditions. This suggests that 

chchd10 loss of function does not impact the formation of NMJ in zebrafish and that other 

hallmarks of ALS should be investigated through this mutation. 

 

Figure 14: NMJ formation in chchd10 mutant zebrafish models. A, Primary motor axon 

(Cap) of WT and mutant chchd10 embryos stained immunofluorescently with the antibody 

against SV2 (red) and AChRs (green). At 48 hpf, all conditions presented grown motor axons 

along the myosepta and well colocalized pre- and post-synaptic terminals. chchd10+/- and 

chchd10-/- seem to show motor axons with less branching. B, spots quantification with Imaris 

software of uninervated AChR. C, quantification of orphaned SV2 pre-synaptic markers. 
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3.4. Muscle morphology of chchd10 zebrafish mutants 

 

Following the investigation on the NMJ, we assessed the muscle structure in this mutant model 

by immunolabeling analysis using specific antibodies for fast (F310; Figure 15A) and slow 

muscles (F59; Figure 15B). In all the conditions, the fast muscle fibers seemed unaltered and 

well organized in straight parallel lines (Figure 15Ai, ii, iii). The same goes for slow muscle 

fibers in all the conditions (Figure 15Bi, ii, iii). chchd10-/- embryos seemed to show some curvy 

slow muscle fibers but not in the same proportions as in the fus-/- mutant models, suggesting no 

significant impact of chchd10 loss of function on muscle structure in zebrafish. 

 

Figure 15: Muscle morphology in chchd10 mutants at 2 dpf. A, immunolabelling of fast muscle 

fibers with F310 antibody in WT (i) and chchd10 mutant embryos (ii, iii). No significant 

difference was observed between WT and chchd10 mutants. B, immunolabelling of slow muscle 

fibers with F59 antibody in WT (i) and chchd10 mutant embryos (ii, iii). No significant 

difference was observed between WT and chchd10 mutants. Homozygous mutants presented 

some curvy slow muscle fibers but only in rare areas of the fish, contrarily to fus-/- embryos. 
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3.5. Mitochondrial network and membrane potential permeability in chchd10 mutants 

 

With chchd10 proteins located in the intermembrane space of the mitochondria and involved in 

their stability, we assessed the mitochondrial network morphology in the chchd10 mutant 

zebrafish embryos. We performed the same immunolabelling technique used for fus models, 

using the TOMM20 antibody that targets the outer mitochondrial membrane. 

Here, chchd10-/- embryos seem to show lower mitochondrial density and fragmentation in some 

locations compared to WT and chchd10+/- (Figure 16C). However, this approach remains 

qualitative and incite us to deepen our investigation on mitochondria dysfunction in chchd10 

mutants. 
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Figure 16: Mitochondrial network in chchd10 mutants. Immunostaining (TOMM20) of 

WT (A), chchd10+/- (B) and chchd10-/- (C) conditions. The nuclei were also marked with 

DAPI to better visualize the network in the muscle fibers. Confocal z-stacks of 0,15 µm were 

used to build the mitochondrial network 3D structure with Imaris. The “surface” option was 

used to create a 3D structure from the confocal microscopy data. This allowed us to identify 

relevant entities within the z-stacks to build the mitochondrial network in 3D. Scale bar, 100 

µm. 
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Next, we investigated whether chchd10 non-sense mutation in zebrafish could impact the 

mitochondrial membrane permeability (MMP). Mitochondria generate a potential across their 

membrane due to the enzyme activity of the respiratory chain, named mitochondrial membrane 

potential (ΔΨm), and it serves as an intermediate form of energy storage which is used by ATP 

synthase to make ATP (Zorova et al., 2018). ΔΨm is also considered to be a factor determining 

the viability of mitochondria (Zorova et al., 2018). Indeed, one apoptotic pathway involves an 

increase of outer MMP causing the release of various proteins from the intermembrane space 

into the cytoplasm, leading to a loss of ΔΨm, as well as mitochondrial swelling and rupture of 

the outer mitochondrial membrane (Tsujimoto & Shimizu, 2007). 

In order to assess the MMP in our model, we used a kit optimized for its analysis by flow 

cytometry with a mitochondrial potential dye on 2 dpf embryos. This dye accumulates in normal 

mitochondria thanks to the MMP, resulting in an increase in fluorescence. In apoptotic 

conditions, MMP is supposed to be collapsing, which is manifested by a decrease in 

fluorescence. 

Here, the MMP analysis showed a notable tendency in fluorescence decrease in chchd10 

mutants compared to WT conditions (Figure 17), however without reaching significance. The 

decrease observed in chchd10 heterozygotes is peculiar as they do not show locomotion defects 

and any alteration in the mitochondrial network at 2 dpf. These data suggest a possible effect 

of chchd10 on mitochondrial membrane permeability that could facilitate apoptotic conditions, 

but further investigation needs to be performed to ascertain this observation. 
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Figure 17: Mitochondrial membrane potential assessment in chchd10 mutants. Flow 

cytometry results showing percentage of fluorescent cells in WT (A), chchd10+/- (B) and 

chchd10-/- (C) conditions. D, Quantification of the index of fluorescence. chchd10 mutants 

showed a decrease in fluorescence, indicating a possible collapse of the mitochondrial 

membrane potential, and thus aberrant apoptotic conditions in the mutants. 

 

3.6. Mitochondrial gene expression changes in chchd10 mutants 

 

Like for fus, we decided to assess the transcript expression of polg1, twinkle, tk2, cox5ab and 

atp5α1, which are involved in mtDNA maintenance and respiratory chain complexes 

biogenesis. 
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At 2 dpf, twinkle, tk2 and polg1 transcripts showed a tendency in increased expression in 

chchd10-/- embryos (Figure 18A). In parallel, the genes involved in the biogenesis of 

mitochondrial complexes also displayed a tendency to increase in both chchd10 mutants 

(Figure 18B). However, due to high variability, there was no statistical difference between WT 

and the mutants. Altogether, these data hint towards an altered expression of key genes in 

mitochondrial functions caused by chchd10 loss of function, but assessments need to be 

repeated and refined for confirmation. 

 

Figure 18: Mitochondrial gene expression changes in chchd10 mutants. A, qPCR analysis of 

twinkle, tk2 and polg1, genes involved in mtDNA maintenance and replication. B, qPCR 

analysis of atp5α1 and cox5ab, genes involved in the biogenesis of mitochondrial complexes. 

 

3.7. Expression of tardbp and fus in chchd10 mutant zebrafish 

 

A recent study reported a pathological link between CHCHD10 mutation and cytoplasmic TDP-

43 inclusions that are associated with mitochondrial dysfunctions (Woo et al., 2017). With the 

use of different model organisms, they could show that CHCHD10 plays a protective role in 
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mitochondrial and synaptic integrity and that CHCHD10 mutations induces cytoplasmic TDP-

43 accumulation, resulting in mitochondrial and synaptic damage (Woo et al., 2017). For this 

reason, we wanted to check the expression of tardbp and tdp-43 in our chchd10 mutant model. 

In parallel, tdp-43 shares multiple roles with fus (Ling, Polymenidou, & Cleveland, 2013), and 

they both colocalize with mitochondrial markers in different ALS models (Magrané, Cortez, 

Gan, & Manfredi, 2013; Wang et al., 2013). Therefore, since a major part of the thesis is focused 

on fus characterization, we decided to investigate possible expression changes of fus in the 

chchd10 mutants. 

To do so, we performed Western Blot analyses to determine the protein levels of tdp-43 at 2 

dpf embryos. No significant change was found between the conditions (Figure 19A). We also 

checked for levels of tardbp transcripts and observed a slight increase but also not significant 

(Figure 19B). We also did the measurements to determine fus expression. At the protein level, 

there seems to be a decrease in chchd10-/- embryos compared to the other conditions, although 

not significant (Figure 19C). At the mRNA level, no change in expression was observed 

(Figure 19D). Therefore, these results suggest that chchd10 loss-of-function does not influence 

the expression patterns of tdp-43 and fus. 
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Figure 19: Expression profiles of tdp-43 and fus in chchd10 mutants. A, Left, immunoblot 

analysis of tdp-43 protein in total extract from WT, hetero and homozygous embryos at 48hpf. 

The band detected is around 43 KDa. Right, densitometry quantification of tdp-43 protein level 

normalized to gapdh. B, RT–PCR analysis of tardbp mRNA. C, Left, immunoblot analysis of 

fus protein in total extract from WT, hetero and homozygous embryos at 48hpf. The band 

detected is around 77 KDa. Right, densitometry quantification of fus protein level normalized 

to gapdh. D, RT–PCR analysis of fus mRNA. 

 

 

3.8. Expression of chchd10 in the fus mutant zebrafish model 

 

Following the results highlighting mitochondrial network alteration, we decided to look at the 

expression of chchd10 by western blot and qPCR analysis in the fus mutant models.  

Interestingly, both chchd10 proteins and mRNA were decreased in fus-/- embryos compared to 

WT and fus+/- conditions (Figure 20A and B), suggesting the important role that fus may have 

on chchd10 expression in zebrafish. 
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Figure 20: chchd10 expression changes in fus mutants. A, Left, immunoblot analysis of 

chchd10 protein in total extract from WT, hetero and homozygous embryos at 48hpf. The band 

detected is around 15 KDa. Right, densitometry quantification of chchd10 protein level 

normalized to αtubulin. (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. *p<0, 05). B, RT–

PCR analysis of chchd10 mRNA (One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test. *p<0, 05). 

 

 

3.9.  Discussion 

 

The investigation of ALS hallmarks in these new models led us to explore the muscle and 

mitochondrial features of the disease, which are less explored and present little available 

information. We demonstrated here that loss of fus impacts the organization of slow muscle 

fibers during development in zebrafish. This muscle structure alteration was associated with 

changes in the morphology of mitochondrial network, which is more fragmented and less 

elongated. In addition, we described expression changes in key mitochondrial genes induced 

by fus non-sense mutation, further strengthening the relevance of mitochondrial dysfunction in 

ALS-associated FUS.  

 The disruption of slow muscle fibers structure found in fus models is consistent with 

previous studies highlighting muscle pathology in ALS. Several studies on  SOD1 mutant mice 

reported a reduction in muscle volume (Marcuzzo et al., 2011) and strength associated with 

mitochondrial dysfunction (Dobrowolny, Aucello, Molinaro, & Musarò, 2008). Other studies 

found that the overexpression of mutant SOD1 in muscle displayed muscle weakness associated 
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with altered NMJs and MN degeneration (Wong & Martin, 2010). Recently, a direct link was 

established between mutant FUS and post-synaptic defects in a knock-in Fus-ALS mouse 

model (Picchiarelli et al., 2019). The authors showed that ALS mutant FUS displayed intrinsic 

toxicity in both MN and induced pluripotent stem cell-derived myotubes of FUS-ALS patients, 

as well as myogenic pathological activity in muscle biopsy samples from patients (Picchiarelli 

et al., 2019). In addition, they showed that FUS regulates the expression of Chrn genes, thus 

impacting NMJ formation and stability. These data reinforce the findings described in this 

thesis. In fact, both NMJ and muscle structure disruption are identified in zebrafish lacking fus. 

However, we need to perform further studies on muscle to confirm the alterations we found. 

Electrical stimulations on muscle fibers have been performed on zebrafish embryos and could 

provide information on muscle contraction efficiency and muscle strength (Dou, Andersson-

Lendahl, & Arner, 2008). 

 Mitochondrial pathology plays an important role in pathogenesis of ALS as has been 

reported in numerous studies. SOD1 mutants displayed increased ROS levels and altered levels 

of PGC-1α would disrupt mitochondrial biogenesis and function in SOD1 models (Da Cruz et 

al., 2012; Halter et al., 2010). TDP-43 and FUS have also been linked with mitochondrial 

dysfunctions, such as decreased mitochondrial membrane potential and elevation of ROS levels 

(Wang et al., 2019), or disruption of the ATP synthase complex assembly, suppressing 

mitochondrial ATP synthase and causing mitochondrial stress (Deng et al., 2018). In our work, 

we revealed disrupted mitochondrial networks in absence of fus, hinting towards fus loss of 

function in mitochondrial dysfunction. However, the visualization techniques we used present 

limitations that compel us to be cautious in our conclusions. Indeed, to the best of our 

knowledge, visualizing the mitochondrial network has been mostly done on cell lines and 

primary cultures, providing a simpler environment for the penetration of these fluorescent 

markers and thus a better representation of the network at the cellular level. Here, we wanted 
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to analyze this network in a full organism, providing a context closer to reality, with the cells 

behaving according to their specific disposition in the organs. But this approach made the 

labelling more complex and, in some cases, inconsistent, as the markers would sometimes not 

be homogenously diffused. This limitation might interfere with the 3D reconstruction analysis 

and thus making the assessment less accurate.  

Furthermore, the quantification of ROS levels in our models presented high variability and we 

could not see any significant increase that has been previously reported in other ALS studies 

(Capitanio et al., 2012; Halter et al., 2010). Therefore, more precise labelling techniques for 

zebrafish and other experiments evaluating different metabolic features need to be developed 

and performed. Further investigation on this direction would provide solid clues on 

mitochondrial implication in ALS pathogenesis. 

We also put our interest in the characterization of a stable mutant zebrafish lacking 

CHCHD10, which protein is strictly implicated in mitochondrial activity. The model displayed 

locomotor deficits at 2 dpf that were not persistent in later stages. It presented also some 

mitochondrial dysfunctions such as less dense and fragmented mitochondrial network, as well 

as a collapse of the mitochondrial membrane potential, suggesting the enhancement of apoptotic 

conditions. Expression changes in key mitochondrial genes were also hinted. However, these 

alterations were not significant and only provide interesting trends that need to be further 

developed. 

Several reasons could explain the lack of clear pathological features in this model. First, a 

number of partners of CHCHD10 have been identified and could compensate for its loss of 

function. Indeed, CHCHD10 is part of the mitochondrial contact site and cristae organizing 

system (MICOS) complex that also includes other CHCH proteins including CHCHD3 and 6, 

as well as mitofilin and mitofusin (Genin et al., 2016). These proteins share similar roles with 

CHCHD10 and have been shown to all interact with the same proteins to contribute to crista 
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stability (Xie, Marusich, Souda, Whitelegge, & Capaldi, 2007; Zhou, Saw, & Tan, 2017). 

Another major partner is CHCHD2, which is structurally almost identical to CHCHD10 (Imai, 

Meng, Shiba-Fukushima, & Hattori, 2019) and has been reported to form a multimodal complex 

with CHCHD10, associating these twin proteins to various neurodegenerative diseases (Imai et 

al., 2019; Klemann et al., 2017). CHCHD2 and CHCHD10 form both homodimers and 

heterodimers to maintain mitochondrial activity, and it has been hypothesized that the 

disruption of these complexes might be involved in neurodegeneration (Huang et al., 2018; 

Meng et al., 2017). In our case, the mutation on chchd10 might be insufficient to disturb the 

binding between chchd2 and the truncated chchd10 proteins, thus keeping the homo and 

heterodimers intact and possibly temper the effects of chchd10 loss of function. 

Our data are also in line with  recent studies on mutant CHCHD10 mouse models (Anderson et 

al., 2019b; Burstein et al., 2017). In one report, they demonstrated that knock-in mice harboring 

a mutant form of CHCHD10 displayed ALS-like clinical features, including motor deficits, 

myopathy, early lethality and diverse mitochondrial alterations, whereas CHCHD10 KO mice 

did not induce disease pathology or mitochondrial alterations, suggesting that CHCHD10-

dependent disease pathology is not particularly caused by loss-of-function (Anderson et al., 

2019b). Burstein and colleagues demonstrated similar results with CHCHD10 KO mice being 

viable, having no significant phenotype and no mitochondrial abnormalities, suggesting the 

occurrence of functional redundancy or compensatory mechanisms for CHCHD10 loss 

(Burstein et al., 2017). 

CHCHD10 being only recently identified as an ALS-associated gene, there is still a solid need 

for new models and further studies to clarify this gain versus loss-of-function matter. 

 Pathological links between CHCHD10 and other ALS-associated genes are yet to be 

defined. Only one study showed in different models that CHCHD10 ALS/FTD mutations 

caused mitochondrial and synaptic damage associated with TDP-43 accumulation (Woo et al., 
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2017), providing a link between these two genes. Here, we propose a possible connection 

between fus and chchd10, since fus loss of function significantly change chchd10 mRNA and 

protein expression. Therefore, further analyses have to be done in this direction and may 

provide interesting information on the potential link that these two genes have in ALS etiology. 

 

3.10. Material & Methods 

Animal Care: Adult and larval zebrafish (Danio rerio) were maintained at the ICM (Institut du 

Cerveau et de la Moelle épinière, Paris) zebrafish facility and bred according to the National 

and European Guidelines for AnimalWelfare. All procedures were approved by the Institutional 

Ethics Committees at the Research Centers of ICM and Imagine. 

Screening of mutant lines: The chchd10 mutant zebrafish line was obtained from the European 

Zebrafish Resource Center (EZRC) (reference: sa18461) and originates from the mutagenesis 

screen performed at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (Stemple Laboratory). The mutation 

(c.266T>A; p.Y89X) in the chchd10 genetic line is a nonsense point mutation at the exon 3 of 

chchd10. Heterozygous parents and homozygous offspring were screened through high-

precision sequencing (GATC Biotech, Eurofins Genomics). DNA was extracted from by 

cutting a part of the fin from adult zebrafish. Prior to fin-clipping, the adult zebrafish were 

anesthetized in tricaine (160 µg/mL). A part of their caudal fin was cut and put in 75 µL of 

extraction solution (25mM NaOH, 0,2 mM EDTA). The samples were then incubated at 98°C 

for 1 hour and 75 µL of a Tris-HCl (40 mM, pH 5.5) solution was added to the tubes before 

centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 3 minutes. The samples were amplified by PCR using Taq 

polymerase Master Mix (Thermo Scientific K1071) and the following primers: 

CCTAAGCAGCCAGGTCTCAT (forward primer) and 
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TTGACTCAATGCCACTTAAAGAG (reverse primer). The PCR products were then sent to 

GATC Biotech for sequencing. 

Survival assay: Embryos were maintained according to the procedures of the ICM fish facility. 

Larvae were checked daily and maintained in petri dish in a 28.5°C incubator for the first 5 

days post-fertilization (dpf). After 5 dpf, the fish were transferred in tanks with continuous 

water flux. They were then fed regularly and the number of dead larvae was scored each day 

for 20 days by a blinded observer. 

Western Blot: 30 ug of proteins from zebrafish lysates (equal amount of protein in each lane) 

were separated by sodium dodecylepolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Samples were 

denatured at 98°C for 7 minutes. The separated proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose 

membranes (0.45µm, Life Sciences) and probed with the following primary antibodies:  c-

terminal FUS antibody (sc-47711, Santacruz), C-terminal TDP-43 antibody (12892-1-AP, 

Proteintech), CHCHD10 antibody (HPA003440, Sigma-Aldrich). A α-tubulin antibody 

(T5168, Sigma-Aldrich) and a GAPDH antibody (ab8245, abcam) were used as loading 

controls. The blots were incubated with the corresponding fluorescent secondary antibody and 

the signal was detected using the ODYSSEY® CLx. The intensity of bands in each of the lanes 

from the Western blots were measured by ImageJ. 

RNA isolation and analysis of transcripts by q-PCR: Total RNA was isolated from fish using 

TRIzol Reagent (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. First-strand cDNAs were 

obtained by reverse transcription of 1 μg of total RNA using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse 

Transcription Kit (Roche), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative PCR 

amplification was performed with SyBer2X Gene Expression Assays using the primers listed 

in Table S2. Data were analyzed transforming raw Cq values into relative quantification data 

using the delta Cq method. 
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Locomotion assessment: Touch-evoked escape response (TEER): 2 days post-fertilization 

(dpf) zebrafish embryos were tested for behavior under a stereomicroscope (Zeiss, Germany) 

by inducing a light touch-stimulus at the level of the tail with a tip and were scored for the 

distance travelled, the time spent swimming and speed in a 15-cm diameter petri dish. Their 

responses were recorded with a Grasshopper digital camera (Point Grey) at a rate of 30 frame/s 

and quantified using ImageJ. Spontaneous locomotion: 3 dpf-zebrafish larvae were maintained 

in a 96-well plate and assayed for total locomotor activity in ZebraBox (Viewpoint Life 

Sciences, Lyon, France). The embryos were tested for 10 min in a 5 min dark, 2 min light 

(100%), 3 min dark paradigm, repeated 3 times. The experiment was done on the same fish at 

4 and 5 dpf. Total swim activity was analyzed using ZebraLab V3 software (Viewpoint Life 

Sciences, Lyon, France). 

Immunohistochemistry: Animals were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 hours at RT. After 

fixation the larvae were rinsed several times with PBS and then incubated in PBS containing 1 

mg/ml collagenase (20 min) to remove skin. The collagenase was washed off with PBS Triton 

X-100 (PBST; 1 h) and heads were cut away. For the NMJ study, after an incubation of 30 min 

in blocking solution (1% BSA, 1% triton, PBS, 2% Goat serum), the embryos were incubated 

overnight at 4°C in synaptic vesicle 2 (SV2, 1:200; DSHB) antibody diluted in blocking 

solution. The embryos were then washed and incubated for 30 min in PBST containing α-

bungarotoxin conjugated to Alexa 488 (αBTX, 1:1000; Abcam). The larvae were then rinsed 

several times with PBST and then incubated in freshly prepared block solution containing a 

secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor 568, 1:1000; Life Technologies) for 3h at RT before mounting 

on glass slide in 50% glycerol. The NMJs were visualized using a Spinning disk system 

(Intelligent Imaging Innovations, USA), an Examiner.Z1 upright stand (Carl Zeiss, Germany), 

a CSU-W1 head (Yokogawa, Japan), and an ORCA-Flash 4.0 camera (Hamamatsu, Japan). For 

the muscle, the same procedures were followed using the corresponding antibodies: anti-F59 
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(Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) for slow muscles, anti-F310 (Developmental 

Studies Hybridoma Bank) for fast muscles, anti-TOMM20 (HPA011562, Sigma-Aldrich) for 

mitochondria. For mitochondria, embryos were incubated for 5 minutes in DAPI (4’,6-

diamidino-2-phénylindole) to mark the nuclei just before mounting procedure. All images were 

captured at 40x and stained embryos were processed using Imaris Image Analysis software and 

ImageJ. 

Reactive Oxygen Species measurements: 15 embryos were washed with cold Phosphate 

Buffer solution (PBS; pH 7.4) twice and then homogenized in cold buffer (0.32 mM of sucrose, 

20 mM of HEPES, 1 mM of MgCl2, and 0.5 mM of phenylmethyl sulfonylfluoride (PMSF), 

pH 7.4). The homogenate was centrifuged at 15,000g at 4°C for 20 minutes, and the supernatant 

was transferred to new tubes for further experimentation. 20µl of the homogenate was added to 

a 96-well plate and incubated at room temperature for 5 min, after which 100 ml of PBS (pH 

7.4) and 8.3 ml of DFH stock solution (10 mg/ml) were added to each well. The plate was 

incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. The fluorescence intensity was measured using a microplate 

reader with excitation and emission at 485 and 530 nm, respectively. The reactive oxygen 

species concentration was expressed as arbitrary emission units per mg protein. 

Mitochondrial membrane permeability assessment: zebrafish embryos were first 

dissociated to work on cell lysates. Embryos were transferred into a 6-well plate with 2 mL 

EDTA-trypsin (0.25%) and incubated at 28°C for 90 minutes. Samples were triturated regularly 

with pipettes. The digestion is then stopped with 10% fetal calf serum. Cells are transferred to 

50ml tubes and 15mL of HBSS (Sigma-Aldrich). The mix is then centrifuged at 4°C, 3000rpm 

for 5 minutes. HBSS is then removed to add fresh HBSS to wash again with the same 

parameters. Cells are then resuspended in 3ml Leibovitz medium (Sigma-Aldrich) with 

10%FPBS, 1% L-glutamine, 2% Pen/Strep. The mix is then centrifuged at 4°C, 3000rpm for 5 

minutes. Supernatant is discarded and cells are put in 1mL of the same medium. 2uL of 500x 
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Mitochondrial Potential Dye (MAK146, Sigma-Aldrich) is added per sample. Cells are then 

incubated in a 5%, CO2, 37°C incubator for 30 minutes. Cells are then centrifuged at 1000rpm 

for 4 minutes and resuspended in 1mL of buffer of choice. The fluorescence is then monitored 

using the flow cytometer MACSQuant® Analyzer 10 (Miltenyi Biotec) (emission at 535 nm). 

The results are then analyzed using FlowJo® software. 

Statistical analysis: All data values for the zebrafish experiments are represented as average 

standard error of mean (SEM) with significance determined using one-way ANOVAs. 

Differences between groups were identified via post hoc comparisons, specified in the legend 

of each figure. All analyses were performed using Prism 5.0 (Graph Pad, CA). Significance 

level was set at p<0.05. 
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3.11. Supplementary Material 

 

 

Figure S6: Mitotracker injection and acquisition protocol 

 

 

Figure S7: TEER analysis on chchd10-/- mutants after decylubiquinone (DU) treatment. No particular 

rescue of the locomotion was observed. 
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Figure S8: Behavioral activity in light/dark stimulation. A, automatized protocol used at 

the Viewpoint Zebrabox system. Light stimulation is preceded by a period of five minutes of 

darkness, called adaptation period. This period represents the favorite environment for 

zebrafish, probably mimicking a protective area from predators, in which we can measure an 
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increased locomotion activity that we call Spontaneous movements. An abrupt stimulation 

by light, the startle response, is then applied and the fish responds with a brief period of 

elevated activity, where anxiety increases. The total experiment duration is of 7 minutes and 

it is repeated over time until day 5. B, C, D, quantification for activity during darkness 

(spontaneous movement) and light (startle response) at 3, 4 and 5 dpf. 

 

 

 

Table S2: Primers list for qPCR analyses 
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CHAPTER 3 – CONCLUSION AND 

PERSPECTIVES 
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Conclusion and Perspectives 
 

 

Neurodegenerative diseases represent a major issue to human health and, due to increased 

population ageing, their prevalence tends to increase (Heemels, 2016). These diseases, 

including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or 

frontotemporal dementia, are diverse in their pathophysiology, ranging from memory and 

cognitive impairments to severe locomotion abilities (Gitler, Dhillon, & Shorter, 2017). One of 

the common features that characterize them as neurodegenerative is the accumulation and 

aggregation of disease-specific proteins, and advances in genome sequencing technology have 

made it possible to identify in patients the genetic causes of these complex diseases (Pihlstrøm, 

Wiethoff, & Houlden, 2018). However, the underlying mechanisms that define these diseases 

still need to be fully unraveled in order to provide efficient treatments. 

One way to reinforce our understanding is to develop model systems that can recapitulate the 

typical hallmarks of these diseases (Gitler et al., 2017). In the case of ALS, efficient 

experimental model organisms, like mouse, Drosophila, zebrafish, nematode, cell cultures or 

more recently human patient-derived stem cell models, have been generated and provided the 

scientific community with useful insights into genetic and molecular bases of the disease 

(reviewed in Van Damme, Robberecht, & Van Den Bosch, 2017). However, all these models 

have limitations and the translation to patients remains unclear, thus inciting for developing 

new models as well as undertake cross-model approaches to validate disease mechanisms found 

in less-complex systems in more-complex models and human samples (Van Damme et al., 

2017). 

ALS is a devastating disease characterized by the selective loss of upper motor neurons in the 

motor cortex and lower motor neurons in the brainstem and the spinal cord. Over the years, 

multiple pathogenic mechanisms have been identified to be potential causes for ALS, including 
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excitotoxicity, oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction, RNA processing defects, axonal 

transport defects, metabolic alterations and accumulation of protein aggregates (reviewed in 

Hardiman et al., 2017), thus highlighting the complexity of the disease. Another fact to consider 

is that, even though ALS has been usually described as a disease of the motor neuron cell body, 

several studies have demonstrated that other cells are affected (Brites & Vaz, 2014; Philips & 

Robberecht, 2011; Ramírez-Jarquín, Lazo-Gómez, Tovar-y-Romo, & Tapia, 2014). 

Also, with reports showing that NMJ dysfunction is one of the first events occurring in 

pathological conditions prior to MN degeneration (Moloney, de Winter, & Verhaagen, 2014), 

ALS has been redefined as a distal axonopathy, where molecular changes causing MN 

degeneration occur at nerve terminals and post-synaptic sites prior to symptom onset (Moloney 

et al., 2014). Particularly, this “dying-back” hypothesis stipulates that alterations first occur 

distally at the NMJ and progress proximally toward the cell body. Multiple studies are in line 

with this hypothesis by demonstrating denervation and innervation changes at the muscle 

associated with ALS hallmarks independently of MN pathological changes (Fischer et al., 2004; 

Loeffler, Picchiarelli, Dupuis, & Gonzalez De Aguilar, 2016; Pansarasa, Rossi, Berardinelli, & 

Cereda, 2014). 

In this thesis, we provide multiple lines of evidence that ascertain the dying-back hypothesis. 

Indeed, we show, through the characterization of a stable mutant KO zebrafish model for the 

gene fus, specific ALS hallmarks such as accelerated lethality, persisting motor deficits, as well 

as disorganized NMJ morphology associated with dysregulation of several AChR subunits and 

hdac4 level, hinting towards denervation and reinnervation processes. This model also 

displayed altered muscle structure and aberrant mitochondrial network morphology. In 

addition, transcriptomic and protein expression changes of tau and kinases acting on tau 

phosphorylation have been found in the model, providing potential clues towards a link between 

ALS and FTD pathologies. 
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From this work, we formulate the following hypothesis, represented in Figure 21. Briefly, loss 

of fus expression is responsible for the occurrence of distal pathological signs at the NMJ. 

Specifically, the tight juxtaposition of pre- and post- elements is lost, resulting in several AChR 

clusters being denervated and diffuse on the muscular membrane. As already reported in 

human, a phenomenon of reinnervation occurs. Expression of genes for skeletal muscle 

differentiation decrease, such as hdac4, and others link to juvenile stage increase, as it is the 

case for AChR γ subunit. Also, at the MNs, there is an attempt of reinnervation by enhancing 

cytoskeletal plasticity. This plasticity depends on microtubule dynamics which are in turn 

dependent on tau function. This scenario could possibly explain the changed expression of tau 

towards the smaller isoforms and the increase of its related kinases, conditions that are 

particularly abundant during development. 

These findings are corroborated by a recent study demonstrating the critical involvement of 

ALS-FUS in muscle (Picchiarelli et al., 2019). However, our respective fus models differ from 

theirs since we identified deficits in a loss-of-function approach, whereas they attribute their 

findings to a toxic FUS gain-of-function (Picchiarelli et al., 2019). Therefore, other models 

need to be generated and compared to elucidate these discrepancies. 

Also, the use of other genome editing techniques could also reinforce these findings in 

zebrafish. With the development of these tools, including transcription activator-like effector 

nucleases (TALEN) and the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-

associated 9 (CRISPR/Cas9) system, more stable knock-in and knock-out models can be and 

are now generated for a better study of late-onset diseases like ALS.  

Furthermore, zebrafish is an easily accessible model for screening potential therapeutic 

molecules that must be validated later in mammals (Babin, Goizet, & Raldúa, 2014). 
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Therefore, as stated above, there is a need for more cross-model approaches to validate the 

pathogenic mechanisms identified in these different models, to provide additional information 

on the complex consequences and possible co-occurrences of gain and loss of function 

phenomenon in ALS pathology, and to be able to translate these findings into human pathology 

in order to generate efficient therapeutic strategies. In this context, the transcriptomic and 

proteomic sequencing are particularly important, since they are permitting the identifications 

of numerous biomarker candidates and therapeutic targets in FUS ALS patients (De Santis et 

al., 2017; Scekic-Zahirovic et al., 2016). 

The data gathered by our fus model incite us to explore more deeply its whole-transcriptome 

profile. The first steps have already been initiated with the generation of a specific transgenic 

line harboring the fus non sense mutation on a hb9:GFP background. In this way, MNs express 

the GFP (green fluorescent protein) construct, as the hb9 gene is involved in MN differentiation 

(Broihier & Skeath, 2002). We designed this line to sort through FACS (Fluorescence activated 

cell sorting) the MN and perform specifically the transcriptomic analysis in this cell type. 

Preliminary work indicate that this approach is feasible for proteomics and transcriptomics 

analysis that will certainly advance our knowledge of the pathogenic mechanisms due to loss 

of function of FUS in ALS. 

In this thesis, we also characterized a stable zebrafish mutant of the chchd10 gene. The model 

displayed only tendencies that resemble some ALS features, including enhanced mitochondrial 

membrane permeability, but overall no clear phenotype has been highlighted. Our model tends 

to be in line with a lack of loss of function effects and it would be interesting to generate a 

knock-in model to validate the reported data. 

CHCHD10 being only recently associated with ALS, more studies need to be performed on this 

gene and particularly on its possible partners that may contribute to ALS pathology or 

compensate the effects of CHCHD10 mutations. One of its partners, CHCHD2, has been 
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reported to accumulate in pathological conditions (Huang et al., 2018). Since it is not duplicated 

in zebrafish, CHCHD2 gene could represent an interesting candidate to target for genetic 

analysis. A vertebrate model would certainly extend our understanding on CHCHD10-

associated ALS pathology. 

 

 

Figure 21: Summary of the proposed hypothesis of ALS features occurrence in our fus KO zebrafish 

model. In healthy conditions, pre- and post-synaptic elements are well-colocalized, constituting 

functional NMJs and proper innervation from the MN to the muscle. When fus is knocked-out in 

zebrafish, pre- and post-synaptic elements fail to colocalize properly to form functional synapses, with 

AChRs presenting pathological fragmentations. Thus, denervation occurs which triggers compensatory 

reinnervation processes that go through the adaptive plasticity of the axon to form new junctions with 

the skeletal muscle. This plasticity depends on enhanced cytoskeletal dynamics involving the 

microtubules and thus, modulating tau function as well as tau-related kinases to ensure tau 

phosphorylation. 
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Abbreviations 
 

3 

3R 3 tubulin-binding reptitions 

4 

4R 4 tubulin-binding repetitions 

A 

ACh acetylcholine 

AChE Acetylcholinesterase 

AChRs ACh receptors 

ALS Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

atp5α1  ATP synthase mitochondrial F1 

complex alpha subunit 

B 

BIBD basophilic inclusion body disease 

C 

C9orf72  chromosome 9 open reading frame 

72 

CaM-KIIa  Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent 

protein kinase IIa 

caz cabeza 

CHCHD10 Coiled-Coil-Helix-Coiled-Coil-Helix 

Domain Containing 10 

CLIP-Seq cross-linking immunoprecipitation 

(CLIP)-RNA sequencing 

cox5ab cytochrome c oxidase subunit Va 

CSF cerebrospinal fluid 

D 

dpf days post-fertilization 

DPR dipeptide repeat proteins 

E 

EMG Electromyogram 

ENU N-ethyl¬-N-nitrosourea 

ER endoplasmic reticulum 

ERK1/2   extracellular regulated kinases 1 and 

2 

EURALS European ALS Epidemiology 

Consortium 

EWSR1 Ewing’s sarcoma RNA binding protein 

1 

F 

fALS familial ALS 

FMR1 fragile X mental retardation 1 

FP fasciculation potential 

FTD Frontotemporal Dementia 

FTLD frontotemporal lobar degeneration 

cases 

FUS fused in sarcoma 

H 

HDAC4 histone deacetylase 4 

hnRNP heterogeneous ribonuclear protein 

I 

iPS induced pluripotent stem-cell 

K 

KD knockdown 

KIF5A kinesin-5A 

KO knock out 

L 

LMNs lower motor neurons 

lncRNAs long non-coding RNAs 

LRRK2 Leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 

M 

MAPT microtubule-associated binding protein 

Tau 

MBNL1 Muscle blind like splicing regulator 1 

MICOS mitochondrial contact site 

miRNA microRNA 

MN motor neurons 

MNDs Motor neuron diseases 

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

mRNP messenger ribonucleoprotein 

N 

NCS Nerve Conduction Study 

NFTs neurofibrillary tangles 

NIFID neuronal intermediate filament 

inclusion disease 

NMJ neuromuscular junction 
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O 

OPTN optineurin 

Oxr1 Oxidative Stress Resistance Protein 1 

P 

polg1 polymerase γ 

PRPH peripherin 

R 

ROS reactive oxygen species 

S 

SG stress granules 

snRNP small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 

SOD1 superoxide dismutase 1 

SQSTM1/p62 sequestosome 1/p62 

T 

TAF-15  Tata-binding protein-associated 

factor 2N 

TARDBP transactive response DNA-binding 

protein 

TEER touch-evoked escape response 

tk2 Thymidine kinase 

TSC terminal Schwann cells 

TUBA4A tubulin β-4A 

U 

UBQLN2 ubiquilin-2 

UMNs upper motor neurons 

UPS ubiquitin proteasome system 

V 

VCP valosin-containing protein 

Δ 

ΔΨm mitochondrial membrane potential 
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